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ABSTRACT: With the increase of global temperature and decrease of fossil fuel sources, biofuels
become an excellent alternative in present days. Because of its oxygenated nature, biofuels are
found to be more environmentally friendly over fossil fuels. Therefore, in this study, initially two
different biofuels: ethanol and 2,5 dimethyl furan (DMF) are considered as an additive to gasoline
which shows a significant improvement in its combustion characteristics. Due to this promising
result for further studies of these biofuel, details chemical kinetic study of biofuels is considered
in this work through generating its mechanism for engine relevant conditions. Detail chemical
mechanism PCRL-Mech1 is generated for ethanol which is applicable for wide range of operating
conditions. The mechanism is successfully validated with available experimental data of laminar
burning speed (LBS) and ignition delay time (IDT). Species concentration at different reactor
conditions are also considered for the comparison which shows an excellent agreement. Detail
mechanism generation for another newer biofuel anisole is also considered because of its favorable
features in combustion properties and potential source of biomass. Anisole is a higher hydrocarbon
aromatic component and comparative newer fuel which has limited experimental data. However,
with that available experimental data, the developed anisole mechanism shows a good agreement
predicting LBS and IDT results. The chemical kinetics of this fuel is also analyzed through

reaction path flux and sensitivity analyses. Although, detail mechanisms have higher accuracy,
they would be very expensive when using in multiscale computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
modeling. Therefore, different mechanism reduction schemes are considered to reduce the
mechanism size. Initially direct relation graph (DRG), direct relation graph with error propagation
(DRGEP) and sensitivity analysis is implemented to generate a skeleton mechanism for PCRLMech1, which successfully reduced its size. In addition, the rate-controlled constraint equilibrium
(RCCE) analysis is considered as a reduction scheme. The constraints for RCCE calculation are
selected through approximate singular value decomposition of actual degree of disequilibrium
(ASVDADD) analysis. A good comparison of temperature profile of RCCE simulation proves the
success of ASVDADD method.
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW
Combustion is a branch of science that has impact on every part of human life. It is an
interdisciplinary field which involves with knowledge of thermodynamics, fluid dynamics,
chemistry, physics etc. Conversion and generation of energy generally takes place through
combustion. Fuels are the essential part for combustion. The research of fuel in combustion is
getting increasing attention due to its crisis and impact on global warming. The continuous rise of
global temperature makes it essential to consider alternative source of energy over fossil fuel.
Biofuels produced from biomass can be considered as a good source of alternative energy which
has the probability to reduce the pressure on fossil fuels. The oxygenated nature of the biofuels
helped to reduce the environmental pollution through controlling the emission. Ethanol is one of
the most widely used and popular sources of biofuel. This biofuel is considered as an additive with
gasoline to use for car engine to improve the fuel performance and emission quality. It is now
considered as an additive to gasoline which proves the potentiality of oxygenated fuels in the field
of combustion. Ethanol is produced from biomass generated from food content such as sugar cane.
Therefore, using it as fuel causes competition on the food source. To reduce the pressure on food,
other forms of biofuels such as Dimethyl furan (DMF) and Anisole are good options. DMF is a
cellulose based biomass produces from sugar-based content like fructose. It is produced through
synthesis analysis.
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Till now the mostly used percentage of biofuel additive is 10% ethanol blend with gasoline.
To improve the usage of ethanol and to test other biofuel performance a study has been performed
on biofuel additive on gasoline characteristics which is represented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The
study also includes the effect of other biofuel like 2,5 DMF in gasoline. A comparison of different
percentage addition of biofuel additive is shown in this study. It also shows the comparison
between ethanol and 2,5 DMF addition on characteristics of gasoline. It has been concluded that
with same percentage of 2,5 DMF, the characteristic of gasoline improves better than the presence
of ethanol. The study is conducted considering numerical simulation on different combustion
properties such as laminar burning speed (LBS) and ignition delay time (IDT).
For any numerical analysis of fuel in combustion, chemical mechanism plays a very
important role. The accuracy of the result depends on the accuracy of the chemical mechanism. A
chemical mechanism generally consists of important species, reactions involving the species and
thermodynamic and transport properties of the species. It is a step by step representation of the
chemical changes takes place during combustion. To understand the change during combustion
detail and robust fuel kinetics are essential. Therefore, detail mechanism generation is an essential
part for the study of the chemical kinetics of a fuel in combustion research.
Since, ethanol is one of the most widely used biofuel and has a high importance in the field
of combustion, a detailed mechanism for ethanol oxidation (PCRL-Mech1) has been developed
which is described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The chemical mechanism is developed by using an
automated reaction mechanism generator (RMG). RMG is a rate-based reaction mechanism
generator. It determines which reaction and species to include in the mechanism and which to
exclude from the main mechanism based on the reaction rate calculation. It expanded the
simulation with respect to time. The mechanism generation stops with defined termination criteria.
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This automated mechanism generation tool has its own database for predicting thermodynamic
and transport properties of species. It also uses saved database for predicting reaction kinetic.
Beside defined database, RMG is capable of estimating thermodynamic properties through Benson
group additive method. To estimate reaction kinetic, it has necessary family and training reactions
to estimate reaction kinetics. Mostly kinetics that are not available in database is considered for
estimation. The ethanol mechanism generated through RMG went through several correction
process. The final mechanism has shown a very good agreement in predicting experimental result
at engine relevant condition. Accuracy and computational time wise, the PCRL-Mech1 mechanism
found to be very promising comparing to other available ethanol mechanism. The mechanism also
helps in understanding the chemical kinetics of ethanol during oxidation process.
Besides ethanol, another biofuel Anisole is found to be a potential alternative as a fuel. It
also has benefits over ethanol because, it is generated through ligninocellulosic compound which
does not put pressure on food content. Anisole is comparatively newer biofuel. Therefore, kinetic
study of anisole is considered in this work which is described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. A detailed
mechanism for anisole is developed which can be used for various combustion calculations. The
mechanism is tested with different combustion parameters to improve its performance in a best
possible way to predict experimental results. The kinetics analysis of anisole oxidation and its
decomposition over temperature during oxidation is also studied. Anisole is a higher hydrocarbon
fuel and an aromatic component. Kinetics of anisole involves large number of chemical species
from higher hydrocarbon to low hydrocarbon components. The mechanism for anisole also
developed using RMG. Since anisole is comparatively a newer fuel, it still has limitation of
experimental data and well stablished rate calculations of important reactions in the oxidation
pathways.
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A detail chemical kinetic usually have higher accuracy however, it carries so many species
and reactions. More number of species resulted in higher number of equations to be solved
computationally. Modeling and simulation of a chemical combustion process is computationally
an intensive activity. Chemical kinetics are also an essential part in numerical simulations like
CFD. It is very expensive, in some cases computationally almost impossible to apply a detail
mechanism in CFD calculation. Therefore, mechanism reduction is an essential part in chemical
kinetics. The goal is to reduce the dimension of the mechanism with minimum comprise on its
accuracy.
There are different approaches in mechanism reduction process. In Chapter 5 of the thesis
describes the approaches used for mechanism reduction. Here, reduction is considered on two
different ethanol mechanism to reduce its dimensions. Result comparison with detail mechanism
is shown the success of each process. To reduce the size of PCRL-Mech1 mechanism, a
combination of three methods is applied. Direct Relation Graph analysis (DRG), Direct Relation
Graph with Error Propagation (DRGEP) and Sensitivity Analysis (SA) are considered in reduction
process. The DRG and DRGEP methods works on graph analysis and calculate specific rate to
find the unimportant species from the mechanism to remove it. Reactions related to those species
are removed automatically. Sensitivity analysis is able to find more unimportant species after
implementation of DRG and DRGEP method. To apply all these methods some initial conditions
for running the simulation and user defined threshold is used. Finally, the reduced mechanism
compared with the details mechanism to verify the process. The skeleton mechanism can be a good
starting point for further reduction process and also can be used as an alternate ethanol mechanism
for large numerical simulations.
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Rate controlled constrained equilibrium (RCCE) is a model reduction scheme which
successfully describes a detail chemical kinetic, with some rate controlling constraints at the
equilibrium state of the system. The number of constraints will be much lower than the size of
detail mechanism which reduce the computational time. The accuracy of the system depends on
the successful selection of the constraint. An approximate Singular value decomposition of actual
degree of disequilibrium (ASVDADD) method is applied in this work to automatically select the
number of constraints. The constraint selection method is validated with smaller mechanism like
H2/O2. ASVDADD is comparatively a newer method and has still limitations in predicting
pressure-based equations which is essential in PCRL-Mech1 mechanism. Therefore, in this work
RCCE method is applied on ethanol mechanism generated by Marinov. Different number of
constraints are selected to use for the RCCE method. Temperature profile comparison between
RCCE and DKM is considered at different temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio and constraint
conditions. Constraint values that produce lowest error is identified. Finally, ignition delay time is
also calculated and compared in validating the process.
In addition, a modification of constraint generation is considered in this work as part of the
improvement of ASVDADD method. For verification, the method is applied on H2/O2
mechanism. A good comparison of temperature profile at different pressure and temperature
ranges proof the success of this study
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CHAPTER II
OXYGENATED ADDITIVE ON COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS OF GASOLINE
2.1

Introduction
Transportation is one of the major sources of global energy consumption and one of the

main contributors to the pollutant and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. To maximize fuel
efficiency while dramatically reducing transportation related petroleum consumption and GHG
emissions, comprehensive fuel and engine research and development are required. It is commonly
accepted that clean combustion can be fulfilled only if engine development is coupled with
development of improved or reformulated fuels. This can be achieved by blending conventional
petroleum-based fuels with sustainable oxygenated additives. Oxygenated additives can be used
in order to reduce HC and CO emissions, increase the octane number in gasoline-like fuels, lower
GHG emissions through the carbon fixation and significantly reduce the particulate levels in diesel
engines. In order to improve and optimize existing combustion engines for oxygenated biofuel
blends, it is essential to deeply understand their fundamental combustion characteristics and kinetic
pathways.
Laminar burning speed is a physiochemical property of the air-fuel mixture and a very
important and widely used parameter in combustion. It has also an important role in developing
and validating chemical mechanisms. That is why laminar burning speed is an important target in
the combustion research. Another widely used and important property in the combustion is ignition
delay time. It has both physical and chemical effect on the combustion of diesel and gasoline
engines. This parameter is also used to control the NOx emissions. Due to its chemical effect it
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has also significance in mechanism development. Therefore to develop a new mechanism and to
study the combustion, these two parameters are widely used in various researches [1-18].
Gasoline is one of the most widely used fossil fuels. Various experimental and numerical works
have been conducted to improve the combustion properties of gasoline [1,19-31]. Gasoline is a
combination of iso-octane, n-heptane and toluene. Therefore, to build a kinetic mechanism of
gasoline for numerical purposes, combination of all these surrogate fuels are used. A gasoline
surrogate model was developed by Curran et al [19] by adding iso-octane oxidation over wide
range of temperature and pressure. The model was validated by the shock tube experiment. Rapid
compression machine and shock tube analysis were also used by Curran et al [19] to add n-heptane
in the mechanism by incorporating both high and low pressure cases. Other researchers used his
mechanism in their works to do numerical calculation [28,30]. To decrease the computational time,
gasoline surrogate reduced mechanism has been developed by other researchers [29,30]. A new
optimized mechanism is developed by Cai and Pitschv [31] to address the real fuel hydrocarbon
and its surrogate mixture. They included all the primary reference fuels (PRF) along with nheptane and iso-octane. The compact mechanism was compared and found to be in good agreement
with other models and experimental results. This work also included the calculation of ethanol by
adding its mechanism.
With the increase in population and growth of economy, the sources of gasoline are getting
limited. Moreover, combustion of gasoline is harmful for environment. Therefore, oxygenated
drop-in fuels are being considered as alternative source. Alcohol has always been considered as a
good source of oxygenated additive in spark ignition (SI) engines. Its oxygenated nature and high
octane number made it popular. Large numbers of research works were conducted on performance
analysis of ethanol [12,32–38]. Though alcoholic fuels like ethanol is better alternative, till now it
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was not used in the engines, as a pure fuel, due to less availability. Moreover, the cost of ethanol
is high to effort. Therefore, various research was conducted on the effect of the mixture of ethanol
and gasoline. Researchers found advantages of ethanol while using its mixture with gasoline
[13,15,17,39–52]. Palmer [48] in his research used variable blend ratio of ethanol and gasoline to
test on engines. Marinov et al [17] came up with a high temperature detailed mechanism to
simulate for pure ethanol and compared his results with experimental work to validate it. There
are works available using the blending of gasoline and ethanol [44,49–52] in improving emission.
Dirrenberger et al [23] in their research showed the effect of adding ethanol with gasoline on
laminar burning speed. They generated a new mechanism adding n-heptane, iso-octane and toluene
for the numerical simulation. Both numerical and experimental results were compared with and
without addition of ethanol. They found a good agreement between their experimental and
numerical results. The work concluded with the observation that up to 15% addition of ethanol
with gasoline brings negligible effect on laminar burning speed. Various ethanol and iso-octane
blending effect was studied experimentally by Rau et al [13,23]. They also observed that laminar
burning speed remain unchanged up to certain percentage of ethanol. They predicted that higher
value of ethanol addition may bring similar laminar burning speed as pure ethanol.
Besides ethanol, there are other sources of oxygenated additives. From recent studies, new
form of biofuels under furan group becomes popular. These biofuels are extracted mostly from the
cellulose biomass [2,53–61]. Researcher Lifshitz [53,54,62] with his co-worker did several studies
on furan biofuel. They worked on the thermal effect of furan, methyl furan (MF) and 2,5 dimethyl
furans (DMF). Till now most available fuels from furan group are these three. There are published
works on measurement of laminar burning speed for MF and DMF [16,57,59,61,63]. Chemical
mechanisms were also developed for these biofuels. Researcher Sirjean et al [63] developed
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mechanism for DMF calculation. He used shock tube analysis to validate his work. As a source of
oxygenated fuel, DMF is also able to bring change on laminar burning speed while added with
other fuels like gasoline. These changes vary from lean to the rich mixture conditions. Wu et al
[16] used octane-furan blend to test laminar burning speed and concluded that, even adding small
fraction of DMF with iso-octane, increased the laminar burning speed at fuel rich condition. Same
researcher further updated his work by comparing laminar burning speed of DMF, gasoline and a
new fuel which is the mixture of both [16]. A detailed mechanism for MF was developed by
Somers et al [57]. He also later came up with detailed mechanism of DMF [2]. These mechanisms
were used by several researchers recently to do the numerical simulation of DMF. Dong Lu et al
[55,56,58] in his research on biofuels, described the combustion chemistry of available furan group
fuels. They came up with a single mechanism which was able to perform simulation for furan
itself, MF and DMF. Their work modified the mechanism developed by Tian et al [64]. The
mechanism is tested and validated with some experimental work which showed an encouraging
result. In the further study they have done more experimental work on MF and DMF. Recently a
detailed experimental and comparative study was done on this three furan groups by Tran et al
[65]. They worked with low to moderate temperature ranges. The mechanism was developed with
the help of experimental work and it suggested using more experimental work to modify the
mechanism. There are few works available on blending of gasoline and different biofuels of furan
[11,14,16,38,66–72]. Differences in emission was observed while comparing MF and DMF with
other fuels like gasoline on DISI engine [38]. Researchers also tried to improve the engine emission
quality by using gasoline/DMF blend [66,69–72]. Wei et al [69] at his research used blending of
MF-gasoline and compared the result of emission with some other blends of gasoline. His results
showed that MF-gasoline blend lowers the emission of unburned hydrocarbons and carbon
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monoxide. However, it increases the NOx emission. Similarly MF blending with gasoline has
tested on spray system [71]. DMF and gasoline blend was also observed by several researchers
[66,72]. Adding DMF with gasoline can increase laminar burning speed as shown by researcher
Wu et al [16]. In his work, he studied the laminar burning speed of 80/20 iso-octane and DMF
blend. He also studied the Markstein length in his work. The results showed that at equivalence
ratio more than 1.2, the laminar burning speed of blending fuel is higher than laminar burning
speed of iso-octane. Eldeeb et al [11] in their research compared the ignition delay behavior of
DMF and 2-ethyle furan. He also investigated the effect of 50-50 blend of DMF and iso-octane
blend on ignition delay time and found that the ignition delay time of the blending fuel remains in
between the result of DMF and iso-octane. Their proposed mechanism is the combination of
Somers [2] DMF mechanism and Mehl [1] gasoline mechanism which is also used in the present
research work.
Though till now several works are found on ethanol/iso-octane blend but very few works
are exist in literature on blending of DMF/iso-octane. Moreover, the comparisons between these
two additives are not available. Therefore, the goal of the current work is to calculate the effect of
various blending composition of both ethanol/iso-octane and DMF/iso-octane. The calculation is
focused on two very important combustion characteristics, laminar burning speed, and ignition
delay time. Three different blending ratios for each case are considered with wide range of
equivalence ratio and temperature.
2.2

Kinetic Analysis
Kinetic analysis has been performed using CANTERA [73] software package. CANTERA

uses one dimensional freely propagating flame to calculate laminar burning speed of premixed
combustion. Mixture average diffusion model has been considered on the calculation. Laminar
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burning speed is calculated under wide range of equivalence ratios ranging from 0.6 to 1.4.
Furthermore, an adaptive grid refinement with an average of 1000 points is used over the domain.
Ignition delay time is calculated using zero-dimensional kinetics of a constant volume reactor.
The mechanism of Liming Cai et al [31] is used for calculating pure iso-octane, pure
ethanol and ethanol/iso-octane blend. This mechanism is a combination of C1-C4 hydrocarbons,
added with n-heptane, toluene and ethanol model. It is composed of 339 species and 2761
reactions. The mechanism is optimized and validated against different experimental results of
laminar burning speed and ignition delay time. To calculate the DMF and DMF/iso-octane blend,
mechanism proposed by Eldeeb et al [11] has been considered. The mechanism consists of 686
species and 3691 reactions. This mechanism is the combination of iso-octane mechanism by Mehl
[1] and detailed DMF mechanism by Somers [2]. The mechanism is validated with the
experimental result of ignition delay time.
2.3

Results and Discussion
Laminar burning speed for pure ethanol and iso-octane are calculated at temperature 358

K. Equivalence ratio varies from 0.6 to 1.4. A different temperature of 393 K is used for DMF due
to availability of experimental data in literature. All simulation of laminar burning speed was done
at 1 atm pressure. For ignition delay time, different equivalence ratios and pressures are considered
for each fuel based on available experimental data. For the blending effect, 5%, 25% and 50%
blends of ethanol/iso-octane and DMF/iso-octane are considered. A pressure of 40 atm and
equivalence ratio of one is used in calculating ignition delay time of blending mixtures. First, the
selected mechanisms are validated against available data in literature. Second, the chemical
mechanisms are used to obtain combustion characteristics of ethanol/iso-octane and DMF/iso-
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octane blends. Finally, the obtained results are compared, and effect of each drop-in fuels is
discussed.
2.3.1

Iso-octane
The actual fuel of gasoline is a complex composition. To meet the behavior of actual

gasoline in a simpler way, several pure hydrocarbons is combined which results a surrogate
component. That’s why gasoline surrogate is the mixture of several pure hydrocarbons. One of the
main components in the gasoline surrogate is the iso-octane. Therefore, in this numerical
simulation iso-octane is considered in calculating laminar burning speed and ignition delay time.
Laminar burning speeds of iso-octane are shown in Figure 2.1. The result of current simulation is
also compared with available experimental data. As shown in Figure 2.1, laminar burning speed
of current simulation agrees well with experimental data at temperature of 358 K and pressure 1
atm.
Ignition delay time is also calculated at different temperature for iso-octane/air mixture.
Figure 2.2 shows the calculated ignition delay time of iso-octane at varying temperature. It also
shows the comparison of calculated results with available experimental data. The calculated results
of ignition delay time at Figure 2.2 agree well with the available data in literature. For computing
both laminar burning speed and ignition delay time, 21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen composition
of air is used.
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Figure 2.1

Comparison of laminar burning speed of iso-octane/air at 358 K temperature and 1
atm pressure (bullets represent experimental data [14–16,22,23,27], dash line
numerical simulation [23] and solid line for this work)

Figure 2.2

Comparison of ignition delay time of iso-octane/air mixture at pressure of 40 atm
and equivalence ratio of 1 (bullets represent experimental data [20,21,26], dash line
numerical simulation [31] and solid line for this work)
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2.3.2

Ethanol
Laminar burning speed and ignition delay time of ethanol/air mixture was evaluated

through numerical calculation. Figure 2.3 is showing the laminar flame speed comparison of
calculated and experimental results. An equivalence ratio ranges of 0.6-1.4 is considered for
calculating laminar burning speed at 358 K temperature and 1 atm pressure. A good agreement of
the result is found while comparing with experimental and numerical data of other researchers.
This agreement is better at higher equivalence ratios.

Figure 2.3

Comparison of laminar burning speed of ethanol/air mixture at 358 K temperature
and 1 atm pressure (bullets represent experimental data [23,27,34,36,45], dash line
numerical simulation [23] and solid line for this work.

Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of calculated ignition delay time for ethanol/O2/Ar
mixture with experimental results. Similar to the laminar burning speed, a good agreement is
observed for ignition delay time calculation except in high temperature region. With the increase
of temperature ignition delay time of the experimental and numerical result of the reference is
higher than the current mechanism used. These discrepancies of the result are addressed in the later
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section. In calculating laminar burning speed, the composition of air is 21% oxygen and 79%
nitrogen. The ignition delay time is calculated under the condition of 1.25% ethanol, 3.75% oxygen
and 95% argon to match the condition of Dunphy and Simmie [32] shock tube calculation. The
pressure and equivalence ratio used in this calculation is 3.5 atm and one, respectively.

Figure 2.4

2.3.3

Comparison of ignition delay time of ethanol/O2/Ar mixture at pressure of 3.5 atm
and equivalence ratio of 1 (bullet represents experimental data [32], dash line
numerical simulation [17] and solid line for this work)

2,5 Dimethyl Furan
Calculated laminar burning speed and ignition delay time of DMF for current work is

shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7. Results are compared with experimental data and numerical
calculation of other researchers. In Figure 2.5 it is found that the calculated results of DMF vary
from the experimental results at lean condition. However, it matches well with the numerical result
of Sommer [2,74]. The sensitivity analysis of this mechanism is described in later section. The
comparison of ignition delay time at Figure 2.7 shows a good agreement with experimental result
except a little variation at high temperature region. Pressure and temperature of 1 atm and 393 K
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and equivalence ratio from 0.8-1.4 are used for calculating the laminar burning speed. Equivalence
ratio of one and pressure of 80 atm is considered in calculating the ignition delay times. In
calculating laminar burning speed, the composition of air is 21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen. For
ignition delay time the composition of air is 20.5% O2 and 79.5% N2. The results of laminar
burning speed of current simulation followed the similar pattern with available data from the
literature.

Figure 2.5

2.3.4

Comparison of laminar burning speed of DMF/O2/N2 at 393 K temperature and 1
atm pressure (bullets represent experimental data [16,67], dash line numerical
simulation [2] and solid line for this work)

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis for laminar burning speed is performed using CANTERA software.

CANTERA uses the following normalized equitation.
𝑠𝑖 =

𝑘𝑖 𝑑𝑆𝑢
𝑆𝑢 𝑑𝑘𝑖

(2.1)
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where, 𝑠𝑖 is the normalized sensitivities, 𝑆𝑢 is the laminar burning speed and 𝑘𝑖 is the reaction rate
constant. Result of sensitivity analysis on DMF based on laminar burning speed is shown in the
Figure 2.7. The analysis is performed on different equivalence ratios from 0.8-1.2. Temperature of
393 K and 1 atm pressure are considered in this calculation. From sensitivity analysis of different
equivalence ratios, it is obvious that mostly small hydrocarbon species and reactions of hydrogen
abstraction are affecting the laminar flame speed. The forward reaction H+O2  O+OH is the
most sensitive reaction in every equivalence ratio. The next two sensitive reactions are CO+OH
 CO2+H and HCO+M  CO+H+M. On the other hand, reactions H+O2(+M)  HO2(+M) and
H+OH+M  H2O+M put adverse effect on laminar burning speed.

Figure 2.6

Comparison of ignition delay time of DMF/O2/N2 at pressure of 80 atm and
equivalence ratio of 1 (bullets represent experiment data, dash line numerical
simulation and equivalence ratio of 1 (bullets represent experiment data)

Apart from most sensitive small hydrocarbon reactions the next most sensitive reactions
are hydrogen abstraction reactions from alkyl group through O2 or OH radicals. This H abstraction
from alkyl group leads to chain branching reactions which influence the higher burning speed.
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These reactions are C2H3+O2  CH2CHO+H and C2H2+O  H+HCCO. At higher equivalence
ratios, H abstraction by OH radical (CH3+OH  CH2OH+H) is more significant than in lower
equivalence ratios. DMF reaction with hydrogen generates Methyl-Furan (MF) along with CH3
radical. At higher equivalence ratios, the hydrogen reactions with alkyl group is found highly
sensitive. This effect is less in lower equivalence cases. It is found that the chain branching
reactions in the presence of alkyl group for higher equivalence ratios are more sensitive than at
lower equivalence ratios which could be the reason for the difference in laminar flame speed at
lean condition as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.7

Sensitivity analysis on laminar burning speed of DMF/air at different equivalence
ratios, 1 atm pressure and 393 K temperature
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The sensitivities of ignition delay time are calculated based on local sensitivity of
temperature [75]. The following normalized equation in CANTERA is used for the sensitivity
calculation
𝑠𝑘 =

𝑝𝑖 𝑑𝑦𝑘
𝑦𝑘 𝑑𝑝𝑖

(2.2)

where, 𝑦𝑘 is the state variable like temperature and 𝑝𝑖 is the reaction rate. Mechanism of Liming
Cai et al [31] is used in calculation. Sensitivity analysis of temperature in current mechanism is
shown in Figure 2.8. The analysis has done on different temperature of 1300 K, 1400 K and 1500
K, pressure of 3.3 atm and equivalence ratio of one. Same conditions are used to do sensitivity
analysis on Marinov mechanism [17] which is for pure ethanol as shown in Figure 2.9. At 1500
K temperature the most sensitive reactions for the current mechanism is the small hydrogen
branching reaction H+O2  O+OH which generates OH radicals. Same reaction is found sensitive
at Marinov mechanism.
Other sensitive reactions in the current mechanism are C2H5OH (+M)  CH2OH+CH3
(+M) and CH3+OH  H2O+ SXCH2. Reaction HCO+M  CO+H+M is more sensitive than
hydrocarbon chain branching reaction CH3+HO2  CH3O+OH in Marinov mechanism. On the
other hand, H atom consuming reaction H+HO2  H2+O2 has an adverse effect on the burning
speed in Marinov mechanism. In current model OH atom consuming action HO2+OH  H2O+O2
is most sensitive as termination reaction. Almost similar sensitive reactions are found at 1400 K
temperature for both mechanisms. The most sensitive reaction for current mechanism at this
temperature is C2H5OH (+M) C2H5+OH(+M). At 1300 K temperature, most sensitive reaction
in the current model is the chain branching initiative reaction of ethanol (C2H5OH (+M) 
CH2OH+CH3(+M) and CH3+HO2  CH3O+OH). The sensitivities of these reactions are
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comparatively less in the Marinov mechanism at the same temperature. This difference has an
effect on lowering the ignition delay time of current mechanism at higher temperature.

Figure 2.8

Sensitivity analysis on temperature of ethanol with current mechanism [31] under
experimental condition of 1.25% C2H5OH, 3.75% N2 and 95% Ar at different
temperatures, 3.4 bar pressure and stoichiometric condition.

The other sensitive reactions at this temperature as shown in Figure 2.9 are C2H4+OH 
C2H3+H2O; H+O2  O+OH and CH3+OH  H2O+SXCH2. One of the important reactions for
ethanol mechanisms explained by Dunphy [32] is C2H5OH (+M)  CH2OH+CH3 (+M) which is
present in the both mechanisms. The CH3+HO2  CH3O+OH reaction is considered as the
primary supply reaction of OH radicals. This reaction leads to an important alternative path of
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reaction CH3+HO2  CH4+O2 which is a termination reaction. This termination reaction is highly
sensitive in the current mechanism than Marinov.
This may also cause the lower ignition delay time at high temperature for the current model.
OH radical is important for the oxidation of ethanol. The reaction H+HO2  H2+O2 has a primary
role in reducing OH radical, which is most sensitive termination reaction in Marinov mechanism
[17]. In current mechanism the OH radical reduction is occurred by HO2+OH  H2O+O2 reaction.
The termination reactions in most cases for current mechanism show higher sensitivity. This could
be a reason for lowering ignition delay time of current model comparing to Marinov mechanism.

Figure 2.9

Sensitivity analysis on ignition delay time of ethanol with Marinov mechanism [17]
under experimental condition of 1.25% C2H5OH, 3.75% N2 and 95% Ar at different
temperatures, 3.4 bar pressure and stoichiometric condition.
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2.3.5

Effect of Ethanol Addition
Ethanol is used as an additive with iso-octane to find its effect on laminar burning speed

and ignition delay time. Three different compositions of ethanol/iso-octane blends (5/95, 25/75
and 50/50) are used for the calculation. Laminar burning speed of these mixtures is calculated at
358 K temperature and 1 atm pressure with varying equivalence ratios of 0.6-1.4. Figure 2.10
shows the numerical calculation and comparison of laminar burning speed for different
composition of ethanol/iso-octane. It also shows the laminar burning speed of pure ethanol and
pure iso-octane. At the same conditions, ethanol has much higher burning speed comparing with
iso-octane. The difference of laminar burning speed between ethanol and iso-octane is higher at
rich condition than the lean condition. It is found that the trend of laminar burning speed of all
blending fuels is similar to the result of pure iso-octane. Addition of ethanol in a very small amount
(5%) does not affect much on laminar burning speed of iso-octane. Laminar burning speed changes
slightly by addition of 25% ethanol.

Figure 2.10

Comparison of laminar burning speed of ethanol/iso-octane/air mixture at different
ethanol parentages along with pure ethanol and pure iso-octane at pressure of 1 atm
and temperature of 358 K for different equivalence ratios
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Addition of 50% ethanol shows a significant increase of laminar burning speed comparing
with iso-octane. This increase is found in all equivalence ratios. However, similar to pure ethanol
the difference of burning speed is higher at higher equivalence ratios. Therefore, it indicates that
effect of ethanol becomes prominent on iso-octane when 50% or more composition is added.
Ignition delay time of three blending fuels is calculated at 40 atm pressure and equivalence
ratio of Figure 2.11 shows the comparison of ignition delay time for three different ethanol/isooctane mixtures. It also shows the comparison of ignition delay time of pure ethanol and pure isooctane. Nitrogen/oxygen ratio for this calculation is 79/21. The temperature varies from 650 to
1100 K. Ethanol has very high ignition delay time than iso-octane specifically at lower
temperatures. Similar to laminar burning speed, 5% addition of ethanol has negligible effect on
ignition delay time of iso-octane. At 25% ethanol/iso-octane composition there is a slight increase
in ignition delay time at low temperatures. The significant increase of ignition delay time has
observed for the 50/50 blending ratio of ethanol and iso-octane.

Figure 2.11

Comparison of ignition delay time of ethanol/iso-octane/air mixture at different
ethanol parentages along with pure ethanol and pure iso-octane at pressure of 40 atm
and equivalence ratio of 1.
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Figure 2.12(a) shows laminar burning speed of ethanol/iso-octane blend at different ethanol
percentages. It is found that, for all blending cases, laminar burning speed is high at equivalence
ratios of 1 and 1.2. Lower value of laminar burning speed is observed at equivalence ratio of 0.6.
A percentage change is calculated for laminar burning speed and ignition delay time. This change
is calculated as the ratio of difference between blended fuel and pure iso-octane by the absolute
difference between pure ethanol and pure iso-octane.

% change =

𝑆𝐿 (iso − octane) − 𝑆𝐿 (blended fuel)
|𝑆𝐿 (iso − octane) − 𝑆𝐿 (ethanol)|

(2.3)

Figure 2.12(b) shows the percentage change of laminar burning speed for ethanol and isooctane blend at different equivalence ratios. The percentage change of burning speed due to
addition of ethanol is higher at equivalence ratios of 1.0 to 1.2. The highest change of burning
speed of mixture is with 50% addition of ethanol. The percentage change is very negligible for 5%
addition of ethanol.

Figure 2.12

(a) Laminar burning speed at different equivalence ratios and (b) change of laminar
burning speed at different ethanol percentages.
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At Figure 2.13(a) the effect of ignition delay time is shown at different percentage of
ethanol. It is found that ignition delay time of blended fuel increases with increasing the ethanol
concentration. This figure also shows that ignition delay time has an inverse relation with
temperature. The lowest ignition delay time occurs at the high temperature of 1100 K. Ignition
delay time is higher at low temperature of 650K. At Figure 2.13(b), the percentage change of
ignition delay time for the blended fuel is shown at different temperature conditions. At high
temperatures, the percentage change of ignition delay time is negative, because ignition delay time
decreases with ethanol addition. The percentage change of ignition delay time at 650 K is not
significant as shown in Figure 2.13(b). This is because at 650 K temperature ignition delay time
of 50/50 composition is not high enough comparing to the value of pure ethanol.

Figure 2.13

2.3.6

(a) Ignition delay time at different temperature and (b) change of ignition delay time
at different ethanol percentages.

Effect of DMF Addition
Laminar burning speed and ignition delay time of DMF/iso-octane blended fuel is shown

in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. The simulation is carried out at 5%, 25% and 50% DMF/iso-octane
mixture compositions. Laminar burning speed calculation is done at 358 K temperature and 1 atm
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pressure. The range of equivalence ratio is from 0.6-1.4. The comparison of laminar burning speed
for pure iso-octane and pure DMF is shown in Figure 2.14. Similar to ethanol, DMF has high
burning speed comparing to iso-octane. Results showed that, laminar burning speed of iso-octane
increases with addition of 5% DMF. This increase in burning speed varies between rich and lean
conditions. Similarly, addition of 25% DMF increases laminar burning speed of iso-octane. 50/50
composition of DMF/iso-octane increases the overall burning speed. The change between 5% and
25% DMF/iso-octane composition is negligible at fuel lean condition but significant at fuel rich
condition. For 50% DMF addition, the laminar burning speed changes significantly at overall
equivalence ratio.

Figure 2.14

Comparison of laminar burning speed of DMF/iso-octane/air mixture at different
DMF parentages along with pure DMF and pure iso-octane at pressure of 1 atm and
temperature of 358 K for different equivalence ratios.

Ignition delay time measurement of DMF/iso-octane is carried out at 40 atm pressure,
equivalence ratio of 1 and fixed nitrogen oxygen ratio of 79/21. Temperature varies from 650 to
1100 K. Figure 2.15 shows the ignition delay time for DMF/iso-octane mixtures. It also compares
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the result of pure DMF and pure iso-octane ignition delay times. DMF has the longest ignition
delay time compared to iso-octane at low temperature. The result of all blending fuels falls between
these two pure fuels. With 5% addition of DMF, ignition delay time of iso-octane changes mostly
at lower temperatures. However, at higher temperature the change is negligible. With 25% and
50% addition of DMF the change of ignition delay is significant in both higher and lower
temperature region. At 50/50 blending ratio, the ignition delay time of iso-octane becomes almost
close to DMF results. The relative study in between three blending ratios showed a gradual increase
of ignition delay time at low temperature cases. At higher temperature this behavior is opposite.

Figure 2.15

Comparison of ignition delay time of DMF/iso-octane/air mixture at different DMF
parentages along with pure DMF and pure iso-octane at pressure of 40 atm and
equivalence ratio of 1

Figure 2.16(a) shows the laminar burning speed of the DMF/iso-octane mixture at different
equivalence ratios. The highest value of laminar burning speed is found at equivalence ratio 1.0.
For all equivalence ratios, 50/50 composition of DMF/iso-octane has higher value of burning
speed. A percentage change in laminar burning speed and ignition delay time is calculated using
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Eq. (2.3) for DMF addition. Figure 2.16 (b) shows the percentage change of laminar burning speed
at different equivalence ratios. While comparing different percentage of DMF addition, the highest
percentage change is found at equivalence of 0.8. However, the change between 5% and 25% is
high at equivalence ratios 1.2 and 1.4 which defines addition of DMF has a significant effect at
fuel rich conditions.

Figure 2.16

(a) Laminar burning speed at different equivalence ratios (b) change of laminar
burning speed at different DMF percentages

The change of ignition delay at varying percentage of DMF addition is shown in Figure
2.17(a). From this figure, it is found that highest value of ignition delay time of DMF/iso-octane
blend is at lower temperature of 650 K. Value of ignition delay gradually decreases with the
increase of temperature. The lowest value is at 1100 K temperature which indicates that at lower
temperature DMF has higher reactivity. Using Eq. (2.3) the percentage change of ignition delay
time is calculated with respect to temperature and shown in Figure 2.17(b). It is found that the
highest percentage change of ignition delay occurs at 800 K temperature. As found in Figure
2.17(b) the change of ignition delay is negative at higher temperatures and positive at lower
temperatures. DMF found to be more active at low temperature cases.
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Figure 2.17

2.3.7

(a) Ignition delay time at different temperatures (b) Change of Ignition delay time at
different DMF percentages

Ethanol and DMF Comparison
The effect of ethanol and DMF additive on iso-octane, is measured under same blending

composition and properties. Addition of both fuels shows changes on laminar burning speed and
ignition delay time of iso-octane. The prominent change for both fuel blends is found at 50%
composition. A comparison on laminar burning speed and ignition delay time of blended fuel of
ethanol/iso-octane and DMF/iso-octane with pure iso-octane is shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure
2.19. From Figure 2.18 it is clear that for all blending cases, addition of DMF gives higher burning
speed than addition of ethanol. Even at 5% blending ratio where the changes on laminar burning
speed of iso-octane due to ethanol addition is negligible, DMF shows better increase. For 25% and
50% mixture composition, presence of DMF shows higher burning speed than ethanol.
Similarly, Figure 2.19 shows the comparison of ignition delay time of different fuel
additives with iso-octane. Almost no change is observed in ignition delay time of iso-octane with
addition of 5% ethanol. At the same percentage addition of DMF shows a significant difference in
ignition delay time. The highest increase of ignition delays due to DMF or ethanol is observed at
650 K temperature.
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Figure 2.18

Comparison of laminar burning speed of 5%, 25% and 50% of ethanol and DMF
blend with iso-octane at different equivalence ratios.

Figure 2.19

Comparison of ignition delay time of 5%, 25% and 50% ethanol and DMF blend
with iso-octane at different temperatures.
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For ethanol additive this change is only significant for 50% composition. Except high
temperature of 1000 K and 1100 K, DMF shows significant changes on ignition delay time at all
percentage addition. At higher temperatures both additives show less effectiveness on ignition
delay.
2.4

Conclusion
Two important combustion characteristics, laminar burning speed and ignition delay time

were calculated numerically in this work on three different blending ratios of ethanol/iso-octane
and DMF/iso-octane. To validate the mechanism and simulation a detailed comparison of laminar
burning speed and ignition delay time with available data in literature is done on each pure fuel.
Different percentage of 5%, 25% and 50% ethanol and DMF were added with iso-octane separately
to find the effect of drop-in fuels. Laminar burning speed for each case was calculated at 0.6-1.4
equivalence ratios and 358 K temperature. Ignition delay time was calculated at temperature from
650-1100 K. The results were compared with pure iso-octane, pure ethanol and pure DMF. For
each case it is obvious that blended fuel results fall in between two pure fuels. In case of laminar
burning speed, ethanol has very little effect at 5% and 25% addition, comparing to 50%. DMF
shows significant effect on laminar burning speed but it is more prominent at fuel rich conditions.
For ignition delay time, addition of ethanol is not significant at high temperature. At low
temperature, 50% addition of ethanol increases the ignition delay time. The effect of DMF addition
on ignition delay is significant in all temperatures. However, this change is positive at lower
temperatures and negative at higher temperatures. Comparing to both ethanol and DMF blend with
iso-octane, it is clear that addition of DMF changes the characteristics of iso-octane more
significantly than ethanol. In both fuels 5% addition is not that significant comparing to 50%
addition. However, the change for the same percentage of DMF is more prominent than ethanol.
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It is also found that DMF addition for fuel rich condition and low temperature conditions are
significant. Based on these observations DMF seems to be a better drop-in fuel than ethanol.
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CHAPTER III
DETAILED MECHANISM GENERATION FOR ETHANOL
3.1

Introduction
Ethanol is one of the widely studied fuel in the field of biofuel. It has a high energy density

which makes it attractive as a unique fuel. Among many oxygenated additives [1], ethanol has a
long history and it has already being used as one of the important additives with gasoline [2–10].
The addition of ethanol with gasoline improves the octane number and decreases the emission. It
is expected that using ethanol as a base fuel can decrease the pressure on fossil fuels and at the
same time decrease the environmental pollution. The overgrowing demand of energy leads to
continuous study and improvement of the biofuels. To understand the fuel and its effect in
combustion, the in-depth analysis of fuel chemistry is required. Developing the chemical
mechanism is one of the most important steps in this area.
At this point in time, various researches on ethanol has already been carried out [3,4,16–
24,5–7,11–15] . To perform an in-depth analysis of the chemical mechanism and to validate it,
different experimental data is used. Laminar burning speed [25–27] (LBS) is a fundamental
combustion property to test kinetic mechanism. The laminar burning speed data are collected from
different experimental measurement methods including constant volume combustion chamber
(CVCC) [9,20,22,28–31], counter flow configuration [32,33] flat flame or adiabatic burner which
uses the heat flux analysis method [7,10]. Another important combustion property is ignition delay
time [34–36] which is mainly calculated by shock tube [11,16,18,22,37–39] or rapid compression
machine (RCM) [38,40–43] experiment. For shock tube analysis ignition delay time is mostly at
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high temperature conditions [4,11,18,22,37–39,44,45]. Comparatively intermediate temperatures
and high pressure regions for ignition delay is covered through RCM calculations [38,40–42].
Experimental test results gathered from flow reactor [13,46–48], jet stirred reactor [48,49] and
combustion with counter flow partially premixed flame [14,19,50,51] are also used to compare the
species concentration of a chemical mechanism.
Various chemical mechanism on ethanol at different operating ranges is available in
literature [6,12,56–59,13,24,49,50,52–55]. With the improvement of computational methods,
numerically generated mechanisms are becoming more robust. It is difficult to satisfy all operating
ranges with one mechanism available in the literature from previous studies [12,50,60]. Table 3.1
shows the list of research works on numerical mechanisms and experimental devices used to
generate data for LBS, ignition delay time and species concentration calculation. It also represents
the species and reactions number for the numerical mechanisms and the ranges of condition each
test covers.
Dunphy et al [11,52], Natarajan et al [61], and Dryer et al [47] worked on development of
ethanol mechanism separately. Their mechanism was mostly based on shock tube ignition delay
analysis and were tested with limited experimental conditions. Later, a detailed mechanism is
published by Marinov from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [12]. LLNL
mechanism was based on high temperature conditions and therefore, cannot predict low
temperature conditions properly. Li et al [46,53] used Marinov mechanism as their base case and
updated it. They were able to successfully validate the mechanism with experimental result of flow
reactor. Further, Saxena et al [14] improved some rate parameter of the mechanism produced by
Li et al [53] and validated it with their experiment on counter flow flame condition. They were
also able to validate the mechanism with ignition delay time and laminar burning speed from a
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flow reactor. With continuous improvement, different experimental cases became available to
validate a mechanism at wider properties. Recently, a detailed hydrocarbon mechanism has been
developed by Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] group. This mechanism covers the thermodynamic and
reaction properties for C1-C4 chemistry. It contains different carbon species like ethane, ethylene,
acetylene, propene, n-butane, etc and oxygenated species including formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,
methanol, ethanol, and dimethyl ether. The overall mechanism with all C1-C4 chemistry contains
164 species and 2716 reactions. The mechanism is validated against flow reactor, jet stirred
reactor, RCM and CVCC. Another very detailed hydrocarbon mechanism, which covers high to
low temperature ranges is the mechanism developed by the CRECK [60,67] group. It has 451
species and 17848 reactions. The mechanism is validated with large set of experimental data and
predict the test conditions satisfactorily. A detailed mechanism developed by the Sandiego group
[68] is comparatively a very small but a detailed mechanism which is widely used in research
work. This mechanism considered various experiments on flames and high temperature ignition
delay results. Based on Sandiego mechanism, Merino [50,69,70] et al recently came up with a
reduced mechanism. This mechanism has an excellent reduction in computational time which
results in some compromised accuracy. In recent time, Hashemi et al [24] published a mechanism
on ethanol pyrolysis to address high pressure conditions. A new detailed mechanism was recently
developed by researcher Zyada et al [43] using reaction mechanism generator (RMG). This work
considered validating the mechanism using new results of ignition delay time from an experimental
device RCM. It successfully applied the heat transfer effect of RCM calculation in numerical
simulation using the mechanism; however, it has limitations in different ranges of laminar burning
speed and ignition delay time calculation.
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To satisfy the engine-relevant conditions in combustion, it is important to have a
mechanism which covers wide ranges of temperature, pressure and equivalent ratios. Therefore,
the aim of the present work is to generate a mechanism which will be able to predict the engine
relevant conditions accurately and with satisfactory computational time. The present mechanism
is generated using RMG, focusing on the accurate calculation of all ranges of operating conditions
including high pressures and low temperatures. RMG is an automatic chemical reaction
mechanism generator which uses rate based calculation in developing the mechanism [71–74]. The
RMG developed mechanism is tested with experimental result of ignition delay time, species
concentration and laminar burning speed. It is further modified with adjusting the reaction rates
from available literature data [21,24,39,52,59,68,75–77]. Sensitivity analysis and path flux
analysis are performed on the mechanism to select the important reactions for the rate correction.
The final mechanism, named PCRL-Mech1, contains 67 species and 1016 reactions. The PCRLMech1 mechanism is later validated with available ranges of experimental results from shock tube,
RCM, CVCC, flow reactor, jet stirred reactor and counter flow flame. Moreover, results of present
PCRL-Mech1 mechanism are compared with some of the well-stablished and recently generated
mechanisms [12,43,50,60,67,68] selected from Table 3.1.. A comparison of average computational
time and accuracy between mechanisms for both LBS and ignition delay time is also calculated.
A normalized ratio of literature mechanisms with respect to PCRL-Mech1 is computed for both
computational time and accuracy. Considering the normalized ratio of PCRL-Mech1 as one, the
closest ratio is by Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] and CRECK [60,67] mechanism with regards to
accuracy. However, when considering computational time, Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] and CRECK
[60,67] mechanism is 120-190 times longer than PCRL-Mech1 in LBS calculation. For ignition
delay simulation this ratio is about 17-19. Therefore, it is found that comparing to other
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mechanisms PCRL-Mech1 can predict results with higher accuracy at wider range of operating
conditions and a reasonable computational time.
Table 3.1
Author
Dunphy
(1991)
LLNL
(1999)

List of numerical mechanism and experimental works on ethanol
Ref.

Exp.

Mech.

Species

Reaction

p (atm)

[11,52]

*ST



30

97

1.8-4.6

[12]

ST



56

351

1-4.5

*VFR

-

-

-

3-12

*CF

-

-

-

1,2



57

288

Li

[46]

(2001)

[53]

T (K)
10801660
10001700
830,

𝝓
0.25-2
0.5-2

Diluent
O2
N2, Ar
O2
N2, Ar

1,1.2

-

343

0.7-1.4

-

-

-

-

950

Egolfopoulo
s

[33]

(2005)
*CF(pr
Saxena
(2007)

[14]

emix,
non_pr

O2
N2, Ar

emix)
Liao
(2007)
Bradley
(2009)
Oliver
(2010)
Eisazadeh
(2011)
Leplat
(2011)

[29]

*CVCC

-

-

-

1

358-480

[78]

*SB

-

-

-

1-14

300-393

[17]

*ST

-

-

-

13,19,4

830-

0

1420

[20]

*CV

-

-

-

1-5

300-650



36

252

1,10

[19]

*MB
*JS
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8901250

0.8.1.0,
1.2

O2, N2

0.7-1.5

O2, N2

1

O2, N2

0.8-1.1
0.25-2

O2
EGR
O2
N2, Ar

Table 3.1 (continued)
Author

Ref.

CRECK

[60]

(2012)

[67]

Konnov
(2012)
Lee
(2012)
Dirrenberger

[79]
[38]
[10]

Exp.

Mech.

Species

Reaction

p (atm)

CF



448

17848

1-20

*HF

-

-

-

1.47



-

-

-

-

-

*RCM,
*ST
*HF

(2014)
Mittal

[41]

*RCM

-

-

-

(2014)
Aghsaee

T (K)
300-450

(2015)

*SB

-

-

-

*ST

Aramco 2.0

[49,62

ST

(2016)

–66]

RCM



164

2716

0.6-1.2

298-

0.65-

358

1.55

40,50,8

720-

0

1250

1.06-

298,

2.07

358

10,25,5

825-985

0
[22]

𝝓

1-5

318-473

1.06-

1047-

2.07

2518

0.03-60

295-

Diluent
O2, Ar,
He, N2
N2, O2

1

O2, N2

-

O2

0.3,0.5,

O2, N2,

1.0

Ar

0.5-1.5

O2, N2,
Ne

0.06-6

2500

O2
N2, Ar

VFR
JS
^Sandiego

[68]

-



54

268

-

-

-

(2016)
Merino

He
[50]

(2018)
Zyada
(2019)

O2, Ar,

ST



31

66

1-10

300-600

0.5-2

CF
[43]

*RCM

O2, N2,
Ar



107

1795

ST

-

850-

-

N2, Ar

1450

VFR

*experimental work, for numerical work caption, notes, reference, legend information, etc here
Variable Flow Reactor= VFR, Shock Tube= ST, Constant Volume Combustion Chamber=CVCC, Spherical
Bomb=SB, Rapid Compression Machine=RCM, Counter Flow=CF, Heat Flux=HF, Jet Stirred=JS, Molecular Beam=
MB
^no exact range is found for Sandiego and Saxena mechanism

3.2

Ethanol Mechanism Generation
A detailed ethanol mechanism is developed with the help of the automated reaction

mechanism generator tool RMG [73,74]. Rate coefficients of some important reactions are
adjusted to improve the accuracy of the mechanism for a wide range of operating conditions. The
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final mechanism is validated with available experimental data in the literature and is compared
with other numerical results.
3.2.1

Mechanism Generation Through Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG)
RMG is a rate-based automatic chemical mechanism generation software, which is an open

source tool available online [71–74,80]. It has stored chemistry database which helps to generate
the mechanism. The RMG database consists of data for kinetic reactions, rate parameters,
thermodynamics and transport properties of gaseous and liquid solvents. It uses a parametric
estimation method to generate the mechanism. Construction of the mechanism starts with
specifying initial species and some initial conditions for temperature, pressure and mole fraction.
Thermochemistry of the species is estimated through the Benson group additivity [81,82] or onthe-fly quantum chemistry calculations [83]. Rate coefficients of kinetic reactions are predicted
using rate based algorithm [84] and reaction templates.
To construct the mechanism, some known reactions and thermodynamic data from existing
RMG library is specified in an input file. It, then, starts generating the mechanism by adding
relevant species and reactions based on the provided reaction libraries and initial conditions. The
initial conditions are specified as a form of a reactor, which contains initial pressures, temperatures
and equivalence ratios in terms of mole fractions. RMG uses the initial conditions to start the
simulation and integrate the model with time. RMG tracks the rate at which species generates and
the reactions producing it. Rate which are significant with the model are added into the mechanism.
The added new species react with all other species in the mechanism to generate the newer species
and reaction. This newer species is gathered in the edge of model. Only species and reaction which
have significant rate can add into the main model. The steps for mechanism generation through
RMG is shown in APPENDIX A This significant rate is calculated based on following equation
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𝑅𝑖 =

𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = √∑𝑗 𝑅𝑗2

𝑑𝐶𝑖
𝑑𝑡

(3.1)

here species 𝑗 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

(3.2)

This 𝑗 when exceed the significant rate of ∈ 𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 , that species is added into the main
mechanism. This ∈ is defined as a form of tolerance in the input file and controls the mechanism
expansion. To cover a wide range of temperatures, pressures and equivalence ratios, 75 simple
reactors are modeled in this work which covers temperature 300-600 K, pressure from 1-10 atm
and equivalence ratio from 0.6-1.4 for LBS and temperature 820-1450 K and pressure 3.3-80 atm
and equivalent ratio of 0.3-2.0 for ignition delay time.
Primary thermos Library, GRI-Mech3.0 [77] and BurkeH2O2 [21] are used as
thermodynamic libraries in this current work. These thermodynamic libraries are selected based
on the chemical properties needed for ethanol mechanism. GRI-Mech3.0 and BurkeH2O2 are
contains C1-C4 and H2-O2 chemistry, respectively. The selection also done by comparing the
ignition delay time result using the generated mechanism with these libraries. These libraries are
reported in Table 3.2. Different reaction libraries for H2/O2 and C1-C4 mechanisms are available
in RMG database. Initially BurkeH2O2inArHe [21], GRI-Mech3.0 [77], Aramco2.0 [49,62–66]
and Glarborg C0-C3 [85–87] mechanisms are selected. The GRI-Mech3.0 [77] mechanism is the
most well-known and widely used mechanism which has the best representation of methane flame
and ignition. It is used as a library for current mechanism for its C1-C4 chemistry. The
BurkeH2O2inArHe [21] library contains details and updated kinetics of H2/O2 chemistry at a wide
range of combustion conditions. Another detailed chemistry on C1-C4 hydrocarbon and
oxygenated fuel is presented by Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66]. This mechanism also contains kinetics
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for a wider range of combustion conditions; therefore, it is considered as a library in present work.
To fix the reactor condition and reaction library, 35 different combinations were simulated. After
each simulation, the generated mechanism is used to calculate ignition delay time and the result is
compared with experimental data. For initial comparison, experimental condition of 3.3 and 25
atm pressure is considered which covers a good range of temperature from low to high. Among 35
different combinations, seven important conditions are reported in Table 3.2. Since selection of
the reaction library is very important in generating the mechanism, these seven important
conditions are used mainly to find a proper combination of reaction library for the mechanism.
Table 3.2
Mech#

Considered test cases with different thermodynamics and kinetic libraries.
Kinetic Library

1

• BurkeH2O2inArHe

2

• GRI-Mech3.0

3

• Glarborg/C0-C3

4

• Aramco2.0

5

• GRI-Mech3.0
• BurkeH2O2inArHe

6

• Glarborg/C0-C3
• BurkeH2O2inArHe

7

• Aramco2.0
• BurkeH2O2inArHe
• GRI-Mech3.0

Thermodynamics Library

• Primary
• GRI-Mech3.0
• BurkeH2O2

As shown in Table 3.2, for mechanisms 1, 2, 3 and 4 each of BurkeH2O2inArHe [21], GRIMech3.0 [77], Aramco2.0 [49,62–66] and Glarborg C0-C3 [85–87] are used individually as a
reaction library. Figure 3.1 shows the result of ignition delay at a pressure of 3.3 and 25 atm. Mech
1 and 3 show higher variation with experimental result. Mech 2 and 4 show a closer match with
experimental result at 25 atm but larger variation at low pressure of 3.3 atm. Mech 5, 6 and 7 are
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generated with different combinations of H2/O2 and C1-C4 libraries. As shown in Figure 3.1, Mech
5 and 6 show higher deviation at 25 atm pressure. Mech 6, which is the combination of Glarborg
and Burke libraries, shows a larger deviation with experimental results at 3.3 atm pressure. Higher
deviation from experiment is noticed when Glarborg mechanism is used as a library in Mech 3 and
6. Comparing to that BurkeH2O2inArHe [21], Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] and GRI-Mech3.0 [77]
library brings better match with experiment which is the combination of Mech 7. At 3.3 and 25
atm pressure, mechanism Mech 7 showed a better match with experiment than all other
combinations. The mechanism generated by the library combination of Mech 7 is used as the final
mechanism generated through RMG.

Figure 3.1

Comparison of Ignition delay time with experimental results for different test cases
of the mechanism at (a) pressure of 3.3 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.5 and (b)
pressure of 25 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.5. Symbol represents the experimental
result by Dunphy [11,52], Mittal [41] and dashed line for numerical simulation.

RMG also has options to add libraries as seed mechanism. If seed mechanism is provided
at start, it added every species and reactions of the given library into the core mechanism.
Therefore, in the current mechanism generation, no seed library is used. Tolerance criteria is
provided in the simulation as a form of absolute and relative tolerance for the ODE solver.
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Absolute and relative tolerance of 10-16 and 10-8, respectively is used for the current simulation.
For this current work, the model tolerance of 0.1 as a form of tolerance interrupt simulation is
used. The final mechanism generated through RMG is used for further validation at a wider range
of temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio for laminar burning speed, ignition delay time and
species concentration calculations. Several modifications of the rate parameter for different
reactions are done on the RMG generated mechanism to improve its comparison with experiment.
Extensive sensitivity and reaction path analysis have been done to select the desired reactions for
adjustment.
3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Reaction Rate Analysis
Ignition Delay Time
To further improve the mechanism generated by RMG (Mech 7) in ignition delay

calculation, some modification in rate parameters are considered. Sensitivity analysis based on
temperature is done at high and low pressure and temperature conditions to find important
reactions responsible for ignition delay time discrepancy. Rate coefficients of these reactions are
collected from available literature [21,24,39,52,59,68,75–77,88]. Figure 3.2 shows the sensitivity
analysis based on temperature. It has been found in literature that the direction of sensitivity for
temperature at ignition and sensitivity for ignition delay time is close to each other [89]. The
equation is as follows.
𝜕𝜏
𝜕𝜏 𝜕𝑇
∆𝜏 ∆𝑇
=
=
𝜕𝑘𝑖 𝜕𝑇 𝜕𝑘𝑖 ∆𝑇 ∆𝑘𝑖

(3.3)

Where, 𝜏 refers to ignition delay time, T is temperature and 𝑘𝑖 is the rate for each reaction.
It is stated that the changes of ∆𝜏⁄𝜕𝑇 at ignition state is negligible compared to changes in ∆𝑇⁄∆𝑘𝑖 .
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As a result, 𝜕𝜏⁄𝜕𝑘𝑖 is mostly affected by the changes of ∆𝑇⁄∆𝑘𝑖 . Therefore, temperature
sensitivity analysis can be used to predict the reactions responsible in the ignition delay time.
Pressures of 3.3, 25 and 40 atm and temperatures of 1450 K, 860 K and 780 K respectively
are selected for sensitivity analysis using Cantera [90]. At low-intermediate temperature 780 and
860 K, the hydrogen abstraction reaction of ethanol C2H5OH + HO2  C2H5O (64) + H2O2 is the
most sensitive. It generates the secondary ethyne radical C2H5O (64). It is found that the generation
of secondary ethyle radical through HO2 is most dominating at different temperature ranges. At
higher temperatures like 1450 K the formation of the secondary ethyle radical is through
abstraction of H which shown in Figure 3.2(a) where ethyle radical is generated with the
terminating reaction C2H5OH + H  C2H5O (64) + H2. The primary ethyle radical C2H5O (51) is
not in the list of sensitive reaction because it is less dominant within this reported temperature
range. The chain branching H2/O2 reaction which generates hydroxyl ion H + O2  O + OH is
the most dominating reaction in this calculation. This reaction is more dominating at high
temperature cases like 1450 K. The chain branching H + O2 are positively sensitive to temperature
calculation and increasing their rate should increase the ignition and decrease the ignition delay
time. At low temperature (<1000 K) the pressure dependent chain branching reaction H2O2(+M)
 2OH(+M) become more dominant which produce hydroxyl ion. The abstraction of hydrogen
in this case is highly sensitive with temperature. This reaction is also sensitive for high pressure
conditions. The hydrogen abstraction by hydroxyl radical for ethanol is highly reactive at this low
temperature and high pressure condition with the inhibiting reaction C2H5OH + OH  C2H5O(64)
+ H2O. On the other hand, the abstraction of hydroxyl radical is a chain propagating reaction which
has an inhibiting action with the hydrogen abstraction by HO2. This effect results the negative
sensitivity of the reaction C2H5OH + H  C2H5O (64) + H2 under same temperature and pressure
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condition. Reaction HO2 + OH  H2O + O2 is a termination reaction which is highly sensitive on
temperature and generates H2O through H abstraction by OH. Another important chain
propagation reaction under high pressure and low temperature condition is 2HO2  H2O2 + O2.
The HO2 radical reacts with any stable species and generates H2O2. In this case two HO2 radicals
reacts to form H2O2. This H2O2 leads to the chain branching reaction H2O2(+M)  2OH(+M)
which forms OH radicals.

Figure 3.2

Normalized sensitivity analysis of temperature at 3.3, 40 and 25 atm pressure, 0.5,
1 and 0.5 equivalence ratio, and 1450, 780 and 860 K temperature, respectively.
Molar composition: (a) C2H5OH=1.25%,O2 =7.5% and Ar= 91.5%[12], (b)
C2H5OH=1.0% , O2 =3% and N2 =11.285% [38] and (c) C2H5OH=1.0%,O2 =6% ,
N2 =1.72% and Ar= 20.65 % [41].

Some of the most sensitive reactions that are considered from sensitivity analysis for rate
parameter modification and collected rate parameter from the literature are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

List of reactions from sensitivity analysis and their corresponding rates (A, n & Ea).
RMG Mechanism Rate Parameter

#

Reactions

R122

C2H5OH + HO2 
C2H5O(64) + H2O2

R175

H + O2 O + OH

R135

H2O2 (+M)  2OH
(+M)

A
(cm3/mole*s)

n

Ea
(kcal/mole)

2.45E-05
5.26
7.475
2.45E-05
5.26
7.475
8.2E+03
2.55
10.74
2.56E+16
-0.67
17.05
1.04E+14
0
15.286
9.84E+13
0
15.31
kf= 2.00E+12
0.9
48.749
kf0=2.49E+24
-2.3
48.749
Third body Efficiencies:H2:3.7, CO:2.8, O2:1.2,
H2O2:7.7, CO2:1.6, N2:1.5, H2O:7.65
A=0.43, T=1e-30, T1=1e+30
kf= 2.00E+12
0.9
48.749
kf0=2.49E+24
-2.3
48.749
'H2:3.7 CO12:2.8 O2:1.2 H2O2:7.7 CO2:1.6 N2:1.5
H2O:7.55’

R550
R157

CH3O2 + HO2 
CH3O2H + O2
C2H5OH + OH
C2H5O(64) + H2O

R116

2HO2  H2O2 + O2

R117

2HO2  H2O2 + O2
(Duplicate)

2.47E+11
2.5E+11
7.52E+04
4.50E+2
1.0E+14
4.20E+14
1.11E+11
1.3E+12
1.9E+11
1.30E+11
1.98E+11
1.2E+09

0
0
2.49
3.11
0
0
0
0.29
0
0
0
0.77

-1.57
-1.49
-1.474
2.5659
11.041
12
11.03
7.397
-1.409
-1.62
-1.48
-1.825

Ref
[41]
[88]
[24]
[77]
[88]
[21]

[88]

[24]

[88]
[24]
[88]
[24]
[88]
[21]
[75]
[24]
[88]
[21]
[75]
[24]

The rate parameters collected from available literatures are used to check the mechanism
and its improvement with the experimental results. After doing trial and error process for each
reaction with different rate parameters, the reaction that actually improves the ignition delay time
further at 25 atm and 3.3 atm pressure is shown in Figure 3.3. The rate parameter of GRI
mechanism [77] for R175 reaction is adopted in the mechanism (Table 3.4). The updated
mechanism named as Mech 8 gives a better match with experimental data.
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Table 3.4

Adjusted of Rate parameter for Ignition delay data modification.

#

Reaction

A (cm3/mole*s)

n

Ea (kcal/mole)

Ref

R175

H + O2  O + OH

2.56E+16

-0.67

17.05

[77]

Figure 3.3 shows the improved result of Mech 8 in ignition delay time at 25 atm pressure
and, equivalence ratio of 0.5. It also showed the improved slope at 3.3 atm pressure and high
temperature cases. The variation that is still observed at 25 atm pressure is due to not considering
the heat transfer effect in ignition delay time measurement using rapid compression machine
(RCM) [41].

Figure 3.3

3.2.2.2

Comparison of ignition delay time between Mech 7 and Mech 8 mechanism with
experimental results at (a) pressure of 3.3 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.5 and (b)
pressure of 25 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.5. Bullet represents the experimental
result by Dunphy [11,52], Mittal [41] and line for numerical simulation.

Species Concentration (Flow Reactor)
Species concentration is measured by simulating the mechanism under variable flow

reactor condition [13,46,47,56]. The experiment is conducted by Princeton Variable Pressure
turbulent flow reactor (VPFR) [46]. The simulation of variable flow reactor is performed
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considering 0D, constant pressure reactor system by Cantera. In order to compare the result with
experiment, the simulation uses the time shifting method to account for the non-idealized and
induction period of the reaction [46,47]. Figure 3.4 shows the result of the flow reactor at 950 K
temperature, 0.3% concentration of C2H5OH with C2H5OH/Air stoichiometric mixture
composition and pressure of 3 atm.

Figure 3.4

Time evolution of stable intermediate species during Variable flow reactor oxidation
of C2H5OH /O2/N2 mixtures at 3 atm pressure, initial temperature of 950 K, and
initial molar fuel equivalence ratio 1 and 0.3% C2H5OH concentration [46].
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To consider the 50% conversion, 45 ms time shifting of the simulation result is considered.
The corrected Mech 7 mechanism on ignition delay time, named as Mech 8 is tested with flow
reactor condition. Figure 3.4 shows the result of concentration of different species from Mech 8
mechanism. For species C2H5OH, the prediction of concentration is lower than the experiment;
however, species of CO, CO2, H2O and O2 show very high prediction in concentration. Molar
concentration of species CH3CHO of Mech 8 followed different trends than the experiment result.
Sensitivity and path analysis shown in Figure 3.5, is done based on CO and CO2 species sensitivity
and CH3 and CO generation from ethanol at flow reactor conditions, respectively.

Figure 3.5

(a) Sensitivity analysis based on CO2 concentration, (b) Sensitivity analysis on CO
concentration, (c) Path analysis for CH3 generation, on flow reactor condition of
Mech 8, (d) path analysis for CO generation, on flow reactor condition of Mech 8.
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The purpose is to identify the most sensitive reactions responsible for these higher
predictions of the species. From the results, the most sensitive reactions found for CO2 generation
is seen to be O2 + OCHO  CO2 + HO2, O2 + HCCO  H + CO2 + CO(12) and CO2 + CO(12)
 C2O3(1042). Here, CO(12), C2O3(1042) are some intermediate radicals formed in between the
CO and CO2 generation. Sensitivity based on species concentration of CO shows reaction CO +
CH3  CH3CO to be most sensitive in generating CO.
The path analysis diagram shows the major reaction path in generating CO from C 2H5OH
at flow reactor conditions. Initially, C2H5OH breaks down through the oxidation and hydrogen
abstraction reactions. From the flux diagram it is found that at flow reactor condition the hydrogen
abstraction of ethanol mostly take place through hydroxyl radical which is an inhibiting reaction
and mostly sensitive to temperature and pressure. This reactions leads to the formation of primary
and secondary ethyle radical C2H5O(51) and C2H5O(64). The formation of ethyle radical also take
place with the temperature dependent chain branching hydrogen abstraction reaction which can be
found at sensitivity analysis in Figure 3.2. At intermediate to high temperature the secondary
ethyle radical is mostly dominating. At high temperature the primary ethyle radical C 2H5OH(51)
become dominating. The primary and secondary ethyle radical is responsible in forming
acetaldehyde and radical CH3. This ethyle radical goes through set of different reaction which
generates CH3CO, CH3, CH2OH and HCO radicals.
Secondary ethyle radical C2H5O(64) is responsible in forming acetyledehyde, CH3CHO
and its radical CH2CO. The formation of acetyledehyde mostly consumes by oxidation of
secondary ethyle radical. The H abstraction reaction by OH radical mostly dominates the CH2CO
generation. Primary ethyle radical C2H5O(51) generates CH3CO where H abstraction by OH
radical is the significant reaction. These radicals of acetyledehyde lead to the generation of CH3 to
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HCO and finally to CO. From the path analysis, the reactions that are involved in generating CO
from CH3CO and HCO are given below in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6.
Table 3.5

CH3CHO + O2  CH3CO + HO2
CH3CHO + H  CH3CO + H2
CH3CHO + CH3 CH3CO + CH4
CH3CHO + HO2  CH3CO + H2O2
CH3CHO +O2 CO + HO2 + CH3
CH3CHO + O  CH3CO + OH

R37
R57
R76
R121
R353
R187

Table 3.6
R223
R274
R341
R343
R345

Reaction of CH3CHO

Reaction of HCO
HCO (+ M) + H CH2O (+ M)
HCO + O  H + CO2
HCO + O  CO+ OH
HCO + H  CO + H2
HCO + OH  CO + H2O

CO that is generated through path analysis will finally leads to generation of CO2. The
reactions found through sensitivity analysis affecting the CO and CO2 concentration are not found
significant enough through path analysis. Moreover, these reaction rates are not available in any
literature. It is considered that; these 4 reactions are responsible in giving over prediction of species
concentration. Therefore, reactions O2 + OCHO  CO2 + HO2, O2 + HCCO  H + CO2 + CO,
CO2 + CO(12)  C2O3(1042) and CO + CH3 CH3CO are removed from the mechanism. Figure
3.4 showed before also has the improved result of the new ethanol mechanism Mech 9. It improved
most of the species’ concentration compared with the experimental data. The reactions which are
deleted from Mech 8 is not sensitive based on temperature. Therefore, the ignition delay time
results remain unaffected. From Figure 3.4, it is observed that Mech 9 under predicts the species
C2H4 and C2H6. However, due to its very low concentration and less significance in path analysis,
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this deviation is considered acceptable. Mech 9 also shows improved result for species CH3CHO.
Result of flow reactor with final mechanism is available in Appendix B of supplement document.
3.2.2.3

Laminar Burning Speed
Laminar burning speed is an important thermophysical properties of any air-fuel mixture

[91–94]. The Mech 9 mechanism from previous section is used in calculating LBS at different
temperatures and equivalence ratios. The calculation is done using open source code Cantera [90].
Mixture of Ethanol-air is used in this calculation. Figure 3.6 shows the result of LBS at 358 K and
453 K temperature, 1 atm pressure and equivalent ratio from 0.6-1.4. The result is compared with
experimental data available in literature. It is found that the initial Mech 9 mechanism generated
through RMG shows a good agreement in lean condition however, it starts deviating from
experimental data from 0.8 equivalence ratio to higher equivalence ratio at fuel rich conditions.
To improve the mechanism for LBS calculation, sensitivity analysis based on LBS is done using
Cantera [90].

Figure 3.6

Improvement of laminar burning speed result with the correction of reactions rate at
temperature of 358 and 453 K. Symbols represent experimental data by Aghsaee
[22], Konnov [79], Dirrenbuerger [10], Liao [29] Eiszadeh [20], Egolfopulous [3]
and Bradley [78]; lines for mechanism simulation.
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Figure 3.7 shows the result of sensitivity analysis at an equivalence ratio of 0.8, pressure
of 1 atm and temperature of 358 and 453 K. From the sensitivity analysis it is found that hydrogen
oxidation reactions are the most sensitive in LBS calculation. Some of the LBS termination
reactions at different temperatures are H + H2O + O2  H2O + HO2, H + O2  O + OH and H +
O2(+M)  HO2(+M). Hydrogen abstraction reactions from hydrocarbons like C2H5OH + H 
C2H5O (64) + H2 and CH2 + H2  CH3 + H are positively sensitive reactions for LBS.

Figure 3.7

Sensitivity analysis of laminar burning speed at temperature of (a) 453 K and (b)
358 K, pressure of 1 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.8.

Sensitive reactions in laminar burning speed calculation are listed in Table 3.7. Though
reaction H + O2  O + OH is found to be sensitive in LBS calculation, since it has sensitivity due
to temperature, this equation is not considered for modification of the LBS result. Similar to the
previous method, rate parameter for sensitive reactions are collected from different literature
[21,24,39,52,59,68,75–77,88]. After going through trial-and-error process, the final reactions and
the rate parameter which improved the LBS results are listed in Table 3.8. The improvement of
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LBS results can be found from Figure 3.6 at 358 K and 453 K temperature. The new ethanol
mechanism shows good agreement with experimental results for both temperature cases. It also
compared with ignition delay time result of 3.3 and 25 atm pressure which is shown in Appendix
B. This final ethanol mechanism named as PCRL-Mech1 is further considered for comparison
with other mechanisms present in literature for ignition delay time, laminar burning speed and
species concentration at wider range and engine-relevant conditions. The PCRL-Mech1
mechanism is available in under following link: http://pcrl.msstate.edu/download-3/.
Table 3.7

List of reactions and their corresponding rates from sensitivity analysis of laminar
burning speed.
RMG Mechanism Rate Parameter
A
(cm /mole*s)

n

Ea
(kcal/mole)

Ref

C2H5OH + H 
C2H5O (64) + H2

8.79E+04

2.68

2.91

[24]

2.6E+07

1.60

2.825

[95]

R3

H +H2O +O2 H2O
+ HO2

2.08E+19

1.24

0.0

Mech/RMG

1.101E+26

-2.44

120.18

[21]

R310

CH2 + H2 CH3 + H

1.7025E+14

-0.37

9.1348

Mech/RMG

5.0E+05

2.0

7.23

[77]

4.65E+12

0.44

0

#

Reactions

R58

R1

O2 + H(+M) 
HO2(+M)

3

CO2/3.80/CO(12)/1.90/H2/2.0/C2H6/2.0/CH4/2.0/H2O/14.0/Ar/0.67
Low/6.37E+14 -1.72 0.5477/
TROE/ 5.00E-01 1E-30 1E+30 1E+30/
1.5E+12

0.60

0

Ar/0.0/N2/0.0/H2/2.0/O2/0.78/H2O/11.0/
Low/3.5E+12 -0.41 1.12/
TROE/ 5.00E-01 1E-30 1E+30 1E+30/
R133

R134

R350

H2 +OH H + H2O

H+OH +M  H2O
+M

HCO + O2 CO
+HO2

[24]

[95]

2.02E+08

1.51

3.43

6.1E+22

-3.32

120.79

efficiencies=Ar:0.38 CO:1.9 CO2:3.8 H2:3.0 H2O:0.0 N2:2.0
O2:1.5

[24], [77],
[95]
[24], [75]

3.5E+22

-2

0

Mech/RMG

6.9E+06

1.9

1.369

[24]

7.562E+10

0.52

-0.52

[75]

1.345E+13

0.00

0.3997

[77]
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Table 3.7 (continued)
RMG Mechanism Rate Parameter
#

R157

R175

R344

R116

R117

A
(cm3/mole*s)

Reactions
C2H5OH + OH
C2H5O(64) + H2O

H + O2  O + OH

CO + OH  CO2 + H

2HO2  H2O2 + O2

2HO2  H2O2 + O2
(Duplicate)

n

Ea
(kcal/mole)

Ref

7.52E+04

2.49

-1.474

[88]

4.50E+02

3.11

-2.66

[24]

2.56E+16

-0.67

17.05

[77]

1.0E+14

0.0

15.286

[88]

9.84E+13

0

15.31

[21]

4.76E+07

1.228

0.070

[77]

p=1.33

2.1E+05

1.9

-1.06329

p=13.33

2.5E+05

1.88

-1.04233

p=133.3

8.7E+05

1.73

-0.6845

p=1.33E04

6.8E+06

1.48

0.04796744

p=1.33E05

2.3E+7

1.35

0.973

1.0E+14

0

11.041

[88]

4.20E+14

0

12

[21]

1.11E+11

0

11.03

[75]

1.3E+12

0.29

7.397

[24]

1.9E+11

0

-1.409

[88]

1.30E+11

0

-1.62

[21]

1.98E+11

0

-1.48

[75]

1.2E+09

0.77

-1.825

[24]
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Table 3.8

Reactions and their rates adjusted in the mechanism for laminar burning speed.

#

Reactions

A
(cm3/mole*s)

n

Ea
(kcal/mole)

Ref

R310

CH2 + H2  CH3 + H

5.0E+05

2

7.23

[77]

R134

H + OH + M  H2O + M

6.10E+22

-3.32

120.79

[24]

R350

O2 + HCO  CO + HO2

6.9E+06

1.9

1.369

[24]

R133

H2 + OH  H + H2O

2.02E+08

1.51

3.43

[24]

R3

H + H2O + O2  H2O + HO2

1.101E+26

-2.44

120.0

[21]

4.65E+12

0.44

0

[24]

R1

3.2.3
3.2.3.1

O2 + H(+M)  HO2(+M)

CO2/3.80/CO(12)/1.90/H2/2.0/C2H6/2.0/CH4/2.0/H2O/14.0/Ar/0.67
Low/6.37E+14 -1.72 0.5477/
TROE/ 5.00E-01 1E-30 1E+30 1E+30/

Mechanism Validation
Laminar Burning Speed
Comparison of final mechanism PCRL-Mech1 with experimental result at 358 K and 453

K temperature is shown in Figure 3.8 . The PCRL-Mech1 mechanism shows a reasonable
agreement with all the experimental data available at equivalence ratio 0.6-1.4. Figure 3.8 shows
further comparison of the PCRL-Mech1 mechanism at 300 K temperature and 1 atm pressure. It
also represents the comparison of LBS with other mechanisms. At 300 K PCRL-Mech1, LLNL
[12], Merino [50] and CRECK [60,67] all these mechanism is within the range of experimental
data. However, PCRL-Mech1 shows close match with experiment compared to others. The
mechanism by Sandiego [68] and Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] shows a slightly higher prediction from
all the experimental results. Zyada et al [43] over predicts the experimental result in all equivalent
ratios at 300 K temperature. Though, this mechanism is also an ethanol mechanism generated
through RMG, there is a variation in the mechanism generation process. The input parameters and
the input libraries and rate corrections are some of the parameters are responsible for difference in
mechanism. This might be the reason for the variation found in LBS result. The comparison of
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PCRL-Mech1 mechanism with other literature mechanisms with respect to experiment at 358 K
and 453 K temperature is also plotted. Similar agreement of the mechanism is observed from the
plot, which is available in Appendix B of supplementary document. The variation of the result at
high pressure of 7 and 10 atm is also observed in Figure B.6 and Figure B.7 of the appendix which
is due to zero-stretch extrapolation method used in experiment. More experiment on this highpressure region is required to understand the variation of mechanism at this pressure.
To validate the mechanism for a wider range, different temperature and pressure conditions
are considered. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the comparison of the PCRL-Mech1 mechanism with
experiments, at 300-600 K temperature and 1atm pressure. The comparison of the mechanism with
change of pressure is shown in Figure 3.8(c) at 358 K temperature and 1 to 10 atm pressure. With
the increase of temperature, the rate of generation of hydrogen radical increases which might
increase the chain branching reaction and enhances LBS. It is also found that the PCRL-Mech1
agrees well with experiment for each temperature conditions.
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Figure 3.8

Comparison of laminar burning speed of the current mechanism and LLNL [14],
Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66], Merino [50], Sandiego [68] CRECK [60,67], and Zyada
[43] with experimental data; (b) Comparison of laminar burning speed of the current
work with experimental data at different temperatures; (c) Comparison of laminar
burning speed of the current work with experimental data at different pressures.
Symbols represent experimental data by Liao [29], Dirrenbuerger [10], Konnov
[79], Gulder [96], Eiszadeh [20], Egolfopulous [3], Aghsaee [22] and Bradley [78];
solid lines represent the current work.

On the other hand, with the increase of pressure the more hydroxyl ion generates with the
addition of H which reduces the LBS. The ethanol mechanism shows a reasonable agreement with
the experimental data of Eisazadeh et al [20] at 2 and 5 atm pressure. However, a higher variation
(6-10 cm/s) is observed with the experimental result of Bradley et al [78]. At the same pressure
condition Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66]mechanism is considered for the comparison. Aramco 2.0
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[49,62–66] mechanism shows a higher prediction of LBS at 2 atm pressure and almost similar
result of LBS with PCRL-Mech1 at 5 atm pressure. At 7 and 10 atm pressures, there is no
experimental data present by Eisazadeh et al. Only comparison is shown with Bradley et al results.
It is found that in both cases PCRL-Mech1 mechanism over predict at least 6-10 cm/s from the
experimental data which can be associated to the zero-stretch extrapolation method used in Bradley
et al [78]. Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism also over predict at 7 atm pressure but shows a
closer agreement at 10 atm pressure. More comparison of LBS in different temperature and
pressure is available in Appendix C in supplementary document.
3.2.3.2

Ignition Delay Time
The experimental calculation of Ignition delay time is mostly done with shock tube [16–

18,38] and RCM [41,43,97]. Figure 3.3 shows a reasonable agreement of PCRL-Mech1
mechanism for ignition delay time at 25 and 3.3 atm pressure. To compare the ethanol mechanism
at wider pressure and temperature conditions and with other mechanisms available in literature,
various experimental conditions of shock tube and RCM data are collected. 0 shows the result of
ignition delay time using shock tube at 3.4 and 13 atm and using RCM at 15 atm and 50 atm. The
result covers the temperature range of 820-1450 K. All experimental results are compared with
PCRL-Mech1 mechanism and other available mechanisms. The comparison shows a good
agreement with PCRL-Mech1 at all pressure conditions. The ignition delay data by RCM at 50
atm pressure is calculated considering volume change approach to implement the heat transfer
effect [41]. In present numerical calculation, this heat transfer effect is not considered since details
of experimental data for the calculation is not available in literature.
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Figure 3.9

Comparison of ignition delay time of the current mechanism and LLNL [14],
Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66], Merino [50], Sandiego [68], Zyada [43] and CRECK
[60,67] mechanisms with experimental data by Dunphy [11,52], Zyada [43], Heufer
[17] and Mittal [41]; solid lines are the PCRL-Mech1, dotted lines are literature
mechanisms and Symbols represent experiments

This causes the variation found in ignition delay at 50 atm pressure. Considering the
mechanisms from literature, two detailed mechanisms by the Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66]and CRECK
[60,67] show a good agreement with experimental results at all ranges of operating conditions.
The mechanism by LLNL [14] shows good agreement at low temperature and high pressure
conditions but highly deviate from experiment at low temperature and high pressure cases.
Mechanism by Sandiego [68] has a considerable match with experiment at 3.4 atm pressure but
has higher deviation at all other pressure conditions. Similarly, Merino mechanism [50] shows a
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higher prediction of ignition delay time for all pressure conditions. Mechanism by Zyada et al [43]
has a good agreement at 15 atm and 13 atm pressure. However, the deviation from experiment at
low pressure and high temperature is very significant. This mechanism reported ignition delay
result from RCM calculation at pressure 15-30 atm and temperature of 830-1020 K in validation
process. It also compared with ignition delay of shock tube calculation at 13, 19, 40 and 75 bar.
The low pressure (3-10 atm) and high temperature might not under consideration for this
mechanism. More results on different pressure cases of ignition delay time are available in
supplementary document Appendix B. The variation in ignition delay result at 10 atm pressure and
0.3 equivalence ratio in appendix Figure B.9 is due to not considering heat transfer effect in
numerical simulation. The data required to consider heat transfer effect in numerical simulation is
not available in the literature. Therefore, only the core temperature and pressure are used as initial
condition which causes the deviation. Also, in Figure B.12, the result of ignition delay is compared
at very high pressure of 80 atm. Till now there is no better comparison with experiment is found
at this very high pressure, when temperature goes less than 900 K. At high pressure and low
temperature the most sensitive reaction is the generation of secondary hydroxyl radical through
C2H5OH + OH C2H5O(64). This reaction has complex temperature dependency. The rate
parameters of this reactions are higher which gives high ignition delay. Further study on rate
coefficient of this reaction at high-temperature and low-pressure condition is required to improve
the mechanism in this region.
3.2.3.3

Jet Stirred Reactor
A jet stirred reactor is used to produce experimental data for combustion of light weight

hydrocarbon. It is also known as a continuous flow reactor which produces a homogeneous mixing
of fuel and oxidant under steady state condition through rapid mixing technique [98,99]. This
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reactor can generate result of mole fraction as a function of temperature, pressure, and resident
time at the outlet of the reactor. The mole fraction calculation from this jet stirred experiment as a
function of temperature is used to validate the present PCRL-Mech1 mechanism.
Figure 3.9(a) and (b), uses the experiment result for shock tube analysis at p=3.4 atm, Φ=2,
and mixture composition of 2.5% C2H5OH, 3.75% O2 and 93.25% Ar [11,52] and p= 13 atm, Φ=1
and stoichiometric mixture composition of C2H5OH/Air [17] respectively. Figure 3.9(c) and (d)
uses the experiment result of RCM analysis at p=15 atm, Φ=1 and mixture composition of
C2H5OH=0.025054, O2=0.07508, N2=0.079850 and Ar=0.82 [43] and at p= 50 atm, Φ=0.3 and
molar composition of C2H5OH= 0.3, O2=10, N2=8.16, Ar=29.44 [41] respectively.
Different researchers reported the jet stirred calculation of ethanol oxidation [2,19,56,98].
The result reported by Leplat et at [19] is used in this work to compare the mole fraction of ethanol
oxidation at 1 atm pressure using the current mechanism. Mole fraction of species C2H5OH, O2,
CO2, H2O, CO, CH4, C2H2, and C2H6 are plotted as a function of temperature at a fixed resident
time of 0.07. Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of mole fraction of different species with
experimental results at an equivalence ratio of 1. A comparison with detailed mechanism Aramco
2.0 [49,62–66] is also shown here. A good overall prediction of species mole fraction for the
mechanism is observed at this equivalence ratio. At equivalence ratio of 1, intermediate species
C2H4 shows a lower prediction in mole concentration than the experimental result. This lower
prediction of the species is not highly affecting the ethanol combustion reaction because these
species doesn’t seem to appear much in the most sensitive reactions from sensitivity and path
analysis result shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5. All other major species like C2H5OH, O2, CO2
and H2O shows a reasonable comparison with the experimental data.

CH3CHO, which is

considered an important intermediate species for the reaction of ethanol due to CH3 radical, also
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shows a good prediction with experimental result. Figure 3.10 also shows comparison of species
concentration of Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] with experimental result. Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66]
mechanism shows similar comparison like PCRL-Mech1 with the experiment. It is only for species
C2H4 that, Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] has a better prediction than current PCRL-Mech1 mechanism.
A comparison of different mechanisms with experimental result of jet stirred reactor at equivalence
ratio 1 is also done. The result shows PCRL-Mech1 and Aramco mechanism predict the
experiment result more accurately compared to other mechanisms. Mole fraction as a function of
temperature for equivalence ratio 0.5 is also plotted which shows similar agreement. The
comparison of different mechanisms for equivalence ratio of 1.0 and the mole fraction calculation
for equivalence ratio of 0.5 can be found in supplementary document in Appendix B.

Figure 3.10

Comparison of mole fraction of ethanol oxidation in jet stirred reactor as a function
of temperature at equivalence ratio 1. Experiment work [19] represented by symbol,
solid line for PCRL-Mech1 mechanism and dotted line for Aramco 2.0[49,62–66]
mechanism.
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3.2.3.4

Counter Flow Partially Premixed Flame
Species concentration of different flame structure is another important parameter in

validating the mechanism. In this work, a comparison of mole fraction for partially premixed flame
is shown in Figure 3.11. The experimental results of Saxena et. al. [14] is adopted to compare
different species compositions. The calculation was done using software Cantera. The composition
is set as 13.85% of C2H5OH, 68.03% of N2 and 18.12% of O2. The mole fraction of O2/N2 is 79/21.
The comparison of Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism at the same experimental condition is also
calculated. In Figure 3.11(a) the mole fraction of major species is shown. It is found that the present
PCRL-Mech1 mechanism successfully predicts the experimental mole fractions of major species.
The comparison for stable intermediate species is shown in Figure 3.11(b). The temperature profile
of PCRL-Mech1 agrees with the experimental data except in a few regions where it under predicts
the results. The concentration of C2H2+C2H4 from the experiment is higher than what simulation
result predicts, especially at the peak of the curve.

Figure 3.11

Comparison of the PCRL-Mech1 mechanism and experimental results of flame
structure for counter flow partially premixed flame for (a) mole fraction of important
species and (b) mole fraction of intermediate species. The symbols are experimental
data by Saxena [14] and solid line for PCRL-Mech1 mechanism and dotted line for
Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism.
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This over prediction of experimental result is mainly due to C2H4.The C2H4 is formed by
the H abstraction from C2H5OH. From the flow reactor, it is found that the mechanism under
predicts the mole concentration of C2H4. Therefore, the concentration of C2H2+C2H4 shows lower
prediction than the experiment. Since comparing to other species concentration, C2H4 has a low
concentration, this difference is not too large. Moreover, this intermediate species is not present in
any sensitivity analysis of ethanol oxidation.

Therefore, the correction of this species

concentration is not considered in this current work. The improvement of this species will be
considered in future work. Similar deviation of C2H2+C2H4 is observed in Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66]
mechanism.
3.2.4

Quantitative Comparison of Mechanisms
An ethanol mechanism is developed using mechanism generator tool RMG. Some rate

parameters of important reactions are adjusted to get the final mechanism PCRL-Mech1. This final
mechanism is compared with other mechanisms available in literature [12,43,67,68,49,50,60,62–
66] for computational time and average error analysis. The comparison is done with respect to the
result of LBS and ignition delay time. Temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio ranges from
300-600 K, 1-10 atm and 0.6-1.4 respectively are used for the LBS calculation. For ignition delay
time calculation, the temperature ranges of 820-1450 K, pressure ranges of 3.3-80 atm and
equivalence ratio 0.3-2 are considered. It is a high demand in computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
to get a mechanism which can generate result with low computational time and high accuracy
compared with experiment.
Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 shows the calculation of average time and error analysis for each
mechanism [12,43,67,68,49,50,60,62–66] considered from literature in calculating the LBS and
ignition delay time. It also shows the normalized value of computational time and average error of
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each mechanisms with respect to current PCRL-Mech1. The calculations are done using the
numerical tool Cantera at a python interface within under a windows operating system with 8GB
RAM and Core-i5 processor.
Table 3.9

Average computational time required for each mechanism and the normalized ratio
of time with respect to PCRL-Mech1.
Laminar Burning Speed

Mechanism

t (s)

Merino[50]

12.72

LLNL[12]

Ignition Delay Time
𝒕

𝒕

Mechanism

t (s)

0.25

Merino[50]

0.18

0.25

23.28

0.47

LLNL [12]

0.33

0.45

Sandiego[68]

41.24

0.83

Sandiego[68]

0.37

0.51

PCRL-Mech1

49.64

1.00

PCRL-Mech1

0.73

1.00

Zyada [43]

278.65

5.61

Zyada[43]

1.31

1.79

CRECK[60,67]

5976.66

120.39

Aramco
2.0[49,62–66]

13.08

17.87

Aramco
2.0[49,62–66]

9275.33

186.84

CRECK [60,67]

13.99

19.11

Table 3.10

𝒕𝑷𝑪𝑹𝑳

𝒕𝑷𝑪𝑹𝑳

The percentage error of each mechanism and the normalized ratio of error with
respect to PCRL-Mech1.
Laminar Burning Speed

Mechanism

𝜺 (%)

PCRL-Mech1

22.27

CRECK[60,67]

Ignition Delay Time
𝜺

𝜺

Mechanism

𝜺 (%)

1.00

PCRL-Mech1

24.29

1.00

22.33

1.003

Aramco
2.0[49,62–66]

29.06

1.20

Aramco 2.0
[49,62–66]

23.98

1.08

CRECK [60,67]

32.39

1.33

LLNL[12]

25.67

1.15

Zyada[43]

35.24

1.45

Merino[50]

27. 02

1.21

Sandiego[68]

63.43

2.61

Sandiego[68]

27. 39

1.23

LLNL[12]

80.60

3.32

Zyada[43]

45. 52

2.04

Merino[50]

86.43

3.56

𝜺𝑷𝑪𝑹𝑳
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𝜺𝑷𝑪𝑹𝑳

Two different grids refine criteria, medium to fine is considered in calculating LBS. For
medium grid refinement, the width of 0.03 m and refine criteria with ratio of 3, slope = 0.06 and
curve = 0.25 are considered. For fine grid, the width is considered as 0.01 m and refine criteria is
ratio = 3, slope = 0.009 and curve = 0.12. Percentage error calculation and time required for each
mechanism is done using approximately 50 data points for ignition delay calculation and
approximately 25 data points for calculating LBS. The time required for each data point is
recorded. The average time of all data point is considered as computational time for each
mechanism. To calculate the accuracy of all the mechanisms, simulation result of LBS and ignition
delay time are compared with experimental result. The percentage error is calculated using
following equation,
experiment − simulation
) × 100
percentage error (%ε) = absolute (
experiment

(3.4)

The comparison of normalized time and accuracy with respect to PCRL-Mech1 is plotted
in Figure 3.12(a). For LBS with respect to normalized error ratio, the differences of all mechanisms
are small. The highest ratio is found to be 2.04 which is for the Zyada [43] mechanism. The lowest
error ratio comparing to PCRL-Mech1 is with Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism. Considering
the normalized error for ignition delay time which is plotted in Figure 3.12 (b), the highest ratio of
3.56 from PCRL-Mech1 is found for the mechanism by Merino [50] . The LLNL [12] mechanism
also has a similar deviation. Like LBS, from an accuracy standpoint the closest mechanism to
PCRL-Mech1 is Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] and CRECK [60,67] mechanisms. For more clarity, the
y-axis in Figure 3.12 is plotted in natural logarithm.
With respect to normalized computational time, the Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism
has the highest ratio compare with PCRL-Mech1. It required almost 186 times higher time for the
Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] mechanism than the PCRL-Mech1. The Mechanism by Zyada [43] and
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CRECK [60,67] also required a higher computational time than PCRL-Mech1. On other hand,
Merino [50], Sandiego [68] and LLNL [12] mechanism required lower time than PCRL-Mech1.
Since, LBS is 1D modeling, in addition to the number of species and reactions, the discretization
methods and convergence tolerances can play significant roles on computational time. Also, it is
well known that a smaller number of species lead to a smaller number of governing equations to
be solved and in turn will reduce the computational time. For ignition delay the computational
time for Aramco 2.0 [49,62–66] and CRECK [60,67] mechanism is almost 17 and 19 times longer
than PCRL-Mech1. The Merino mechanism required lowest time, so it has the lowest normalized
ratio.

Figure 3.12

3.3

Normalized time and error for each mechanism with respect to PCRL-Mech1 for (a)
laminar burning speed and (b) ignition delay time calculation. Y axis plotted in
natural logarithm.

Conclusions
In this study, a detailed mechanism of ethanol is generated to cover engine-relevant

operating conditions with better accuracy and reasonable computational time. An automated
reaction mechanism generation tool, RMG is used to build the mechanism. RMG is a rate base
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mechanism generation tool. It uses known reaction rates from existing library and adds new
reactions based on given criteria. A trial-and-error process are performed initially to select
thermodynamic and kinetic library which helps to build an ethanol mechanism that can predict all
available experimental data. The RMG generated mechanism is later tested with different
experimental results of ignition delay time, laminar burning speed and species concentration.
Sensitivity analysis and path flux analysis are done on each step to find the important reactions
responsible for the differences. To improve the mechanism further, rate parameter for the
important reactions are collected from available literature. The final mechanism PCRL-Mech1 is
generated after adjusting the rates of important reactions. The PCRL-Mech1 mechanism is
validated with available experimental results of LBS and ignition delay time at different
temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio conditions. The validation on species concentration is
also done with flow reactor, jet stirred reactor and partially premixed counter flow flame. The
results of PCRL-Mech1 mechanism are further compared with six other chemical mechanisms
available in literature. A quantitative calculation of average computational time and percentage
error is calculated for each mechanism. With regards to accuracy, the PCRL-Mech1 mechanism
shows the lowest average error among all the considered mechanisms.
A normalized ratio of average error and computational time is generated for each
mechanism with respect to PCRL-Mech1. Aramco 2.0 and CRECK mechanism have closer
accuracy with PCRL-Mech1. In terms of normalized computational time with respect to PCRLMech1, Aramco 2.0 and CRECK mechanisms shows a higher ratio. A Higher ratio represents the
higher variation in computational time. For LBS and ignition delay calculation PCRL-Mech1 is
120-190 and 17-19 times faster than the Aramco 2.0 and CRECK mechanisms, respectively. In
the case of accuracy, all other mechanisms have higher ratio which represents lower accuracy. It
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is found that PCRL-Mech1 can predict the experimental data at variable range with a better
accuracy than any of the other mechanisms. The only mechanisms which have closer accuracy
(Aramco 2.0 and CRECK) required very high computational time. Therefore, PCRL-Mech1 can
be considered as a better mechanism, in terms of accuracy and time for calculating at enginerelevant operating conditions.
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CHAPTER IV
GENERATION OF ANISOLE MECHANISM
4.1

Introduction
Alternate source of energy has a good probability to reduce the harmful impact of fossil

fuel on environment. Biofuels that are produced from biomass is an excellent alternate which could
help to meet the energy demand with cleaner emission [1–5]. Biomasses are organic compound
mostly collected from agricultural and forest residue like crops and algae. One of the most used
biofuels till now is ethanol [6–9] which is produced from biomass, generated through food content
like corn. Ethanol shows the prospects of biofuel in the field of combustion. Blending ethanol with
gasoline considerably improved the combustion characteristics of fuel. Despite of its potentiality,
ethanol has limitation due to using biomasses from food content. Biofuel through lignin-based
biomass could remove the competition on this food content. Most lignin based biofuels are
aromatic based alcohol [10–12].
One good example of lignin-based biofuel is anisole. In general lignin consist of aromatic
compounds like phenyl, hydroxyl, propyl and methoxy [1,5,13–15] compounds. Anisole is known
as methoxybenzene. It produces through decomposition of lignocellulosic biomass. Anisole has a
weak bond of methoxy radical with oxygen on the aromatic ring. This weak bond helps in quick
oxidation of anisole. The high blending research octane number (bRON 120 at 10% volume
anisole), low blending low octane number bMON (98 to 10%volume anisole) and moderate rate
heating value (33.2 MJ/L) [15–17] makes this fuel very favorable for combustion. Anisole has less
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hazard on human health and can be transported as liquid fuel. Because of these promising
characteristics, detail study of this fuel on combustion becomes essential.
To study fuel in detail, both experimental data and numerical analysis is important. Various
experimental setup [15,17–24] is considered to calculate different combustion properties. Some of
the experimental work that has already been done for the analysis of anisole is listed in Table 4.1.
In combustion, ignition delay time (IDT) is an important property [25–27] for kinetic
testing, which is defined as the time required for a mixture to auto-ignite at a certain temperature
and pressure. Zabeti et al [21] calculated IDT for anisole using shock tube analysis at 1.3 and 2.9
bar pressure and 565-1620 K temperature. At similar time Hezler et al [19] considered 10, 20 and
40 atm pressure 0.5 and 1 equivalence ratio and wide range of temperature from 770-1600 K to
calculate IDT using shock tube analysis. Recent result for IDT is calculated by Buttgen et al [22]
who considered both shock tube and RCM analysis for anisole oxidation with the present of diluent
N2. Their reported result with 20% uncertainty and considered different temperature range for
shock tube and RCM calculation.
Laminar burning speed (LBS) is another most fundamentally important physicochemical
properties of a flammable mixture. LBS indicates the rate with which the combustible mixture is
consumed by a steady, one-dimensional, planar, stretch-free, adiabatic laminar flame and is
frequently needed in partial validation of kinetics model [12,28–30]. Initially, Wu et al [20]
calculated LBS of anisole with 4% uncertainty at 423 K temperature, 1 atm pressure, at an
equivalence ration of 0.6-1.3. They used Bunsen burner setup in their calculation. Wagnon et al
[17] calculated LBS through heat flux analysis at 358 K and 1 atm pressure conducted in Lund
University. Most recent LBS result of anisole is calculated by Zare et al [18] using constant volume
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combustion chamber (CVCC). This work generated LBS data within 2-3% uncertainty at
temperature ranges from 485-550 K, pressure 1-3 atm and equivalence ratio from 0.8-1.4.
Table 4.1

Experimental studies on anisole combustion with their temperature, pressure,
mixture condition, diluent, and resident time

Experiment type

Conditions
Temperature

Pressure

Mixture

Ref
Diluent

Resident
time

Ar

N/A

Zabeti
[21]

Ignition Delay Time

Shock tube

Rapid compression
machine (RCM)

565-1620 K

1.3 and 2.9 bar

770-1600 K

10,20,40 bar

0.5,1

N2

N/A

Hezler
[19]

1000-1250 K

10,20,40

0.5,1,2

N2

N/A

Buttge
n[22]

850-1000 K

20,40 bar

0.5,1,2

N2

N/A

Buttge
n[22]

Laminar Burning Speed
Bunsen burner

423 K

1 bar

1.0

air

N/A

Wu et
al [20]

Heat flux burner/
Flat flame burner

358 K

1 bar

1.0

air

N/A

Wagn
on et
al [17]

Constant volume
combustion chamber

460-550 K

1-3 bar

0.8-1.4,

air

N/A

Zare et
al [18]

N2

0.07s

Wagn
on et
al [17]

2.0s

Nowa
kowsk
a et al
[31]

Species Concentration
770-1240 K

1 bar

0.5, 1, 2

Jet stirred reactor
670-1170 K

1 bar

1

N2

To calculate the concentration of species in oxidation and pyrolysis of anisole several
experiments is available. Wagnon et al [17] reported data for both pyrolysis and oxidation through
CNRS-Orleans jet stirred reactor. They considered 0.5, 1, and 2.0 equivalence ratio, 770-1250 K
temperature and 1 atm pressure with resident time of 0.07 in their calculation. Similar range is
considered by Nowakowska et al [31]. Their data is calculated at stoichiometric condition with a
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resident time of 0.02. Yuan et al [32] reported result of species concentration at flow reactor
condition.
To understand property of fuel and to improve its performance, it is essential to know their
chemical structure and composition and its effects during combustion. A detail chemical
mechanism in general is the combination of all chemical information with essential reaction,
reaction rates and its kinetics. It tries to replicate all the changes take place step by step during a
chemical process. Several works has been done in modeling of anisole mechanism in past days
[22,23,31,33–41]. Initial concentration of the anisole mechanism was on the pyrolysis of this fuel
[23,32–34,37,38,41]. Later the mechanism on oxidation of anisole also considered in combination
with Pyrolysis [17,22,31,40,42]. Some of this work involved experimental analysis of reaction
rates such as Mackie et [23] and Surya et al [43] uses gas chromatography and mass spectrometry
method respectively to study the anisole decomposition. Paul and Black [35] studied the C-O bond
dissociation of anisole through toluene scavenging method at 720-795 K temperature range. Lin
et al [36] mainly studied the thermal decomposition of phenoxy radical which is an important path
way of anisole decomposition through shock tube analysis at a temperature range of 1000-1580 K.
Pecullan et al [38] considered flow reactor condition to test the decomposition of anisole at 1000
K temperature which is considered one of the initial work on both pyrolysis and oxidation of this
fuel. Barker et al [40] published their work also on anisole mechanism for pyrolysis and oxidation
pathways. In recent time Nowakowska et al [31] generates a mechanism considering both pyrolysis
and oxidation of the fuel. Their mechanism is validated with their reported reactor condition.
Mechanism by Wagnon et al [17] considered both pyrolysis and oxidation in their detailed
mechanism. Their work reported a good data for anisole oxidation at different equivalence
condition through jet stirred reactor. They also reported a very initial LBS analysis for only one
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initial condition. Pelucchi et al [41] in part of their work on bio-oil analysis included anisole
pyrolysis with insight of kinetics for anisole decomposition. The most recent mechanism by
Buttgen etal [22] focuses on IDT results on both ST and RCM analysis for validating their
mechanism.
In this present work a new detail mechanism of anisole oxidation is developed for
analyzing combustion behavior of the fuel. The mechanism is generated using reaction mechanism
generator RMG [44–49]. A wide range of temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio from 4001800 K, 1-50 atm and 0.6-1.4 respectively are considered as initial condition in developing the
mechanism. The tolerance and termination criteria are controlled to finalize the generation process.
The generated mechanism is tested with experimental data of IDT and LBS. Concentration of
different species formed during oxidation of fuel are calculated at jet stirred reactor condition.
Sensitivity analysis for LBS, IDT and molar concentration of anisole is considered to analyze the
result. Important reactions pathways involved in oxidation of anisole is discussed through reaction
flux analysis. Reactions and their rate parameters (A, n, Ea) responsible in LBS, IDT and
concentration results are discussed and adjusted through literature review [23,35–37,43,50–54] in
improving the mechanism. The final mechanism Mech 5 has 462 species 3814 reactions. The
mechanism is validated with all available experimental data. A good agreement on different ranges
is observed with the mechanism.
4.2
4.2.1

Kinetic Modelling
Mechanism Generation
Mechanism for anisole is the comprehensive combination of reactions for aromatics and

smaller hydrocarbons. A mechanism generally consists of elementary steps of chemical reactions
with the help of general understanding of the molecule. An automated reaction mechanism
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generator software (RMG) [44–48] is used in generating the mechanism. RMG uses rate based
analysis [49] to enlarge the mechanism. Initial species are provided in the generation process which
get includes in the core of the model. Parameters like temperature, pressure and mole fraction are
provided as initial condition. All possible reactions of the given species are considered based on
the reaction family. In this way newer species are formed. Species which has larger flux compared
to the user specified tolerance are considered to enter the core. The process continues iteratively
with respect to time until it meets the termination criteria. The thermodynamic properties of the
species are calculated with Benson Group additive formulas [48]. RMG also has its own
thermodynamic and kinetic database as a form of library. Reaction with the desired flux form the
provided library enters the core mechanism first before calculating through reaction family. It is
important to choose proper library based on the desired mechanism to use as library condition.
Present mechanism: A new detail mechanism for anisole oxidation is constructed in this
work. Anisole oxidation mainly starts with breaking down of weak bond O-CH3. The mechanism
of anisole consists of both aromatic and small hydrocarbon species. To generate the mechanism
both low hydrocarbon and higher hydrocarbon species are considered as initial condition.
Using proper reaction library or seed mechanism as input condition helps to reduce the
mechanism generation time. For anisole mechanism BurkeH2O2inN2 [55], Aramco 2.0
[51,53,56,57] and Narayansharma [50] is considered for both kinetic and thermodynamic libraries.
BurkeH2O2inN2 [55] contains the updated H2/O2 kinetic required for combustion and
validated widely with experimental condition. To incorporate small hydrocarbon chemistry into
the mechanism, Aramco 2.0 [51,53,56,57] is used as library condition. Aramco 2.0
[51,53,56,57]contains kinetics of C1-C4 hydrocarbon such as ethane, ethylene, acetylene,
propyne, propene, n-butane and isobutene and also kinetics of oxygenated species such as
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methanol, ethanol and dimethyl ether. The mechanism is widely validated with different
experimental conditions. Mechanism by Narayansharma [50] is used as library for predicting
chemical behavior of aromatic components. The mechanism contains chemical kinetics in
predicting combustion characteristics for both smaller hydrocarbon and aromatic components. As
a library only chemistry of aromatic components is considered. The mechanism is built under wide
range of temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio condition from 400-1800 K, 1-50 atm and
0.8-1.4. Tolerance of 0.4 for core mechanism and 2 for interrupt simulation is used for final
mechanism generation.
4.2.2

Kinetic Analysis
The newly generated mechanism Mech 1 is used in calculating IDT and LBS result. Change

of species concentration with time is also calculated to compare with experimental data. Sensitivity
analysis at different initial conditions and reaction path analysis is considered to understand the
kinetic pathways.
4.2.2.1

Ignition Delay Time (IDT)
To test the RMG generated Mech 1 mechanism, different initial conditions are considered

for IDT calculation. CANTERA [58] is used to perform the simulation. Figure 4.1 is showing the
results of IDT of Mech1(dotted line) at equivalence ratio of 1 and 0.5, at pressure of 10, 20, 40
atm and temperature ranges from 890 – 1540 K. Results are compared with experiment and found
to be in considerable agreement. However, it is showing discrepancies at overall temperature
ranges at 20 atm as shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and 40 atm condition at Figure 4.1(b) . At all cases
with the decrease of temperature deviation increases. The prediction below 900 K at any range of
pressure and equivalence ratio is difficult to capture by mechanism. Also, for each case a sudden
decrease in slope is observed at temperature ranges from 900-1000 K.
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Figure 4.1

Comparison of IDT result with experiment result at equivalent ratio 0.5
(anisole/O2/N2:1.22%:20.77%:78.0%), (a) pressure 20 bar and equivalent ratio 1.0
(anisole/O2/N2:2.41%:20.50%:77.09%) (b) pressure 10 bar and (c) 40 bar. Symbols
for experiment [19,22]and line for model simulation.

Sensitivity analysis based on IDT [59] is considered at different temperature, pressure and
equivalence ratio conditions to find the reactions that are mostly affecting the IDT results. Figure
4.2 is showing the normalized sensitivity analysis result at 20 atm pressure, 0.5 equivalence ratio
and 1200 and 1050 K temperature. At this condition, ignition delay is mostly affected by the
hydrogen abstraction reactions through OH radical, R128:C7H8O + OH  C7H7O(409) + H2O
and the third body reaction R12: H2O2(+M)  2OH (+M). Both reactions have termination effect
on IDT result. Positively influenced reaction like H abstraction reaction R69: C6H5OH(24) + OH
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 C6H5O(23) + H2O, uni-molecular reaction, R74: C7H8O  CH3+C6H5O(23) and R915:
O2+S(1082) HO2+S(3152) are found to be more sensitive at 1200 K than 1050 K temperature.
Therefore, any change in reaction rates should affect IDT of high temperature than l050 K.
The third body reaction R12 is highly sensitive and works as an inhibition reaction for 10
atm and stoichiometric condition as well. The effect is more dominant at low temperature of 900
K. The H abstraction reaction with O2, R915 is sensitive for low temperature and it positively
affect the IDT result.

Figure 4.2

Normalized sensitivity analysis of IDT at (a) p= 20 atm, 𝜙= 0.5, T=1050 and 1200
K, (b) p= 10 atm, 𝜙= 1.0, T= 900 and 1240 K and (c) p=40 atm, T= 1040 K, 𝜙=
1.0.

At stoichiometric condition and low pressure as shown in Figure 4.2(b), reaction R 204:
CH3 + HO2  CH3O(42) + OH and R 535: C7H8O(387) + CH3  CH4 + S(1126) are affecting
the IDT results. The inhibition reaction R 128 also has influence in this condition. At higher
pressure in Figure 4.2 (c) , the results seem highly influenced by the termination reactions. Third
body reactions R12 and reaction R128 has higher sensitivity comparing to reaction R148:
C6H5O(23) + CH3  C7H8O(417) which is positively sensitive at this condition. The amount of
sensitivity is also found high at 0.5 equivalent ratio than the stoichiometric conditions which means
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changing any reaction parameter should affect results of 0.5 equivalence ratio than stoichiometry
condition.
The most important reactions that are used for ignition delay calculation and their
Arrhenius parameters (A, n, Ea) are listed below in Figure 4.2 Rates of this reactions through
literature review [60–62] are considered for further analysis for any improvement in Mech 1
mechanism.
Table 4.2
#

Important reactions from sensitivity analysis of IDT
Reactions

R128

C7H8O+OH  C7H7O(409) + H2O

A
(cm3/mol-s)

n

Ea.
(kcal/mol)

8.05 × 1014

0

1.4913

0.9
-2.3

48.74
48.74

12

2.00 × 10
2.49 × 1012
R12

efficiencies='CO(9):2.8
CO2(34):1.6
H2O(5):7.5 H2O2(8):7.7 N2:1.5 O2(2):1.2',

H2O2(+M)  2OH (+M)

H2(3):3.7

falloff=Troe(A=0.43, T3=1 × 10−30 , T1=1 × 10+30,)
R148

C6H5O(23)+CH3C7H8O(417)

6.49 × 1016
3

-1.07

0.002

3.17

6.7

R276

C6H5(138)+CH2O(40)C7H7O(409)

2.33 × 10

R69

C6H5OH(24)+OHC6H5O(23) + H2O(5)

1.40 × 108

1.4

-0.96

8

0.0

15.99

1.63

-1.055

R915

O2+S(1082)HO2 + S(3152)

4.38 × 10

R163

CH2O(40) + OH  H2O + HCO

7.84 × 107

4.2.2.2

Laminar Burning Speed (LBS)
Mech1 mechanism is used in calculating laminar burning speed (LBS) for Anisole/air

mixture at different initial conditions. Figure 4.3 is showing LBS results of Mech1(dotted line) at
485 and 550 K temperature, 2 atm pressure and 0.8-1.4 equivalence ratio. The results are compared
with available experimental data [18]. It is found that at 550 K temperature which is the highest
temperature found in literature, Mech 1 mechanism is under predicting experimental result as
shown in Figure 4.3 (a). With the decrease of temperature, the deviation from simulation and
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experiment becomes opposite. At 485 K, Mech1 mechanism over predict the experimental result
mostly at stoichiometry to fuel rich condition as shown in Figure 4.3 (b).

Figure 4.3

Comparison of LBS at 2 atm pressure (a) 550 K temperature and (b) 485 K
temperature. Symbol represents experiment [18] and line is for model simulation.

Sensitivity analysis based on LBS on different temperature and equivalence ratio is
provided in Figure 4.4. Results shows besides anisole specific reactions; small hydrocarbon-based
reactions have significant effect on LBS result. At 550 K, one of the most sensitive reaction is the
hydrogen addition reaction R472: H + O2  O + OH. The oxidation reaction of CO, R1412: CO
+ OH  CO2 + H is sensitive as well at this temperature. R472 and R1412 are also sensitive at
low temperature, but the rate of sensitivity is very low. These two reactions mostly influenced LBS
from stoichiometry to fuel rich condition. At same temperature as termination reaction hydrogen
abstraction reactions of small hydrocarbon R48: H + HCO  CO + H2, R25: C2H3(13) + H 
C2H2(10) + H2 and third body reactions of higher hydrocarbon such as H abstraction through
phenoxy radical R65: C6H5O(23) + H (+M)  C6H5OH(24) (+M) dominates the LBS result. The
sensitivity of reaction R472 and R1412 is much lower at 0.8 equivalence ratio and 550 K
temperature as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). At low temperature of 485 K, these two reactions have
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influence on LBS result, however it works as a termination reaction. At low temperature the third
body reaction R7: H + O2 (+M)  HO2(+M) and oxidation reaction of methyl radical CH3 is R204:
CH3 + HO2  CH3O(42) + OH are sensitive although, the sensitivity rate is very low that the
influence may not be significant. At fuel rich condition the most influence on LBS comes through
the different oxidation reaction of small hydrocarbons. R 1412 still is sensitive at this fuel rich
condition as shown in Figure 4.4 (c).

Figure 4.4

Normalized sensitivity analysis of LBS at (a) p= 2 atm, 𝜙= 1.1, T=550 K and, (b)
p= 2 atm, 𝜙= 0.8, T= 550 and 485 K and (c) p=2 atm, 𝜙= 1.4, T= 485 and 550 K.

The generation of OH radical through reaction R2: H2 + OH  H + H2O has most
influence at this condition. The reaction R1412 is mostly the dominating reaction at high
temperature and R2 is for low temperature condition. Both reactions work as a termination effect
on LBS result. Based on results of sensitivity, reactions that are considered for further analysis is
listed with their rate parameters (A, n, Ea) are listed in Table 4.3. Mostly reactions that has
influence at all different ranges are selected. Different rate parameters (A, n, Ea) of these reactions
are considered through literature review [50,51,53].
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Table 4.3

Important reactions from sensitivity analysis of LBS
A

#

Reactions

n

4.65 × 1012
6.36 × 1020

0.44
-1.72

0.00
0.525

efficiencies='Ar:0.67,CO:1.9,CO2:3.8,H2:2.0,H2O:14.0
O2:0.78'

H + O2 (+M)  HO2 (+M)

R7

𝐜𝐦
𝐦𝐨𝐥 − 𝐬

Ea
𝐤𝐜𝐚𝐥
𝐦𝐨𝐥

𝟑

falloff=Troe(A=0.5, T3=1 × 10−30 ,, T1=1 × 10+30,
efficiencies='CO:2.8 CO2:1.6 H2:3.7 H2O:7.5 H2O2:7.7 N2:1.5
O2:1.2',
falloff=Troe(A=0.43, T3=1 × 10−30 , T1=1 × 10+30 ,)

R472

H + O2  O + OH

R2

H2 + OH  H + H2O

R57

C5H5(22) + H (+M) C5H6(21)
(+M)

R65

C6H5O(23) + H (+M) 
C6H5OH(24) (+M)

R25

C2H3(13) + H  C2H2(10) + H2

R48

H + HCO  CO + H2

1.04 × 1014
2.16 × 10

2.60 × 1014

CO + OH  CO2 + H

0.0

15.286

1.51

3.43

0.0

0.0

12.994
-18.28
4.40 × 10
A=0.068, T3=401, T1=4140, T2=5500
80

2.00 × 1014

0.0

0.0

13.88
-21.84
1.00 × 1094
A=0.043, T3=304, T1=60000, T2=5900
1.70 × 1014

0.0

0.0

13

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.384

-2.79

4.191

7.34 × 10
kf

R1412

8

kf0

1.362 × 1010
1.173 × 10

24

efficiencies='Ar:0.7 CO2:3.6 H2:2.0 H2O:12.0'
7.015 × 1004

R1413

4.2.2.3

2.05

-0.356

Species Concentration
To study the evolution of mole fraction during oxidation, species concentration of anisole

over temperature is calculated. Simulation is conducted at jet stirred reactor condition. Figure 4.5
is showing the result of anisole oxidation calculated using Mech 1 mechanism. CNRS-Orleans jet
stirred reactor [17] considered 0.07 s resident time at stoichiometric condition with temperature
range of 770-1250 K. Similar, stoichiometric condition is considered by Nowasowaka et al[31] to
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calculate the species concentration at 2s resident time. The Mech 1 mechanism predict the change
of concentration of anisole with result of Nowasowaka et al [31] within acceptable range. While
comparing with result of Wagnon etl al [17] at stoichiometry condition, 1 atm pressure and 0.07 s
resident time, the Mech1 mechanism shows the evolution of anisole is much slower than the
experiment. Considering the change of anisole concentration in all cases it is observed that anisole
starts to decompose at around 800-850 K temperature. 50% of the conversion of this fuel occurred
by the time it reached 1000 K. Anisole decomposes almost fully at around 1200 K temperature.

Figure 4.5

Change of anisole concentration over temperature during oxidation at 𝜙 =1.0, (a)
p=1 atm, T=670-1170 K and resident time, (b) p=1.06 atm, T=775-1275 K and
resident time 0.07s. Lines for mechanism, bullets for experiment [17,31]

A sensitivity analysis is conducted on the species concentration of anisole concentration.
The result of sensitivity at 900 K and 1000 K temperature is shown in Figure 4.6. It is observed
that the anisole oxidation is initiated by the uni-molecular decomposition reaction R74: C6H7O 
C6H5O(23) +CH3. R74 reaction is responsible for the breaking of weak bond over anisole ring OCH3. The importance of this reaction is also observed from the path flux analysis that is shown in
Table 4.5. Reaction C7H8O(1) +OH(4)  C7H7O(409) +H2O(5) which generated phenoxy also an
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important reaction for initiation of anisole oxidation. With the increase in temperature at 1000 K
the decomposition of anisole is influenced by the H abstraction reactions through OH radical. The
formation of the different radical of methyle phenoxy through hydrogen abstraction CH3 +
C6H5O(23)  C7H8O(417) and OH +C6H5OH(24)  H2O + C6H5O(23) are the most dominant
reaction at this case. Some of the important reaction through sensitivity analysis is listed at Table
4.4.

Figure 4.6

Sensitivity of reactions on anisole concentration at (a) 900 K and (b) 1000 K
temperature, 1 atm pressure and equivalent ratio 1.

Table 4.4

Important reactions from sensitivity analysis of anisole concentration
A
(cm3/mol-s)

n

Ea
(kcal/mol)

1.21

0

0

1.443

0.113

5.83 × 1004

2.6

2.19

1.40 × 1008

1.4

-0.96

#

Reactions

R74

C7H8O  CH3 + C6H5O(23)

R128

C7H8O + OH C7H7O(409) + H2O

1.5 × 10

R317

CH4 + OH H2O +CH3

R70

OH + C6H5OH(24) H2O + C6H5O(23)
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08

4.2.2.4

Reaction Path Analysis
The initial major path for anisole oxidation at stoichiometry condition are shown through

reaction flux diagram at Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The reaction path for anisole
mechanism is observed at 900 and 1000 K temperature at stoichiometric condition.

The

dominance of uni-molecular reaction R74: C6H7O  C6H5O(23) + CH3 is clearly found in path
diagram at Figure 4.7. At both 900 and 1000 K temperature, 70-85% of anisole decomposition
takes place through reaction R74 which generates methyl radical CH3 and radical of phenoxy
C6H5O(23). The other pathway for anisole decomposition is in generating radical of methyl
phenoxy C7H7O(409) by H abstraction reactions.

Figure 4.7

Reaction path for anisole decomposition at 900 and 1000 K temperature,
equivalence ratio 1 and pressure 1 atm.

At 900 K anisole also breaks down to methyl cyclohexane radical C6H6O(455) though H
abstraction reaction. This radical with increase of temperature further generates from C7H7O(409)
and C6H5O(23). Besides reaction R74 some of the important initial pathways in generating
C7H7O(409) are as follows:
•

R128: C7H8O + OH  C7H7O(409) + H2O
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•

R331: C7H8O + CH3  C7H7O(409) + CH4

•

R113: C7H8O +HO2  C7H7O(409)+ H2O2

•

R528: O + C7H8O  C7H7O(409) + OH
The phenoxy radical C6H5O(23) further reacts to generate phenol C6H5OH (24) through H

abstraction reaction as shown in Figure 4.8 (a). R68:H + C6H5OH(24)  H2 + C6H5O(23) is a
major path way in anisole oxidation. Around 60% of the conversion of C6H5O(23) takes place
from this reaction. C6H5O(23) also takes part in generating important higher hydrocarbon
intermediates through abstraction reactions by H, HCO and CH3 radical.
Methyl phenoxy radical C7H7O(409) at the temperature of 900 K mostly converts to higher
hydrocarbon radicals through H and O abstraction reaction shown in Figure 4.8 (b). It is
responsible in generating Benzene C6H6(139) and phenyl radical C6H5(138). This radical further
breaks down to lower hydrocarbons. With increase of temperature around 1000 K, C7H7O(409)
also breaks down in to some small hydro carbons like HCO and CH2O(40). These small
hydrocarbons have important contribution in generating CO and CO2.
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Figure 4.8

Reaction path for (a) C6H5O(23) and (b) C6H5O(409) during oxidation at 900 and
1000 K temperature, equivalence ratio 1 and pressure 1 atm.

Some of the important pathways from phenoxy radicals are as follows:
•

R66: H + C6H5O(23) (+ M)  C6H5OH(24) (+ M)

•

R1167: C6H6(139) + OH  H + C6H5OH(24)

•

R1217: S(1083) + C6H5(138)  S(3152) + C6H6(139)

•

R1295: C6H7(4644) + C7H7O(409)  C6H6(139) + C7H8O(1)

•

R96: HCO + C6H5O(23)  CO + C6H5OH(24)

•

R425: H + C6H5O(23)  C6H6O(455)

•

R1426: O + C6H5O(23)  CO2 + C5H5(22)
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The methyl radical CH3 generated through the uni-molecular decomposition from R74, is
a major path to chain branching reactions and the formation of low hydrocarbon species like
C2H6(12) and CH4. Initially at 900 K almost 80% of the conversion takes place through H addition
to generate CH4 radical. Other important path which is sensitive for species concentration in
generation of C2H6(12) and C2H4 radicals. Mostly through third body reaction of methyl radical
C2H6(12) forms. At high temperature this radical also leads to formation of CH2O(40) which is
directly related in CO generation. Some major pathway of CH3 radical at different temperature is
shown in Figure 4.9. Also, the reactions that are responsible can be found below.

Figure 4.9

Important reaction path for CH3 during oxidation at 900 and 1000 K temperature,
equivalence ratio 1 and pressure 1 atm.

Initial pathways of CH3 radicals are as follows:
•

R29: CH3 +CH3(+M)  C2H6(12) (+M)

•

R157: O2 + CH3  CH2O(40) + OH

•

R158: OH + CH3 CH2O(40) + H2

•

R315: H + CH3 (+ M)  CH4 (+ M)

•

R319: HO2 + CH3  CH4+ O2

•

R323: CH2O + CH3  CH4 + HCO
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4.2.3

Reaction Rate Adjustment
The Mech1 mechanism generated through RMG is used in calculating various combustion

properties. Although it shows a considerable prediction with experimental result, it has deviation
in various ranges which are addressed in previous section. Further modification is considered in
focus of improving the predictability of Mech1.
Based on sensitivity analysis and reaction path of anisole oxidation as shown in Figure 4.4,
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 on LBS, IDT and species concentration respectively, several reactions
are selected which has influence in predicting the results as listed in, Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4. These reactions and their different rate parameters (A, n, Ea) are considered through
literature review [23,35–37,43,61].

After considering different reactions, finally the set of

reactions that are modified and changed in Mech 1 is listed in Table 4.5. The final mechanism
named as Mech 5 is used for validation in next section.
Reaction R128: C7H8O + OH  C7H7O(409) + H2O is a H abstraction reaction of anisole
through OH radical which is an important initiation reaction in forming methyl phenoxy radical.
It also shows higher sensitivity in IDT results. Very few work has been done on the analysis of
this reaction rate parameter. This reaction and the available reaction rate is considered to change
in Mech 1 mechanism. The change shows a considerable improvement on IDT prediction. Figure
4.1 shows the improved prediction of IDT result from Mech1 to Mech 5 mechanism.
Reaction R1412: CO + OH  CO2 + H and R472: O2+H  O +OH , both are considered
from sensitivity analysis of LBS. It is observed that Mech 1 mechanism has a lower prediction of
LBS at high temperature. On contrary it shows higher predictions at low temperature mainly from
stoichiometry to fuel rich condition. Through sensitivity analysis both R 472 and R1412 shows
highly sensitive for both low and high temperature LBS result. However, based on temperature
and equivalence ratio the sensitivity of the reaction varies within positive or termination influence.
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Therefore, modification of the reaction rate with available data [61] is considered. The result still
shows a limitation in improving the mechanism. Most changes resulted in improved in high
temperature cases with increase of LBS prediction at low temperature condition which is shown
by the solid line as Mech 5 in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b).
Based on reaction path analysis and sensitivity analysis on anisole oxidation, R74 and R29
is selected which improves the prediction of concentration of species. The most important path for
the anisole decomposition is the uni-molecular reaction R74: C7H8O  CH3 +C6H5O(23) which
is responsible to break O-CH3 bond of anisole. This reaction has high influence on concentration
change of anisole. The effect of this reaction rate is also found on IDT result. Therefore, the rate
parameter of this reaction is considered carefully in improving the prediction of species
concentration of anisole with experiment.
Different reaction rate parameters is available in literature [23,35,36,63]. Available
reaction rates are considered to test the Mech 1 mechanism. The effect of different rate parameters
of R74 on Mech 1 mechanism is shown in Figure 4.5. The reaction rate by Wagnon et al [63], Paul
et al[23], Mackie [35] et al and Black et al [36] are used for the modification which is represented
as Mech2, Mech 3, Mech 4 and Mech 5 respectively in Figure 4.5. The modified reactions rate
parameter of R 472, R1412, R29 and R128 are also included for each of the mechanism from Mech
2-5. The species concentration prediction by Mech 1 shows a faster consumption with
experimental result of anisole by Wagnon et al. [17], while it has prediction with experiment by
Nowakowska et al. [31]. By changing the reaction rate, significant changes occurred on species
concentration which is represented in Figure 4.5 by dotted line for Mech 2 , Mech 3 , Mech4 and
Mech5. It is found that reaction rate calculated by Lin et al used in Mech 5 shows a much improved
prediction of species concentration for both experimental condition by Wagnon et al. [17] and
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Nowakowska et al. [31] The reaction rate calculated by Lin et al covers the temperature range of
1000-1580 K. Mech 5 also significantly improves the IDT prediction in all different ranges.
In LBS Mech 5 improves the result at high temperature cases. Although Mech 5 is still
showing difference at low temperature cases of LBS, due to its better prediction is all different
ranges for IDT, LBS and species concentration, it is considered as final mechanism in this work.
Table 4.5

Reactions and its rates (A, n, Ea) used in improving the mechanism Mech 5

#

Reactions

R74

CH3+C6H5O(23)C7H8O

R128

C7H8O + OH
C7H7O(409) + H2O

A
(cm3/mol-s)

n

Ea
(kcal/mol)

Ref.

1.21 × 1013

0

0

Mech1

0.0

61.007

[36]

1.443

0.113

Mech1

0.0

0.5

-0.69

0.175

-0.375

0.982

14

3.98 × 10

1.50 × 1008
12

1.2 × 10

kf = 2.77 × 1015
k0=8.054 × 10

31

[61]

efficiencies='CO2(34):3.0 H2O(5):5.0',
falloff=Troe(A=0.0, T3=570.0, T1= 1.0 × 1030 , T2=1.0 × 1030 ,
R29

CH3 + CH3 (+M)
C2H6(+M)

3.60 × 1014

0

0

41

-7

2.76

1.27 × 10

Mech1

efficiencies='CO2:3.0 H2O:5.0',Ar 0.69O2:1, CO2:2, CH4:1.99,
CH2O:2.5, CH3OH:3.0, CH3-CH3:3
Fall off=Troe(A=0.62, T3=73,T1=1180, T2=1 × 1030
R472

O2 + H O + OH

1.04 × 1014

0.0

15.286

Mech 5

3.6 × 1015

-0.400

16.6

Mech 1
[64]

0.0

2.384

-2.79

4.191

kf = 1.362 × 1010
ko=1.173 × 10

24

Mech 5

efficiencies='Ar:0.7 CO2:3.6 H2:2.0 H2O:12.0'
R1412
R1413
(duplic
ate)

CO + OH  CO2 + H

7.015 × 1004
1.33 × 10

03

1.33 × 10

04

1.33 × 10

05

1.33 × 10

06
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2.05

-0.356

1.9

-1.064

2.5 × 10

05

1.88

-1.04299

8.7 × 10

05

1.73

-0.685

6.8 × 10

05

1.48

0.04799

2.3 × 1006

1.35

0.974

2.10 × 10

1.33 × 1007

05

Mech 5

[62]
Mech 1

4.3
4.3.1

Results and Validation
Ignition Delay Time
In Figure 4.1 the improvement of IDT results using Mech 5 is observed. To validate the

mechanism further several more operating ranges are used for IDT calculation. Figure 4.10 shows
the comparison of IDT at 10 and 40 atm pressure and 0.5 equivalence ratio and 20 atm pressure
and 1.0 equivalence ratio. It shows a very good prediction overall prediction at all temperature
ranges. At low temperature and lean condition, the mechanism generate faster ignition delay time
than experiment.

Figure 4.10

Comparison of IDT result with experiment result at mixture compositionanisole/O2/N2:1.22%:20.77%:78.0% with (a) pressure 10 bar and (b) 40 bar. Mixture
composition 1.0-anisole/O2/N2:2.41%:20.50%:77.09% with (c) pressure 20 bar.
Symbols for experiment and line for model simulation.
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This variation is only significant at l0 atm pressure and 0.5 equivalence ratio. The
prediction is better for stoichiometric condition at 20 atm pressure and at lean condition 0.5 with
40 atm pressure as shown in Figure 4.10 (b) and (c). The change of slope is still observed at 10
atm and 20 atm pressure. The effect is smaller at high pressure of 40 atm. A common deviation of
mechanism with experimental result at low temperature condition < 900 K for all pressure
condition is also observed. Further reaction rate analysis on reactions at 900-1000 K ranges will
be considered to calculate its rate for future work to address this issue.
4.3.2

Laminar Burning Speed
LBS at different initial conditions are considered to validate the Mech 5 mechanism. As

found in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b), the mechanism has a better prediction at 550 K temperature and 2
atm pressure, however, still shows higher prediction at low temperature of 485 K. Similar
deviations is also observed at 500 K temperature and 2 atm pressure of same experimental result
as shown in Figure 4.11 (a). With the increase of pressure at 3atm, 500K, a good prediction of
model within uncertainty level is found in Figure 4.11 (b). Further comparison is shown with Mech
5 mechanism with different experimental data. Figure 4.11 (c) is showing the results at 423 K
temperature and 1 atm pressure. At this condition Mech 5 shows an acceptable agreement within
the uncertainty of the experimental data. At 358 K temperature and 1 atm pressure, the simulated
result under predicts the experiment by 5-7 cm/s.
Based on the comparison it is found that Mech 5 mechanism shows high prediction in low
temperature condition like 485 or 500 K however, it shows much better prediction at low
temperature like 423 K. It also shows a better prediction at 500 K temperature with high pressure
of 3 atm. For low temperature cases like 358 K the prediction of mechanism become slower than
experiment. Because of limitation of available experimental result at each condition, it is difficult
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to improve the low temperature predictability of the mechanism right this moment. More
experimental data is required to understand the required kinetics properly at this region.

Figure 4.11

4.3.3

Comparison of LBS at pressure 2 atm, and temperature (a)T= 500 K, p = 2 atm, 𝜙=
0.8-1.4 (b) T= 500 K, p = 3 atm, 𝜙= 0.8-1.4 and (c) T= 423 K, p = 1 atm, 𝜙= 0.61.3 and (d) T= 358 K, p = 1 atm, 𝜙= 0.6-1.3. Symbol represents experiment
[17,18,20] and solid line is for the model.

Species Concentration
To validate the mechanism, change of concentration of intermediate species formed during

oxidation of anisole is calculated at jet stirred reactor condition. Change of concentration with
temperature is observed and compared with two different experimental data by Wagnon et al [17]
and Nawoasaka et al[31] as shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 respectively.
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Anisole oxidation generates both aromatic and low hydrocarbon species. As can be found
through path way analysis in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 , the primary major path for
anisole decomposition at any temperature cases is initiated by formation of methyl radical CH3
and phenoxy radical C6H5O(23). This methyl radical CH3 is the source of early formation of low
hydrocarbon species such as methane CH4, Ethane C2H6 and Methanal CH2O. From Figure 4.12
(b) and (c), it can be found that CH4 and C2H6 start forming around 900 K temperature. The
concentration of both species increases after 1000 K temperature. The result from Mech 5
mechanism shows a good prediction of C2H6 concentration except at the peak at around 1140 K.
For CH4 with the increase of temperature the predicted concentration by mechanism is higher than
the simulation which starts to decrease sharply after 1200 K temperature. Methanal CH2O
generated from CH3 directly with the increase of temperature, it also generated through some
intermediate species as well when temperature increases. Concentration of CH2O is shown in
Figure 4.12 (d). The concentration increases after 1060 K temperature. Species ethane (C2H4) and
ethyne(C2H2) formed further with increase of temperature. Therefore, the concentration of these
species become higher after 1000 K as shown in Figure 4.12 (e) and (f). It is found that Mech 5
mechanism successfully able to predict the change of the concentration of all these intermediate
species CH2O, C2H4 and C2H2.
Methyl radicals also leads to further forming species like propenal (C3H4O). The
mechanism predicted the concentration of C3H4O properly at low temperature as shown in Figure
4.12 (l). There is a peak in simulated result which condition is not available in experiment. CO and
CO2 are two important species formed due to oxidation of anisole.
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Figure 4.12

Prediction of concentration for C1-C7 intermediate species generates during
oxidation of anisole at Jet stirred reactor condition at temperature 775-1275, pressure
1.0 atm and stoichiometric condition with 0.07s resident time.
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Continue(

Figure 4.12 (continued)

Concentration of CO shows its peak at 1250K temperature. The Mech 5 mechanism
predicts the change of concentration of CO and CO2 successfully although it shows a faster rise at
higher temperatures. The concentration changes with respect to temperature for higher
hydrocarbon species such as benzene (C6H6), toluene(C7H8) is shown in Figure 4.12 (j) and (k).
Mech 5 mechanism predicts the concentration of higher hydrocarbons within a good acceptable
range. Mechanism follows an exact trend with the concentration of Toluene (C7H8). From
experiment the concentration of Benzene (C6H6) starts to rise around 960-1000 K. Simulation
results of C6H6 under predict the concentration at higher temperature above 1100 K. The
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Mechanism also compares with Jet stirred data at different mixture condition and shows a good
prediction of species concentration. The results are available in supplementary document.
The change of concentration different species also observed and compared with jet stirred
experimental condition by Nowaskowska et al [31]. From Figure 4.13, the change of concentration
of different species with temperature change is also observed. Reasonable agreement is found at
overall temperature ranges, with most of the species concentration. Low hydrocarbon species by
this work has higher peak in most cases at higher temperature region around 1100-1200 K. This
high peak is not fully captured by the mechanism, specifically for the C2H2 and C2H4 in Figure
4.13 and (f). The prediction of C2H2 and C2H4 by Wagnon et al [17] was captured well. Except
high temperature the concertation change for higher hydrocarbon of the mechanism has better
match.
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Figure 4.13

Prediction of concentration for C1-C7 intermediate species generates during
oxidation of anisole at Jet stirred reactor condition[31] at temperature 675-1170,
pressure 1.06 atm and stoichiometric condition with 2s resident time
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Figure 4.13 (continued)

4.4

Conclusion
A new mechanism is generated in this work to study the kinetics of anisole oxidation at

different operating conditions. The mechanism is generated using rate-based mechanism generator
RMG. With proper initial conditions and better handling of tolerance criteria, RMG can
successfully be able to generate mechanism with detailed and desired chemical kinetics. For
anisole oxidation the RMG generated mechanism Mech 1 has 457 species and 3783 reactions.
Temperature, pressure, and equivalent ratio ranges from 400-2000 K, 1-50 atm and 0.8-1.4 is
considered as the initial condition. The Mech 1 mechanism is used to test at different combustion
conditions available in literature. The mechanism able to follow the proper trend of IDT, LBS and
molar concentration of different experimental results. However, there is some variations observed
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in predicting the experiment within uncertainty range like low temperature LBS, certain region for
species concentration and overall IDT at different temperature range. A detail sensitivity analysis
and reaction path analysis are considered on the mechanism to analyze the kinetics involved for
the oxidation of anisole. Analysis also helps to point out the reactions that are influencing the
results and reactions that are responsible for some major deviations with experimental data. It is
observed that anisole oxidation highly influenced by the initial uni-molecular reaction of anisole
decomposition which breaks O-CH3 bond R74: C7H8O  CH3 +C6H5O(23) . Also initiation
reaction which generates phenoxy radical by H abstraction through OH radical R128: C7H8O(1) +
OH(4)  C7H7O(409) + H2O(5) found to be another important path. With the increase of
temperature, the small hydrocarbon reactions become more dominant. Also, it is observed that,
small hydrocarbon reaction has a considerable effect on the LBS result. Reaction rate parameter
of these important reactions are considered to improve the predictability of the mechanism. The
effect of different reaction rates (A, n, Ea) available in literature, of most dominant reaction R74
on species concentration is also discussed. Finally, with the change of the rate of few important
reactions through available literature data, the modified mechanism Mech 5 is generated. Mech 5
mechanism is validated with species concentration of jet stirred reactor, and with LBS and IDT
results at different ranges of initial conditions. Except few conditions at low temperature LBS and
IDT, the mechanism shows a good agreement with available experimental data. The low
temperature deviation in IDT will be considered in future calculations. This work helps to
understand that more data on LBS and IDT is required for future understanding and improvement
of kinetics for anisole oxidation. In addition, further analysis and calculation on reaction rate of
R128 and R74 might improve the mechanism significantly.
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CHAPTER V
MECHANISM REDUCTION ANALYSIS
5.1

Introduction
The study of combustion involves a large amount of investigation on chemical kinetics

through numerical calculations. It helps to improve combustion efficiency and improve fuel
performance at a cost-effective way. A robust chemical mechanism for every fuel is a prior
requirement for these purposes. The generation of chemical mechanism is a complex procedure. It
requires a predictive tool in identifying the correct species, reaction pathways and the rate
parameter. It also requires relevant thermodynamic and transport properties which makes it more
complex. A detail mechanism contains large number of species and reactions to cover a wide range
of operating conditions. Most detail mechanism of fuel contains several hundreds of species and
couple of hundred to thousand reactions.
Large computational time required for big mechanisms is always a challenge in the field
of combustion [1–4] specifically when 3-D simulation is considered. To decrease this
computational time, it is important to reduce the detail kinetic mechanism without compromising
the accuracy. The mechanism reduction is a difficult procedure, since making a small change in
the mechanism results large deviation in the end result of a simulation. Moreover, basic path of
each chemical kinetics cannot be ignored. Therefore, different methods [5–12] based on various
theories are developed and studied in simplifying the complex kinetic mechanism. These different
reduction methods are discussed and reviewed by Lu Law [towards] by dividing them in several
categories.
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The first category is considered as the skeleton reduction through elimination of the actual
species and the reactions corresponding to those species. For skeleton reduction one of the very
well-known approach is Direct relation graph (DRG) [13–17] analysis. DRG method uses reaction
pathways through graphical analysis. Species interaction is calculated based on the weight of the
edges of the graph. It calculates the error generated on overall production by one species if other
species is removed. Lower value of edges represents unimportant species, which eventually is
removed. Later in addition to DRG method an error propagation approach is introduced which is
named as DRG with error propagation (DRGEP) [18,19] method. These methods are responsible
for the elimination of the species from the mechanism. For removing reaction methods like
sensitivity analysis (SA), principal component analysis (PCA), computer singular perturbation
(CSP) and some optimizations are some the efficient approach. The combination of these methods
can be used for successful reduction of skeleton mechanism.
Under the second category the lumping method is considered. It basically combines similar
species and reaction pathways in number of variables which will be tracked for next simulation.
Therefore, the shape is reduced. For large hydrocarbon mechanism lumping is an effective method.
The third category are the methods mostly followed the time step analysis. Quassi steady
State analysis (QSSA) [20–22] is one the primary methods used time scale analysis. This method
has been widely used for reduction of mechanism. Other systematic approaches of time step
analysis are low dimensional manifold (ILDM), CSP [23] and rate controlled constraint analysis
(RCCE) [5–8,24–37].
RCCE works on the concept of second law of thermodynamics and follows a model order
reduction technique. RCCE assumes that at each instant of a time the system is in equilibrium with
some rate controlling constraint function. This condition is named as constrained equilibrium state
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and the relatively slow reactions that control this constraint function is named as rate controlling
equations. The comparatively fast reactions are the one which relax the system to constrained
equilibrium state. This RCCE method is first developed by Keck and Gillespie [5,8]. The method
was later improved and implemented under various conditions by Metghalchi and coworkers
[27,29–31,38–41]. Compared to the number of species, RCCE considered lower number of
constraints. This way it reduces the number of equations used in the simulation.
One of the important issues for RCCE simulation is to identify the constraint for different
fuels. The implementation of RCCE method depends on the choice of the constraint. Different
methods are considered for constraint selection of RCCE calculation. One of the methods is
physics-based where the knowledge of chemical kinetics and reaction pathways are required to
generate the constraints [30,42]. Another way is to use mathematical algorithm and generate
constraints automatically. Mathematical algorithm based on thermochemistry is developed by
Yousefian [31] for determination of constraint through chemical reaction pathway. Some of the
methods that are available in literature, like determining constraint governed by fast flow
mechanism [43], time analysis [25,27,44], and greedy algorithm [45,46] which uses cyclic direct
integration of chemical kinetics. Beretta et al [47–50] generated degree of disequilibrium (DoD)
approach which uses the DKM to do actual degrees of disequilibrium (ASVDADD) analysis in
selecting constraint.
In this work different methods from two different categories are considered for the
reduction of detailed mechanism. Here DRG, DRGEP and DRGEPSA are considered for the
reduction of PCRL-Mech1 ethanol Mechanism. The generated skeleton mechanism is successfully
predicting the result of detailed mechanism with less 4% error.
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In addition to this work RCCE method with ASVDADD constraint is considered as a
mechanism reduction scheme. RCCE is comparatively new but very effective approach in the
field of mechanism reduction. One of the limitations that RCCE method has is in selecting the
constraint in a fully automatic process. To overcome the issue, the singular value decomposition
of actual degree of disequilibrium (ASVDADD) method is applied for the constraint selection.
This method is initially tested in small H2/O2 mechanism which shows a promising result. In this
work ASVDADD constraint selection is applied on ethanol mechanism to generate constraint for
RCCE simulation. The limitation of ASVDADD method on PLOG calculation is reported. The
generated constraint is used for RCCE simulation which shows a considerable comparison in
temperature profile with DKM model. Each mechanism reduction process is a very detail and
complex analysis. The application and details of this reduction processes are discussed under two
different section below.
5.2

Skeleton Mechanism Generation
In this work skeleton reduction is done on the detail mechanism of ethanol PCRL-Mech1.

The reduction is done using DRGEPSA [19,51–54] analysis. An open source tool “Python-based
Model Automatic Reduction Software (PyMARS) [13,14,16,18,19,52,54–58] is used for the
elimination process. IDT calculation at 700-2000 K temperature, 1-40 atm pressure and 0.4-1.4
equivalence ratio is considered in elimination process to keep the robustness of the mechanism.
An error of 10% and final upper threshold of 0.1 is used in the reduction the process. The final
skeleton mechanism has 42 species and 464 reactions. It is used to calculate important combustion
characteristics like IDT and LBS and the results are compared with detail PCRL-Mech1 results.
Mole fraction calculation for stable species is also considered for validation purpose. The skeleton
mechanism shows a very good agreement in predicting the results of detail mechanism for all
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operating ranges. Therefore, it can be considered that the skeleton mechanism generation is
successful. This skeleton mechanism can be used for CFD analysis. Also, this reduced size can be
applied for further reduction processes which will reduce cost of time for using detail mechanism.
5.2.1
5.2.1.1

Methodology
Detail Chemical Mechanism
A detail ethanol mechanism PCRL-Mech1 [59] is considered for skeleton reduction in

current studies. PCRL-Mech1 mechanism is generated using reaction mechanism generator
(RMG). RMG is a rate-based mechanism generator, considers user defined initial conditions to
find all possible species and reactions. It then integrates the mechanism with respect to time. The
generated mechanism PCRL-Mech1 is used for an extensive validation process. The mechanism
is validated through LBS calculation at 300-600 K temperature, 1-10 atm pressure and 0.6-1.4
equivalence ratio conditions. The validation through IDT is done at 820-1450 K temperature, 3.380 atm pressure and 0.3-2 equivalence ratio conditions. Species concentration through jet stirred
reactor, flow reactor and partially premixed counter flow flame are also used in validation process.
The mechanism shows a good accuracy while compared with all experimental results. Although
the mechanism consists of 67 species and 1031 reactions, comparing to mechanisms available in
literature it required less computational time and showed better accuracy. However, still this large
number of species and reactions make it less feasible for CFD simulations.
5.2.1.2

Skeleton Reduction Theory
The skeleton mechanism reduction procedure uses the detail mechanism and simulates

based on some given conditions. In this work a Python based automated mechanism reduction tool
PyMars [56] is used to generate the skeleton mechanism. It uses constant volume auto-ignition
analysis and calculate ignition delay time at each stage at user provided conditions as a form of
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temperature, pressure and mole fractions. It compares the ignition delay error within reduced and
details mechanism. A user threshold is provided to reduce the mechanism. PyMars [56] currently
considered mechanism reduction using four different methods as described below.
5.2.1.2.1

Directed Relation Graph Method (DRG)

The direct graph analysis is used here to find coupling between two species [13,14,16,57].
For graph analysis it considered the species as node and the direct edges of the graph as
dependencies. A direct co-efficient 𝑟𝐴𝐵 is calculated to indicate the interaction between one species
to other.
rAB =

reaction
∑N
|υA,i ωi δBi |
i=1
reaction
∑N
|υA, i ωi |
i=1

1, if ith reaction involves B,
δBi = {
0,
Otherwise

(5.1)

(5.2)

Here, number of reactions is represented as 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ,Overall stoichiometric condition as
𝜐𝐴,𝑖 and overall reaction rate for ith reaction as 𝜔𝑖 . If the value for 𝑟𝐴𝐵 becomes smaller than a user
defined threshold then the species can be removed.
5.2.1.2.2

DRG With Error Propagation Method (DRGEP)

In DRGEP method a target species is defined and importance of a species is analyzed
through a graph based method based on the predefined species [18,19]. A graph of interdependent
species is formed at first. The major equation used here is slightly different than DRG algorithm.
𝑟𝐴𝐵 =

𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
∑𝑁
|𝜐𝐴,𝑖 𝜔𝑖 𝛿𝐵𝑖 |
𝑖=1
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃𝐴 𝐶𝐴 )

(5.3)

Here,
(5.4)

Nreaction
PA = ∑i=1
max (0, υA , ωi ),
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Nreaction
CA = ∑i=1
max (0, −υA , ωi ) and

(5.5)

1, th
δBi = { if i reaction involves B,
0,
Otherwise

(5.6)

The Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to calculate the interaction of overall species with a given target
species. The modified equation is given below.
R TB =

max
all path p(rTB,p )

(5.7)

n=1

rTB,p = ∏ r Sj Sj+1

(5.8)

j=1

Here, 𝑅𝑇𝐵 represents the path-independent interaction co-efficient between target specie T
and all other species and n is the number of species between T and B. Like DRG method it also
uses a cutoff threshold for the elimination process.
5.2.1.2.3

Path Flux Analysis

Path flux analysis combines the direct and indirect fluxes of production and consumption
interaction of two species from both DRG and DRGEP methods [60]. The overall interaction coefficient 𝑟𝐴𝐵 is the summation of first- and second-generation level,
𝑝𝑟𝑜 1𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑜 2𝑛𝑑
𝑐𝑜𝑛 1𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑛 2𝑛𝑑
𝑟𝐴𝐵 = 𝑟𝐴𝐵
+ 𝑟𝐴𝐵
+ 𝑟𝐴𝐵
+ 𝑟𝐴𝐵

(5.9)

Here, the interaction coefficient for the production and consumption is calculated using production
(𝑃𝐴𝐵 ) and consumption fluxes ( 𝐶𝐴𝐵 ) of each species.
𝑃𝑟𝑜1𝑠𝑡
𝑟𝐴𝐵
=

𝑃𝐴𝐵
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃𝐴 𝐶𝐴 )
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(5.10)

𝑐𝑜𝑛 1𝑠𝑡
𝑟𝐴𝐵
=

𝐶𝐴𝐵
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃𝐴 𝐶𝐴 )

(5.11)

For the second generation the calculation is as follow
𝑝𝑟𝑜 2𝑛𝑑
𝑟𝐴𝐵
=

𝑝𝑟𝑜 1𝑠𝑡
1𝑠𝑡
∑ (𝑟𝐴𝑀
× 𝑟𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑜
)
𝑖𝐵
𝑖

(5.12)

𝑀𝑖 =𝐴,𝐵

𝑐𝑜𝑛 2𝑛𝑑
𝑟𝐴𝐵
=

𝑝𝑟𝑜 1𝑠𝑡
1𝑠𝑡
∑ (𝑟𝐴𝑀
× 𝑟𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑜
)
𝑖𝐵
𝑖

(5.13)

𝑀𝑖 =𝐴,𝐵

The threshold is implemented to decide which species to be removed through the PFA method.
5.2.1.2.4

Sensitivity Analysis (SA)

Sensitivity analysis is applied in this process after reducing the mechanism through DRG
or DRGEP method to avoid high cost of time. In mechanism reduction general sensitivity analysis
[55,58], DRGEP based sensitivity analysis DRGEPSA [52,54] and DRG based sensitivity analysis
DRGASA [61,62] are mostly used.
In sensitivity analysis process an upper threshold value ε is specified and compared with
interaction co-efficient 𝑟𝐴𝐵 . If 𝑟𝐴𝐵 value is than the given threshold, then it is considered as limbo
species and removed eventually from the mechanism. For DRGASA this comparison is done on
each species interaction co-efficient and for DRGEPSA the threshold is applied on overall
interaction coefficient. Two different algorithms for sensitivity analysis are considered in PyMars
[56]. One is initial algorithm which only compares threshold once and applies the reduction of all
limbo species step by step. Another algorithm named as greedy which considers the re-evaluation
of threshold for each reduction of limbo species.
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5.2.1.3

Skeleton Mechanism Generation
For skeleton reduction of PCRL-Mech1 mechanism, at first DRGEP method is applied. As

target species C2H5OH, O2 and N2 is selected. Several sets of initial conditions are defined for
constant volume reactor ignition delay calculation. The reactor conditions cover the temperature
ranges from 700-2000K, pressure from 1-40 atm and equivalent ratio 0.6-1.4. Some important
species like CO2, CO, and ions of H is used as the retained species. For the overall calculation, the
error of 10%. is defined. Initially through DRGEP analysis the mechanism reduces to 52 species
and 712 reactions with a threshold of 2 × 10−1 . For further elimination of unimportant species
and reactions sensitivity analysis is applied on DRGEP generated mechanism. Reactor condition
for ignition delay calculation remain the same. Greedy algorithm is used for the analysis. The
skeleton reduction of sensitivity analysis applied in several steps starting from maximum threshold
of 0.4. Final upper threshold considered for this calculation is 0.1. The final generated skeleton
mechanism has 42 species and 464 reactions with a maximum error of 4%.
5.2.2

Result and Validation
The validation of skeleton mechanism is done by comparing the skeleton mechanism with

the result of detail mechanism. The initial comparison is done with the data of IDT calculation.
LBS and species concentration calculation is also considered to validate the mechanism for engine
relevant conditions. All the calculations are done using open source tool CANTERA [63].
5.2.2.1

Ignition Delay Time
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of the IDT results with detail PCRL-Mech1 at different

operating conditions. To validate at all ranges, the IDT is calculated at pressure 3.3, 19, 25 and 50
atm. The equivalent ratio varied from 0.3-1 and temperature 820-1450 K. The skeleton mechanism
predicts very well the ignition delay time result of detail mechanism at all ranges. Only differences
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are observed at low pressure conditions which is within acceptable range with a percentage error
of 4%.
5.2.2.2

Laminar Burning Speed
The detail mechanism PCRL-Mech1 has a good prediction of LBS with experiment at

different operating ranges. Therefore, it is important to have a good prediction of LBS for the
skeleton mechanism as well. Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) show the comparison of the LBS result at
different temperature and pressure conditions. In Figure 5.2(a) it is found that with the change of
temperature, the skeleton mechanism predicts the LBS of PCRL-Mech1 very well. Negligible
difference is observed at all equivalence ratio conditions. Figure 5.2(b) shows the results of LBS
at different pressure condition. With the increase of pressure, skeleton mechanism shows some
variation in the prediction of LBS. It is found that this variation is within considerable error range
of 0.01-5%.

Figure 5.1

Comparison Of Ignition Delay Time Result Of Skeleton Mechanism At Mixture
Composition Of (a) C2H5OH=1.25%,O2 =7.5% and Ar= 91.5%, (b) C2H5OH=1.0%
, O2 =3% and N2 =11.285%, (c) C2H5OH=1.0%,O2 =6% , N2 =1.72% and Ar= 20.65
%, and (d) C2H5OH= 0.3, O2=10, N2=8.16, Ar=29.44. Solid Line Represents
Skeleton Mechanism and Dotted Line for Detailed Mechanism PCRL-Mech1.
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Figure 5.1 (continued)
5.2.2.3

Species Concentration
To validate the skeleton mechanism further, species concentration of the skeleton and detail

mechanism is compared. The concentrations are calculated through jet stirred reactor and counter
flow flame condition. Only species used as target and retained during elimination process is
considered for the comparison. Figure 5.3 is showing the comparison of species concentration at
jet stirred reactor condition for equivalent ratio 1, temperature ranges from 850-1300 K with a
resident time of 0.07 second. A very good prediction is observed for C2H5OH concentration.

Figure 5.2

Laminar Burning Speed Comparison (a) at 1 atm Pressure and Different Temperature, (b)
358 K Temperature and Different Pressure. Solid Line Represents Skeleton Mechanism
and Dotted Line for Detailed Mechanism PCRL-Mech1.
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The differences for other species such as CO, CO2, O2, and H2O found to be very small to
consider. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of species concentration at counter flow partially
premixed flame condition. The mixture condition is used as 13.85% C2H5OH, 68.03% N2 and
18.12% O2. Similar to jet stirred reactor the major species C2H5OH, CO, CO2, O2 are considered
for the comparison. In counter flow flame condition, the prediction of skeleton mechanism is found
very accurate.
5.2.2.4

Quantitative Comparison
A quantitative comparison of CPU time between PCRL-Mech1 and the skeleton

mechanism is sown in Table 5.1. The comparison is done based on average CPU time required for
1D LBS and 0D IDT simulation. Same sets of data points are considered for both detail and
skeleton mechanism in calculating the CPU time. Average of overall calculation time is
represented in the table. For LBS simulation the grid size is also kept constant. Based on the
analysis it is found that the skeleton mechanism can reduce atleast 35% of the computational time
for LBS simulation and 25% for IDT simulation.

Figure 5.3

Comparison of Species Mole Fraction at Jet Stirred Reactor Condition at Equivalent
Ratio 1 and Resident Time 0.07 Second. Solid Line for Skeleton Mechanism and
Dotted Line for Detailed Mechanism PCRL-Mech1.
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Figure 5.4

Comparison of Species Mole Fraction at Counter Flow Partially Premixed Flame
Condition at Equivalent Ratio 1. Solid Line for Skeleton Mechanism and Dotted
Line for Detailed Mechanism PCRL-Mech1.

Table 5.1

Average Computational Time Analysis for Skeleton Mechanism
Laminar Burning Speed

Ignition Delay Time

Average Computational Time (s)

Mechanism

Average Computational Time (s)

PCRL-Mech1

49.64

PCRL-Mech1

0.735

Skeleton Mech

32.08

Skeleton Mech

0.5534

% reduction

35.37%

% reduction

24.7 %

5.3

Mechanism

Rate Controlled Constraint Analysis (RCCE)
In the present study a new automatic constraint generation technique ASVDADD is

implemented on an ethanol mechanism to select the constraints for the RCCE method. For this
purpose, a zero-dimensional hybrid combustion simulation model is developed to calculate the
time evolution of species and temperature. The model integrates the code for DoD solver [47–
49,64], the RCCE solver [29,41,65,66], and the chemical kinetics solver CHEMKIN [67]. The
effect of this new constraint generation on ethanol oxidation through RCCE modeling is
investigated. The advantage of this method is in flexibility of selecting number of constraints to
apply for RCCE simulation. Also, deep knowledge of reaction pathways, for generating
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constraints, is not necessary in automated method. High temperature ethanol mechanism by
Marinov [68] with 56 species and 382 reactions is used to investigate the new constraint generation
technique and its effect on RCCE method. Marinov [68] mechanism is a well-established ethanol
mechanism. Moreover, pressure-based reactions PLOG is not presented in it, which is the reason
to consider this ethanol mechanism in this study. The temperature distribution for the RCCE
simulation is compared with DKM result under various constraint numbers. Adiabatic constant
volume reactor is used for generating temperature profile. The accuracy of RCCE result depends
on the number of constraints used for the simulation. To check this dependency, a range of
constraint numbers from low to high is selected for RCCE simulation. The minimum number of
constraints which is able to predict DKM result under various initial conditions accurately is
selected for further calculation. The effect of this new constraint selection scheme on RCCE
method at different temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio is also investigated. The mole
fraction of some important species is calculated and compared between RCCE and DKM
simulations. The dependency of predicting mole fraction on number of constraints is identified.
Since constraint number can be adjusted easily in automated method, the prediction with RCCE
method can be improved compared to the physics-based method [28] for ethanol mechanism.
Finally, the result for ignition delay time of ethanol oxidation is calculated and found a reasonable
agreement with DKM which represents the applicability of this new constraint selection method
for other fuels especially heavy hydrocarbon with larger mechanisms.
5.3.1
5.3.1.1

Formulation of The Model
Detail Kinetic Model (DKM) Formulation
The formulation of DKM modeling as found in the literature [26,33,42] is described briefly

in this section. Detail kinetic simulation has been performed using the chemical kinetics solver
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CHEMKIN [67]. The chemical reactions can be expressed base on the changes due to chemical
composition.
𝑛𝑠

𝑛𝑠

∑ 𝜈𝑗𝑙+ 𝑍𝑗
𝑗=1

= ∑ 𝜈𝑗𝑙− 𝑍𝑗 , 𝑙 = 1,2,3 … … . 𝑛𝑟

(5.14)

𝑗=1

where, 𝜈𝑗𝑙+ and 𝜈𝑗𝑙− are the forward and reverse stoichiometric coefficient for the j species of
reaction 𝑙. In the DKM calculation, the number of specie ns and number of reactions nr, are
considered under stoichiometric condition. The elementary forward and backward rate coefficients
are,
𝑘𝑙+ (𝑇)

=

𝑏𝑙+
𝐴+
𝑙 𝑇 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑘𝑙− (𝑇)

𝐸𝑙+
(− )
𝑅𝑇

𝑘𝑙+ (𝑇)
= (− 𝑐𝑜
)
𝑘𝑙 (𝑇)

(5.15)

(5.16)

The equilibrium constant is calculated based on the value of concentration 𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑜 as
𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑜 (𝑇)

𝑝𝜊 𝜐𝑙
𝑔𝑙𝜊 (𝑇)
= ( ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
)
𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇

(5.17)

Where, 𝑔𝑗𝑗 is the Gibbs free energy calculated for 𝑙 𝑡ℎ number of reactions under standard pressure
(𝑝𝜊 ) and temperature (T) using following equations,
𝜐𝑙 = ∑(𝜐𝑗𝑙− − 𝜐𝑗𝑙+ )

(5.18)

𝑗

𝑛𝑠

Δ𝑔𝑙𝜊 (𝑇) = ∑ 𝜐𝑗𝑙 𝑔𝑗𝑗 (𝑇, 𝑝𝜊 )
𝑗=1

(5.19)
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5.3.1.2

Calculation of Chemical Potential
The RCCE calculations can be done efficiently by considering partial Gibbs free energy of

the mixture, instead of considering total value of the pure substance[47,65]. Therefore, Gibbs free
energy and the chemical potential can be expressed with the notation j. Here, species concentration
𝑛𝑗 can be used to compute the reaction rates. The equation is showing the relation of rate constant
for 𝑟𝑙± and 𝑘𝑙±,
𝑛𝑠
±

𝑟𝑙± (𝑇) = 𝑘𝑙± (𝑇) ∏[𝑛𝑗 ]𝜈𝑗𝑙

(5.20)

𝑗=1

Here, 𝑟𝑙+ and 𝑟𝑙− are the forward and reverse rate-of-progress variable of reaction 𝑙 respectively
and [𝑛𝑗 ] is the concentration of the species j. The chemical production density of species balance
equation (5.20) as follows.
𝑛𝑟

𝜔̇ 𝑗 = ∑ 𝜈𝑗𝑙 ( 𝑟−+ − 𝑟𝑙− )

(5.21)

𝑙=1

The entropy production density with the help of chemical contribution represented as
𝑛𝑟

𝑟𝑙+
𝜎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 = 𝑅 ∑(𝑟𝑙+ − 𝑟𝑙− ) ln ( − )
𝑟𝑙

(5.22)

𝑙=1

In surrogate for the species j chemical potential is calculated under the assumptions of Gibbs
Dalton mixture of ideal gas,

𝜇𝑗,𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑋) = 𝑔𝑗𝑗 (𝑇, 𝑝𝜊 ) + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (

𝑝
) + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑋𝑗 )
𝑝𝜊

where, 𝑋𝑗 is the mole fraction of species j of the ideal gas mixture,
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(5.23)

𝑋𝑗 =

𝑛𝑗
𝑛

𝑛

𝑠
, 𝑛 = ∑𝑗=1
𝑛𝑗

(5.24)

The convenient way of constraint potential equation is introduced under entropy chemical
potentials,

5.3.1.2.1

𝑝
Λ = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝𝜊 ) − ln ( ) − ln𝑋
𝑝𝜊

(5.25)

Λ = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝) − ln𝑋

(5.26)

Constrain Identification Using Degree of Disequilibrium (DoD) Analysis

The identification of constraint for RCCE simulation is based on the degree of disequilibrium
analysis of individual chemical reactions. This method uses the straightforward algebraic analysis
of the result of probe simulation based on the underlying DKM. To find a low dimensional
subspace in the DoD space, an approximate singular value decomposition of the actual degree of
disequilibrium (ASVDADD) method is used. The more detail is available in the literature [47–
49,64]. The reaction for the DoD approximation at reaction 𝑙 is defined as
𝑟𝑙+
𝜙𝑙 = ln ( − )
𝑟𝑙

(5.27)

This DoD of reaction 𝑙 is also related to T, 𝑝, X via the equation
𝑛𝑠

𝜙𝑙 = ∑ 𝜐𝑗𝑙 𝜆𝑗,𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑋)

(5.28)

𝑗=𝑙

DoD of a reaction uses the coefficients 𝜆𝑗,𝑜𝑓𝑓 to generate the reaction which becomes a
linear combination of rows of the stoichiometric matrix. Therefore, all the DoDs will linearly
depend on the column of the stoichiometric matrix. The equation for 𝜙𝑙 for the stoichiometric
coefficient can be written as,
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𝑛𝑠

𝜙𝑙 = ∑ 𝜐𝑗𝑙 𝜆𝑗 = (Λ|𝜐𝑙 )

(5.29)

𝑗=1

Here, 𝑙 𝑡ℎ column of the matrix is 𝜐 = [𝜐𝑗𝑙 ] and the production density vector can be written as
Ω = [𝜔1̇ … … … … 𝜔̇ 𝑛𝑠 ]. Therefore, the entropy production density from Eq. changes to
𝑛𝑠

𝑛𝑟

𝜎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 = 𝑅 ∑ 𝜆𝑗 ∑ 𝜐𝑗𝑙 (𝑟−+ − 𝑟−+ ) = (Λ|Ω)𝑅
𝑗=1

(5.30)

𝑙=1

For the DKM analysis the chemical production or the consumption of the species balance
equations is also represented with the orthogonality of the overall condition,
(𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿 |𝜐𝑙 ) = 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … . 𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙 = 1 … . 𝑛𝑟

(5.31)

where 𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿 is the orthogonal matrix of elemental vector constraint. This matrix satisfies the
elemental balance equation. In the matrix 𝜐 of the stoichiometric coefficient a linearly independent
column of 𝑟 = 𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑒 is present. Considering the matrix decomposition, the vector becomes
Λ = Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 + Λ ⊥

(5.32)

where, Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 and Λ ⊥ are the matrix stoichiometric vector span and elemental dimensional linear
span. Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) becomes,
𝑝
Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝𝑜 ) − Λ ⊥ − ln( ) − ln 𝑋
𝑝𝜊

(5.33)

Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝𝑜 ) − Λ ⊥ − ln 𝑋

(5.34)

Therefore, the overall degree of disequilibrium vector would be,
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Λ⊥ = ∑

𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿 𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿

(5.35)

𝑖=1

Since, (Λ ⊥|𝜐𝑙 ) = 0, the Eq. (16) for 𝜙𝑙 can be rewriten as
𝑛𝑠

𝜙𝑙 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗 𝜐𝑗𝑙 = (Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 |𝜐𝑙 )𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑙 = 1, … . . , 𝑛𝑟

(5.36)

𝑗=1

𝜎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 = (Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 |Ω)𝑅

(5.37)

Also, the basis matrix Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 can be rewritten at column number 𝑙𝑘 which is chosen from 𝑟 linearly
independent column of stoichiometric matrix,
𝑟

Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 = ∑ 𝛼𝑘 𝜐𝑙𝑘

(5.38)

𝑘=1

Now substituting Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 in Eq.(5.13), 𝜙𝑙 can be written as,
𝜙𝑘′ = ∑𝑟𝑘=1 𝛼𝑘 (𝜐𝑙𝑘 |𝜐𝑙𝑘 ′ ) , ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑙 = 𝑙𝑘′

(5.39)

The 𝑟 × 𝑟 dimkensional matrix can be denoted as 𝑀𝑘𝑘′ the inverse of which becomes 𝑊.
Therefore,
𝑟

𝛼𝑘 = ∑ 𝜙𝑘′ 𝑊𝑘′𝑘

(5.40)

𝑘′=1

Using the value of 𝛼𝑘 the Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 in Eq (5.25),
𝑟

𝑟

Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 = ∑ 𝜙𝑘 ∑ 𝑊𝑘𝑘′ 𝜐𝑙𝑘′
𝑘=1

𝑘 ′ =1

The convenient way to denote the overall DoD matrix can be written as
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(5.41)

𝑟

(5.42)

Λ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 = ∑ 𝜙𝑘 𝜒𝑘
𝑘′=1

𝑟

(5.43)

𝜒𝑘 = ∑ 𝜙𝑘′ 𝑊𝑘′𝑘
𝑘′=1

The matrix generated in Eq. (5.29) is used to solve for the ignition delay problem for homogeneous
gas problem. This vector for DKM solution can also be written as following equations,
𝑟
𝐷𝐾𝑀 (𝑡)
Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝜒𝑘
𝐷𝑂𝐷 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝜙𝑘

(5.44)

𝑘=1

𝐷𝐾𝑀
Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝐷𝑂𝐷 (𝑡) = [Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷,𝑗𝑝 ]

(5.45)

Here, the DoD matrix has a dimension of 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑃 with a rank of 𝑟 = 𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑒𝑙 . The selection of
constraint for ASVDADD methods [69] is based on dimension 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑃 of Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝐷𝑂𝐷 matrix. Therefore,
Eq.(5.38) for ASVDADD solution can be written as
𝑇
Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝐷𝑂𝐷 (𝑡) = 𝑈 ∑ 𝑉

(5.46)

Here, matrix 𝑈 has the dimension of 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑠 . Constraint are selected under the 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑃 dimension
of DoD matrix and rank of 𝑟 = 𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑒𝑙 . The selected constraint is the reduced number of 𝑟,
which is define as 𝑛𝑐 , where, 𝑛𝑐 < 𝑟 . Considering this dimension Eq (5.33) can be written as,
𝐶𝐸(𝑛 )

Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 𝑐 (𝑡) = 𝑈 ∑

𝐶𝐸(𝑛𝑐 )

𝑉𝑇

(5.47)

The matrix Λ can be minimized by Frobenius approximation with the column of 𝑛𝑐 under the
dimension of 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑠 matrix. This helps to obtain the constraint for the RCCE model. The
𝐶𝐸(𝑛 )

matrix can be written as Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 𝑐 .
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𝑛𝑐
𝐶𝐸(𝑛 )
Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 𝑐 (𝑡𝑝 )

= ∑ 𝛾 𝐶𝐸 (𝑡𝑝 )𝛼𝑖𝐶𝐸

(5.48)

𝑖=1

5.3.1.3

Rate Controlled Constrained Equilibrium (RCCE) Formulation
The constrained equilibrium state for a chemical reaction is found by maximizing the

entropy, which means minimizing the Gibbs free energy. The method is described in detail in the
literature [28,33,47,48]. At equilibrium state the reduced value of Gibbs free energy is obtained at
local value of temperature T, pressure P. Also, the reduced value of element concentrations [𝑛𝑖𝐸𝐿 ],
set of 𝑛𝑐 , and the rate controlling constraint densities 𝑐𝑖 (𝑛) is calculated. Finally, the linear
combinations of the concentration of local species can be obtained using the following relation,
𝑛𝑠
𝐸𝐿
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗
[𝑛𝑗 ] = [𝑛𝑖𝐸𝐿 ] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … . 𝑛𝑒𝑙

(5.49)

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑠
𝐶𝐸
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗
[𝑛𝑗 ] = 𝑐𝑖 (𝑛) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … . 𝑛𝑐

(5.50)

𝑗=1

Selection of constraint is done on the local concentrations associated with main rate
controlling bottleneck at local condition of DKM. The constraints represent the linear combination
𝐶𝐸
of this local concentration of the DKM. Therefore, the selection of the value of 𝛼 𝐶𝐸 = [𝛼𝑖𝑗
] is

very important. Under constraint minimization, the composition 𝑋 𝐶𝐸 becomes
𝑛𝑒𝑙

ln 𝑋𝑗𝐶𝐸 = 𝜆𝑗𝑗 (𝑇, 𝑝) −

𝑛𝑐

𝐸𝐿
∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿,𝐶𝐸 𝛼𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

Eq (5.38) can be rewritten as
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𝐶𝐸
− ∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

(5.51)

𝐶𝐸
𝐶𝐸
Λ𝐶𝐸
𝐷𝑂𝐷 = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝) − Λ ⊥ − 𝑙𝑛𝑋

(5.52)

where,
𝑛𝑒𝑙

= ∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿,𝐶𝐸 𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿

Λ𝐶𝐸
⊥ (𝑡)

𝑖=1

(5.53)

𝑛𝑒𝑙

Λ𝐶𝐸
𝐷𝑂𝐷

= ∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 𝛼𝑖𝐶𝐸

(5.54)

𝑖=1

𝐶𝐸
𝐶𝐸
𝛼𝑖𝐶𝐸 = [𝛼𝑖1
… … … . . 𝛼𝑖𝑛
]
𝑠

𝑙𝑛𝑋 𝐶𝐸 = [𝑙𝑛𝑋1𝐶𝐸 … . . 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝑛𝐶𝐸
]
𝑠

(5.55)
(5.56)

The final equation also can be written in following form which is a suitable form to compare the
result with DKM.
𝐷𝐾𝑀
Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
− 𝑙𝑛𝑋 𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝐷𝑂𝐷 = Λ 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇, 𝑝) − Λ ⊥

(5.57)

A DKM and RCCE simulation, numerically integrate differential equations for T, p, X or
T, n or T, p, 𝛬. The DoD vector from DKM simulation has the 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑃 dimension with a ranking
of 𝑟 = 𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑒𝑙 . The RCCE method uses the dimension of 𝑛𝑐 < 𝑟. With this new dimension the
matrix of Eq (5.31), Λ𝐷𝐾𝑀
𝐷𝑂𝐷 (𝑡) can be written as,
𝑛𝑐
𝐶𝐸 𝐶𝐸
Λ𝐶𝐸
𝐷𝑂𝐷 = ∑ 𝛾𝑖 𝛼𝑖
𝑖=1

where, 𝛼𝑖𝐶𝐸 is the constraint.
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(5.58)

5.3.1.4

Inclusion of Prescribed Constraint
A new set of prescribed constraints adapted in ASVDADD method. These prescribed

constraints are linearly independent and denoted as 𝑎𝑞𝑃𝐶 , where q=1……………𝑛𝑝 . This
prescribed constraint is augmented with element constraint. Due to prescribed constraint the
modified RCCE constraint as follows
𝑌

𝑛𝑠
𝐸𝐿+𝑃𝐶 𝑗
𝐶𝑖𝐸𝐿+𝑃𝐶 = ∑𝑗=1
𝛼𝑖𝑗
, i=1…………. 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝
𝑀
𝑗

𝑛𝑠

𝐶𝑖 = ∑ 𝛿𝑖𝑗
𝑗=1

𝑌𝑗
,
𝑀𝑗

i = 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝 + 1, … … . + 𝑛𝑠

(5.59)

(5.60)

Where,
𝑛𝑠 = number of species.
𝑛𝑒 = number of elements.
𝑛𝑝𝑐 = number of prescribed constraints.
For the modified constraint, the DOD calculation starts as follows:
Λ 𝐷𝑂𝐷 = Λ − Λ ⊥

(5.61)

The changed Λ ⊥ can be calculated with following equation:
𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝

∧⊥ =

∑ 𝛾𝑖∗ 𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿+𝑃𝐶

(5.62)

𝑖=1

Notice that the 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑠 matrix a* of constraint coefficients, defined by the elements.
Where,
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𝐸𝐿+𝑃𝐶
∗
∗
𝑎𝑖𝑗
= 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … … 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑖𝑗
= 𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝 + 1 … … . 𝑛𝑠

(5.63)

It is invertible owing to the linear independence of the constraints. Denoting its inverse matrix by
𝑎∗−1 , we may invert Eq. (5.8) to yield
𝑛𝑠

(5.64)

𝛾𝑖∗ = ∑ Λ𝑗∗ (𝑎∗−1 )𝑗𝑖
𝑖=1

Λ𝑗 can be calculated following two way
First approach:
Using modified initial condition to solve DKM which gives temperature 𝑇 ∗ (𝑡) and mass
fraction 𝑌𝑗∗ (𝑡). Applying these two values in following equation,

𝜇𝑗 (𝑇, 𝜌, 𝑌) = 𝑔𝑗 (𝑇, 𝑝) + 𝑅𝑢 𝑇 ln

𝑌𝑗
𝜌 𝑅𝑢 𝑇
+ 𝑅𝑢 𝑇 ln
𝑝𝑜
𝑀𝑗

(5.65)

It generates time dependent chemical potential 𝜇𝑗 (𝑡) and using 𝜇𝑗 (𝑡) the Entropic chemical
potential Λ𝑗∗ (𝑡) can be calculated using following equation,

Λ𝑗 = −

𝜇𝑗 (𝑇, 𝜌, 𝑌)
(𝑗 = 1,2, … … 𝑛𝑠 )
𝑅𝑢 𝑇

(5.66)

Second approach:
Solving RCCE equivalent equation with ns number of constraints to solve for temperature
𝑇 ∗ (𝑡), and constraint potentials 𝛾𝑖∗ (𝑡)
𝑛𝑠

𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝛾𝑘
𝑎𝑖𝑗
1 𝑑𝑇
1 𝑑𝜌
𝑐
𝑄𝑐
+ ∑ 𝑅𝑖𝑘
= 𝐶𝛼
+∑
𝑆 (𝑡)
𝑇 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝜌 𝑑𝑡
𝑀𝑗 𝑗
𝑘=1

𝑗=1
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(5.67)

Entropic chemical potential Λ𝑗∗ (𝑡) can be generated from following equation.
𝑛𝑠
Λ𝑗 = ∑𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝛾𝑖𝑗

(5.68)

The final DoD equation becomes as follows
𝑛𝑒 +𝑛𝑝

Λ∗𝐷𝑜𝐷 (𝑡) = Λ∗ (𝑡) − ∑ 𝛾𝑖∗ (𝑡) 𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿+𝑃𝐶

(5.69)

𝑖=1

The final SVD decomposition is with all modified matrix
𝐷∗ = 𝑈 ∗ Σ̃ ∗ 𝑉̃ ∗

(5.70)

From this the final new original ASVDADD constraint which is input for RCCE is as follows:

𝛼𝑖𝐴𝑆𝑉𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐷

5.3.2
5.3.2.1

𝛼𝑖𝐸𝐿 , 𝑖 = 1 … . . 𝑛𝑒
𝑃𝐶
𝛼𝑖−𝑛
, 𝑖 = 𝑛𝑒 + 1, . 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝
={
𝑒
∗
𝑢̃𝑖−𝑛𝑒−𝑛𝑝 , 𝑖 = 𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑝 + 1 … . . . 𝑛𝑐

(5.71)

Methodology
Detailed Kinetic Mechanism
The LLNL detail kinetic mechanism by Marinov [68] is developed to represent high

temperature oxidation. In this calculation ethanol mechanism by Marinov is used to test the model
reduction through RCCE using ADVDADD constraint selection method. The mechanism has 56
species and 382 reactions. It is generated considering the branching ratio as a function of
temperature for obstruction of H atom. It also uses RRKM/Master equation calculation for the
decomposition of the reactions. The mechanism is validated with laminar flame speed result from
constant volume bomb and counter flow twin-flame configuration [70], ignition delay data of
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reflected shock tube [71,72] and ethanol oxidation species concentration for jet-stirred and
turbulent flow reactor [73]. From the literature it is found that, LLNL mechanism shows a good
comparison of numerical result with experiment data at different operating ranges. However, since
it is a high temperature mechanism, at low temperature the mechanism may not work effectively.
Also, LLNL mechanism does not contain any pressure dependent reaction PLOG, which makes it
compatible with current DKM and RCCE solvers. Although, LLNL mechanism contains N as an
element, it does not include any other nitrogen species, i.e., NOx. Till now the ASVDADD model
has limitation dealing with diluent gasses such as nitrogen and helium when their species is not
present in mechanism. Therefore, nitrogen has been removed from the LLNL mechanism for DKM
and RCCE simulation in current work. Diluent addition will be considered in future investigations.
5.3.2.2

Mechanism Reduction Technique
The reduction of mechanism through RCCE code mostly relies on the selection of the

constraint. In this work the DoD analysis through ASVDADD method is used in selecting the
constraint. The selection of the constraint using DoD method starts running from the full DKM
simulation. The overall steps for RCCE simulation through constraint selection is showed in the
following flowchart of Figure 5.5 The stoichiometric composition of C2H5OH/O2 is provided as
initial condition. Other species are initialized with the mole fraction of 10-31. The initial pressure,
temperature and volume is also provided as initial condition. Here, volume is calculated by 𝑉 =
𝑛𝑅𝑇⁄𝑝, where 𝑛 is the mole number, R gas constant, T temperature and pressure. The result of
DKM simulation generates a DoD vector. It also provides the temperature profile and species
concentration. This DoD vector is used in generating 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑠 orthogonal matrix U. The column of
this matrix U essentially contains all the constraint. The constraints are selected from the 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑠
matrix and with the selection of the constraint, it changes the matrix dimension to 𝑛𝑐 × 𝑛𝑠 . For the
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computational convenience, instead of using species concentration, the equation for solution is
start with constraint potentials of 𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿 𝐶𝐸 and the 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 .

Figure 5.5

Flowchart of overall RCCE modeling using ASVDADD constraint selection.

This calculation for the entropy chemical potential uses the assumption of Gibbs-Dalton
mixture of ideal gas. RCCE constraint are selected from the 𝑟 = 𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑒𝑙 , which are the nonelemental constraint 𝑛𝑐 . The total number of constraints that used in RCCE calculation is the
defined as 𝐶 which is combination of species and element constraint, 𝐶 = 𝑛𝑐 + 𝑛𝑒𝑙 . Therefore,
the input for RCCE is the initial value of 𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿 𝐶𝐸 and 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 . Eq. (38) is arranged with set of C
equation as,
𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝑛𝑐

𝐶𝐸
𝐸𝐿
∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿,𝐶𝐸 (0)𝛼𝑖𝑗
+ ∑ 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 (0)𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

= 𝜆𝑗𝑗 (𝑇(0), 𝑝(0)) − 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝑗𝐶𝐸 (0)

𝑖=1
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,𝑗 = 1… 𝐶

(5.72)

For the unknown values of 𝐶, the major species are selected empirically. The species are placed in
a decreasing order with the sum of,
𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝑛𝑐

𝐶𝐸
𝐸𝐿
(∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗
+ ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
) 𝜆𝑗𝑗 (𝑇(0), 𝑝(0))𝑛𝑗 (0)
𝑖=1

The initial condition of

(5.73)

𝑖=1

𝛾𝑖𝐸𝐿 𝐶𝐸

and 𝛾𝑖𝐶𝐸 also used to solve for the corrected mole fraction 𝑋𝑗𝐶𝐸 and

corrected initial conditions 𝑛 = 𝑝𝑉⁄𝑅𝑇 through Eq. (5.38). These corrected values are
implemented as initial value of DKM to compare the result with RCCE. A detail of this approach
is available in [47,49] . If the comparison of RCCE derived result is not in good agreement with
DKM the number of constraints can be adjusted which gives this method probability of better
accuracy.
5.3.3

Validation and Discussion
In this work the constraint selection for RCCE is done through ASVDADD method. The

highest constraints number should be the total number of species. To understand the effect of
different constraint number, the temperature profile and species mass fraction of RCCE calculation
is compared with DKM simulation. The calculation is done by using constant volume reactor
condition. Different constraint number from C8 to C40 is considered for generating the result
through RCCE. Figure 5.6 shows the constraint dependency of temperature profile in predicting
DKM result at 1400 K temperature, 1 atm pressure and equivalence ratio 1. From Figure 5.6 it is
found that C8 and C12 poorly predict the temperature profile compared to DKM. With the increase
of constraints number, the predictability of the DKM result get improved. The difference between
the result is not significant for constraint numbers C25-C40. Within C25-C40, the lowest constraint
number C30 is found in Figure 5.6 which has the closest result to DKM Therefore, C30 is
considered for all next simulations.
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Figure 5.6

Comparison of the temperature profile of RCCE with DKM model using different
number of constraint for stoichiometric mixture of C2H5OH/O2.

The comparison of RCCE and DKM at different temperature of 1100-1800 K, pressure of
1-20 atm and equivalence ratio of 0.6-1.4 are shown in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9
respectively. In Figure 5.7, at constraint C30, RCCE temperature profile shows a very good
agreement with DKM result at initial pressure 10 atm and initial temperature 1200, 1600 and 1800
K. However, the variation of result at this same constraint is little higher for 1100, 1400 and 1500
K temperature. Similarly, in Figure 5.8 at constraint C30 a very good agreement of temperature
profile is found with varying pressures of 1, 5 and 20 atm at 1400 K temperature. The variation is
found higher at initial pressure of 10 atm. The agreement with RCCE and DKM is good in Figure
5.7, with constraint C30 for initial temperature of 1200 K and at all different equivalence ratio
from 0.6-1.4, from lean to rich condition.
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Figure 5.7

Comparison of the temperature profile between RCCE with DKM model at different
initial temperature of 1100, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600 and 1800 K, initial pressure of
10 atm and stoichiometric mixture of C2H5OH/O2, dotted line represents RCCE and
solid line represents DKM.

To explain the disagreement between DKM and RCCE temperature profile of Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.8, a constraint dependency study is done at initial pressure 10 atm and temperatures
of 1400 and 1500 K. Different constraint numbers from C25 to C35 are considered for the
simulation as shown in Figure 5.10 . It is found that changing the number of constraints improved
the prediction of result at these initial conditions. Constraint number C25 and C35 both are
showing better and improved prediction of DKM result compared to constraint C30. This implies
that, the constraint number dependency of RCCE method also varies between initial conditions.
Since the constraint selection is flexible in this method, this dependency can be always adjusted to
improve the accuracy.
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Figure 5.8

Comparison of the temperature profile between RCCE with DKM model at different
initial pressure of 1,5,10 and 20 atm, initial temperature of 1400 K and
stoichiometric mixture of C2H5OH/O2, dotted line represents RCCE and solid line
represents DKM.

Figure 5.9

Comparison of the temperature profile of RCCE with DKM model at different
equivalent ratio of 0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2 and 1.4 for C2H5OH/O2 mixture, temperature of
1200 K and initial pressure of 10 atm, dotted line represents RCCE and solid line
represents DKM.
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Figure 5.10

Dependency of RCCE derived temperature profile on different constraint number
for initial temperatures of 1400 and 1500 K, initial pressure of 10 atm and
stoichiometric condition of C2H5OH/O2 mixture.

The number of constraint distribution for different initial pressure and temperature at
equivalence ratio 1 is shown in Table 5.2. The constraint number at which the best accuracy of
RCCE result is obtained comparing to DKM is used in this table. For most initial conditions at
constraint number ranges from C28-C38, the accuracy of the result is found better. For few cases
constrain number C23-C28 can be considered in RCCE calculation.
Table 5.2

Best chosen number of constraints at different temperature and pressure for
stoichiometric C2H5OH/O2 mixture.
Number of Constraints at 𝜙 = 1
𝑇 = 1100𝐾

𝑇 = 1200𝐾

𝑇 = 1400𝐾

𝑇 = 1500𝐾

𝑇 = 1800𝐾

𝑝 = 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚

C20

C25

C35

C35

C30

𝑝 = 5 𝑎𝑡𝑚

C35

C30

C30

C35

C25

𝑝 = 10 𝑎𝑡𝑚

C33

C30

C35

C35

C30

𝑝 = 20 𝑎𝑡𝑚

C30

C30

C30

C25

C25
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It is found from Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2 that the constraint number ranges from C25-C40
shows better prediction of DKM result. Therefore, constraint number within this C25-C40 is
considered in calculating the mole fraction of the species at 1400 K temperature and 1atm pressure.
Figure 5.11 shows some of the major species and their mole fraction used for comparison with the
mole fraction of DKM simulation. The dependency of constraint number in predicting different
species concentration is also observed in this result. At constraint number C40 the mole fraction
of CO and CO2 has higher deviation with DKM compared to lower number of constraints like C25,
C30, C33 and C35. Again, C25 and C33 show larger deviation than C30 and C40 in predicting
H2O and OH mole fraction which proves that the species concentration is dependent on the number
of constraints.
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Figure 5.11

Comparison of the mole fraction calculated by RCCE with DKM model using
different number of constraint for stoichiometric mixture of C2H5OH/O2.

Finally, result for ignition delay time for C2H5OH/O2 is compared between RCCE and
DKM at equivalence ratio of 1 and 1.4, and pressure of 10 atm and 20 atm respectively which is
shown in Figure 5.12. A good agreement between RCCE and DKM result on ignition delay in
most of the initial temperature cases is observed. From Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.10, it is found that,
the number of constraints affects the accuracy of the result at different initial conditions. It is also
found that for most of the initial conditions, the accuracy of the results get improved between
constraint C25-C35. Therefore, to find the uncertainty in all initial conditions, ignition delay time
at each of the cases is calculated at C25 to C35 constraint numbers. The uncertainty is represented
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as error bar for each initial temperature in Figure 5.12. By changing the constraint number from
C25 to C35, less than 1-3% error compared to DKM result can be achieved in predicting the
ignition delay time with RCCE method.

Figure 5.12

5.4

RCCE simulation in calculating ignition delay time for C2H5OH/O2 oxidation and
its comparison with DKM result. Here dotted line represents DKM results and the
bullets represent RCCE simulation.

Conclusion
Although detail kinetic mechanism can predict experimental data accurately, reducing the

size of the mechanism is very essential for computational simulation and modeling. Various
research has been done for the successful reduction of the mechanism size. To reduce a mechanism
without affecting the accuracy, computationally is a big challenge. A skeleton mechanism is
developed in this current work for ethanol oxidation. A detail ethanol mechanism PCRL-Mech1,
which is generated through RMG is used for the reduction. The detailed mechanism contained 67
species and 1031 reactions. For skeleton reduction DRGEPSA analysis is used which is
combination of three methods: direct relation graph with error propagation (DRGEP) and
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sensitivity analysis (SA). An opensource software PyMars is used for reduction process. PyMars
supports both DRGEP and SA method. To reduce the detail mechanism, at first DRGEP and finally
SA is implemented. A wide range of reactor condition for ignition delay analysis is considered. 10
percent error limit is used for the species elimination through DRGEP method. For SA the final
upper threshold is defined 0.1. The final skeleton mechanism has 42 species and 464 reactions.
Ignition delay time at reactor conditions are considered to compare the skeleton mechanism with
PCRL-Mech1 mechanism. A good agreement is found for all cases. Finally, laminar burning speed
and species concentration through different reactor condition is also considered for comparison.
The skeleton mechanism was able to successfully predict all the results of PCRL-Mech1 within a
considerably low error limit. The generated skeleton mechanism also able to reduce computational
time 35-36% for 1D LBS and 24-25% for 0D IDT simulation.
In addition to that another comparatively new and efficient mechanism reduction technique
rate controlled constrained equilibrium (RCCE) also considered. RCCE has still limitation in
predicting pressure-based reactions PLOG which is available in PCRL-Mech1 mechanism. So
initially this mechanism reduction technique is applied another ethanol mechanism by Marinov. A
new constraint selection method ASVDADD is used to select the constraint for RCCE simulation.
ASVDADD method identifies a low dimensional subspace in DoD space for which actual DoD
traces do not depart from a fixed distance based on the present tolerance. One of the major
advantages of this method is that flexible number of constraints can be selected for RCCE
calculation. Different number of constraints from C8 to C40 is tested by comparing the temperature
profile for DKM and RCCE simulation. Mole fraction of some major species like CO, CO2, H2O
and OH, at different constraint number are also calculated and compared between RCCE and DKM
calculation. From the comparison it is found that generally, the higher the number of constraints it
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can predict the temperature profile of DKM better. However, there is a variation of constraint
dependency found between different initial conditions. The number of constraints effects the
prediction of species mole fraction and its comparison with DKM. This variation is also observed
between prediction of different species mole fraction. Since, the constraint selection is flexible this
variation could easily be adjusted to get a good prediction in DKM result. This also helps to reduce
the error in RCCE predictions which makes this constraint selection method advantageous than
other physical methods. A good agreement found in the ignition delay time result between DKM
and RCCE methods. Based on the analysis and agreement, the reliability on the ASVDADD on
constraint selection for RCCE can be considered. For future work more constraint dependency on
wider ranges of temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio needs to be investigated. The
prediction of PLOG reactions in DKM calculation need to be included so that newly generated
mechanisms can be tested. Also, the limitation with the cases where diluent is present in the
mechanism without any species need to resolve to study the constraint effect on oxidation of fuel
with air.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
6.1

Conclusion
The impact of global climate change on everyday life brings the necessity to look for

alternate energy sources like biofuels. Biofuels are produced from biomass which is generally
available in the environment. It has oxygenated nature which makes it environmentally friendly
over fossil fuel. It is found that even a percentage addition of biofuel can improve the fossil fuel
characteristics significantly. Therefore, as mentioned in chapter 2, the effect of biofuel additive on
gasoline is tested through numerical simulation. Different combustion properties like laminar
burning speed (LBS) and Ignition delay time (IDT) are considered for the comparison. various
percentage (5, 25 and 50 %) of two biofuel, ethanol and 2,5 dimethyl furan (DMF) are mixed with
gasoline. The study shows the significant improvement in gasoline characteristics with 25 and 50%
additive of these two biofuels.
For detail study of any fuel numerically, it is important to know its chemistry. A chemical
mechanism is an important part of any numerical calculations. The prediction of numerical
simulations depends on the accuracy of the mechanism. It also helps to know the chemical kinetics
of a fuel which can be helpful for improvement of its properties. Therefore, chemical mechanism
for an important biofuel ethanol is considered at chapter 3. The mechanism is generated at first
through reaction mechanism generator. The generated mechanism is compared with experimental
result of LBS and IDT. Sensitivity analysis is considered to find important reactions of the
mechanism responsible for the results. Reaction rates are modified for some of the important
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reactions through literature review which improves the predictability of the mechanism. Ethanol
mechanism named as PCRL-Mech1, is validated successfully at wide range of engine relevant
conditions. It has 67 species and 1031 reactions. Accuracy and computational time wise it also
stand in a good optimized condition compared to literature mechanisms.
Although ethanol is one of the popular biofuels, it is produced from food content like corn
which makes its source limited. This limitation brings the necessity of other potential sources for
biofuel. One of the promising fuels that is getting interest currently is known as Anisole or
methoxybenzene. It is produced from lignocellulosic biomass. Anisole shows an attractive
property as a fuel component in combustion. It is a higher hydrocarbon component and has
aromatic nature. The mechanism for anisole oxidation is considered at chapter 4. Since anisole is
a newer fuel it has limited experimental data available till now. Also, in some cases it has limitation
in available data for aromatic components. Despite of this limitation, the generated mechanism of
anisole shows a good agreement with available experimental conditions. The mechanism has 462
species and 3814 reactions. Important pathways for anisole oxidation are also studied through
reaction path flux and sensitivity analysis. The mechanism is an excellent addition for further
anisole studies.
Multiscale modeling like computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are essential for
modeling purpose in combustion research. A detail mechanism is computationally very expensive
to use for higher order cases. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the size of the mechanism without
compromising the accuracy. As described in chapter 5, different reduction approaches are studied
in literature aiming for reduction of the mechanism. In this work direct graph analysis (DRG),
direct graph analysis with error propagation (DRGEP) and sensitivity analysis are considered for
the skeleton mechanism generation of PCRL-Mech1. The size of the mechanism is reduced to 42
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species and 464 reactions through this method. The success of the process depends on the accurate
choice of different operating condition and threshold values. The skeleton mechanism is used for
calculating results like LBS and IDT and found to be in a very good match with the result of PCRLMech1 mechanism. This skeleton mechanism reduces the computational time almost 25-40%.
Another model reduction scheme rate-controlled constraint equilibrium (RCCE) is also
considered as part of the mechanism reduction. RCCE uses constraint values instead of detail
mechanism which reduces the dimensions significantly. The success of the RCCE simulation
depend on the proper selection of constraint. In this work RCCE constraint are calculated though
approximate singular value decomposition of actual degree of disequilibrium (ASVDADD)
method. The method is tested through comparing the temperature profile between detail kinetic
model (DKM) and RCCE calculations. In this work the initial ASVDADD method is tested on an
ethanol mechanism. Effect of the different constraint number on the accuracy of the simulation is
analyzed. A successful comparison is observed which validates the ASVDADD constraint
selection. A modification of this constraint generation through ASVDADD method is also studied.
A successful comparison of temperature profile for H2/O2 kinetic verifies the modified constraints.
6.2

Future Work
Continuous study of the chemical kinetics is always a necessity for the proper prediction

of numerical modeling. The following future works can be considered as part of the improvement
of the present work:
•

The skeleton mechanism generated through PCRL-Mech1, can be reduced further using
different mechanism reduction approaches, such as isomer lamping, different time step
reduction approaches like QSS or CSP analysis.
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•

Anisole mechanism still has some limitation with its low temperature chemistry which
results deviation in IDT and LBS results at this region. This low temperature chemistry
needs to be studied further.

•

The experimental result available for anisole for LBS and IDT calculation is still very
limited to understand the fuel chemistry properly. More experimental data is required for
this new biofuel.

•

The RCCE method studied in this work shows very promising result. It still has limitation
in predicting different reaction types like pressure-based reactions (PLOG). Addressing
this issue will make the process robust for all detail cases. Higher hydrocarbon kinetics can
be considered for ASVDADD calculations for the validation of the process.
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APPENDIX A
MECHANISM GENERATION THROUGH REACTION MECHANISM GENERATOR
(RMG)
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A.1

Basic Information Running Through RMG

•

RMG can be installed and run directly through linux operating system.

•

For windows user to run RMG, at first a linux environment is needed to install so that it can be used
for running RMG.

•

RMG installation also depends on several dependencies to operate.

•

Essential software needed to install RMG based for windows users are as follows

➢ Virtual Machine/ Linux sub system for windows
➢ Python (updated version)
➢ Anaconda (updated version)
➢ RMG
A.2

Installation Process

Linux virtual machine/ Linux sub system for windows:
This installation is mainly for windows user. Linux user can directly start from the second
steps of installing python. The main purpose of installing Virtual Machine or Linux sub system is
to create a Linux operating environment within windows system, which will help to install and run
RMG for windows user. Both virtual machine and subsystem serves the same purpose. However,
it is recommended to use subsystem over virtual box because prior is faster.

Linux Virtual Machine:
Virtual machine is a software which considered as a computer file or image and functioned
as an actual computer. It is a computer inside a computer. It contains its own virtual operating
system, hard drive, memory, CPU, network interface and other services. Software can be installed
or deleted inside the system without affecting main computer. For RMG installation a LINUX
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virtual machine can be installed inside windows system. This helps to have Linux operating system
and install and run RMG simulations.
The installation process for virtual machine (VM) are as follows:
Checking compatibility:
In general PC with windows 10 operating system have the option enabled for virtual machine. Yet
it is recommended to check whether the virtualization option is open.
➢ To check it open the task manager. Take the cursor on the taskbar at the bottom and
right click to choose the option task manager.
➢ Click on performance tab. And check whether visualization option is Enabled or
not. Both options are showed under red box in the figure below.

➢ If visualization is not enabled, it is required to enable by going through bios setup
option very carefully, from following link (https://www.windowscentral.com/howenter-uefi-bios-windows-10-pcs ).
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➢ Once visualization is enabled can proceed for next step
Virtual Machine Installation:
Before installing virtual machine tool the Linux operating (Ubuntu) can be pre downloaded in
download folder and save in the computer for future use. Ubuntu can be downloaded from
following link: https://ubuntu.com/#download. The latest version of Ubuntu is 20.04 LTS. Make
sure to download 20.04 LTS or any present version mentioned by RMG website.
Right this moment it is recommend by RMG is to install 18.04 LTS. Although it shouldn’t be a
problem if 20.04 is used.
▪

For downloading 18.04 follow this link:

http://oldreleases.ubuntu.com/releases/18.04.1/?_ga=2.126026573.1949453650.15991597691699308879.1547472685
✓ Chose the option ubuntu-18.04-desktop-amd64.iso
✓ Once Ubuntu is downloaded now proceed for VM installation.
▪

Two different VM software is recommended by RMG website. Installing any one of them
should be good for RMG installation. VMware Workstation Pro and Oracle Virtual Box are
the two most used VM boxes. However, VMware Workstation is not an open-source tool.
Therefore, it cannot be installed and use for long period of time. It only will work for a trial
period. Considering this, Oracle virtual box is a better alternative. Figure below is showing the
different images of VM tools.
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▪

Downloading Oracle VM Virtual Box:

Link for getting virtual box (https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads). The versions updated
frequently. Right now the available version is 6.1.12. As shown in figure below from the website
page click on the “windows hosts” under “VirtualBox 6.1.12 platform packages”.

Once the download is complete, run the executable under administrative permission.
➢ The following window will appear. Click next.
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➢ Keep the default, only if needed the location can be adjusted. Click next.

➢ Select all the options and click next.
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➢ Click on install option to begin the installation process. In the next option a warning
window will pop up. Ignore the warning and click Yes to proceed. Once done click Finish.
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➢ Once the installation is over the next window will be for VM box. Next few steps are for
the setup of the VM box
➢ VM box setup: Following is the window for the VM box. Click on the blue icon to start
the setup process as mentioned in the figure.
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➢ Provide a name to the VM box. Make sure to change the type into Linux and version to
Ubuntu 64 bit.

➢ The default memory is 4MB. Increase it until the green line ends as shown in figure.
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➢ Choose “create virtual hard disk now”,
➢ Chose VDI (virtual disk image)

➢ If needed correct the file location and increase the disk size to atleast 50 GB.
➢ This size will be considered as the disk length for anything will run inside VM machine.
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➢ Choose the controller: IDE under storage Devices to prompt to disc Ubuntu tool. Marked
red in figure.

➢ Click on Choose Disc under pop up window.
➢ Click on add new (green + sign)
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➢ It will show a window with option to add new, click in (green + with disc).

➢ Choose the folder where Ubuntu is downloaded and saved.
➢ Click on the Ubuntu.
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➢ Once Ubuntu is chosen to click open. It will show up in the box the Ubuntu file as included
under controller: IDE.
➢ Click “OK”.
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➢ Click on the GREEN ARROW under oracle VM manager. Marked as Red.
➢ It will pop up a window with option install Ubuntu. Click on the option.

➢ Choose the option Erase disk install Ubuntu as warning. Then Click on Install Now.
➢ Click Continue.
➢ Continue with the installation, choosing a good username.
➢ After installation is complete, the VM should pop up and running. To continue with
installing RMG, follow the instructions either for binary (Binary Installation Using
Anaconda for Unix-Based Systems: Linux and Mac OSX) or source installation
(Installation by Source Using Anaconda Environment for Unix-based Systems: Linux and
Mac OSX) for the Linux Operating system.
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Windows Subsystem Linux: (WSL):
Instead of using the VM for Linux interference, WSL is a good alternative. The main advantage
of WSL is, it requires much less space (storage, memory CPU) than VM. It can run alongside with
windows, use Linux command line and applications. Also, it can use the files from windows. VM
often time results slowing down the process whereas WSL doesn’t. Installation of WSL is much
easier.
WSL Installation:
Before installing WSL at first need to check the windows specifications. OS build number under
settings is the indication whether WSL is supported or not. Also, WSL only works for windows
10 and higher versions.
OS build number has to be higher than 16215 or later. It can be checked under setting or typing
winver in search bar.
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➢ Once the requirement is met. Open the PowerShell.
➢ It can be open by directly searching under search bar.
➢ Run the power shell under administrative option.
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➢ Run the following for WSL-1 installation.
If

you

want

to

move

to

WSL

2

follow

this

link(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/windows/wsl/install-win10)
Dism.exe/online/enable-feature/featurename:Microsoft-Windows-Subsystem-Linux/all/norestart

Ubuntu Install:
➢ Go to Microsoft store and search Ubuntu. There are several options. Choose Ubuntu 18.0 or
the one currently recommended by RMG
➢ Click on get. It will prompt to install in the computer.
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➢ Once installation is over search from search bar Ubuntu to get the command window for
it.
➢ First time it will take some time and will ask for account opening and password.
From next time it will have no issue.
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➢ Once the Linux subsystem is installed, open a web browser in Windows and go to
the Anaconda Python Platform Downloads Page
(Link: https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual#linux).

➢ Go to the tab for the Anaconda Installers. Right click on Linux option 64Bit(x86)installer(550MB) , click on “save link”.
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➢ Installing Python and Anaconda:
➢ Copy the link in Ubuntu command line with typing wget at the front as shown in figure.
wget https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-2020.07-Linux-x86_64.sh

➢ Once the download is completed, type bash followed by correct name of downloaded file
to install it for Ubuntu operating system.
➢ The file name is as follows: Run for installing Anaconda which is integrated with python
bash Anaconda3-2020.07-Linux-x86_64.sh
Once the installer finished it will have prompted for selecting the path.
Select YES
➢ When prompted, do NOT install Microsoft VSCode. If you are interested in this
lightweight IDE then you will want to install this into Windows 10 instead of inside the
Linux subsystem.
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➢ Once install completed. Run following command to make sure the installation is
completed.
sudo apt install gcc
sudo apt install g++
sudo apt install make
sudo apt-get install libxrender1

RMG Installation:
➢ To install RMG use the following command in the Ubuntu command prompt
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➢ Once RMG is installed the environment can be activated using any one of the following
commands and press enter. It will activate RMG environment. Any activity for RMG will
not work until RMG environment has been activated.

➢ To make sure that the updated version of RMG is installed it is recommended to update
RMG once installed. The command to update RMG is as follows:

A.3

Running Job With RMG
▪

RMG is an automated kinetic mechanism generator.

▪

It is able to generate kinetic model for gas phase pyrolysis and combustion using
C, H, O and S.

▪

The generated kinetic model includes the species name, the related thermodynamic
properties, set of chemical reactions which are related with the transformation of
chemical condition and the reactions constants.

▪

To generate this usually it is expected to provide an input file which will carry the
initial information of the primary condition of the mechanism.

▪

If Linux is used as operating system, a directory can be open directly.
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▪

For windows user to run RMG, at first search for Ubuntu command window as
before which just installed as Linux substation and used for RMG installation.

▪

Once an Ubuntu command window is open all the job for RMG will be run under
this command window, which includes, opening any directory and preparing
required file for RMG and running simulation for mechanism generation. Linux
commands are required to work under Ubuntu environment.

▪

Start the process in the linux system from finding the path.

▪

Choose desire directory by using cd <path>

▪

The first step is always to make a folder where the whole project will be located.
Open a folder with command mkdir>folder_name.

▪

To run a RMG job an input file named as input.py needs to prepare which will be
under the directory of the new folder. Once RMG will start running, it will prepare
several folders under this directory which may require for future usage.

▪

The input file name must be input.py

Preparation of Input File:
The first section of the input file is the database section.
The major commands under database is as follows:
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Thermo Libraries:
As mentioned earlier RMG uses Benson group additivity method to calculate the
thermodynamic properties. ThermoLibraies can be provided to find the desired thermodynamic
properties of the mechanism.
If species are available in thermo library, RMG by default collect the data from that library.
Initially using only ‘primaryThermoLibrary’ is recommended. It will calculate the rest using the
Benson additive method. RMG has library of different thermodynamic properties which can be
used if it related with the desired mechanism.
Database is available under RMG database website.
If needed multiple libraries can be provided.
If common species available between multiple libraries, data will be collected from the first one.
Make sure use correct library name as mentioned in database along with the format.
SYNTAX:

Reaction Libraries:
Reaction library or kinetic library contains the kinetics of specific Reaction set.
In some cases, these libraries contain specific path way or updated calculated rates.
Once reaction library is defines, it added kinetics from these libraries based on rate calculation or
in some cases directly to the core.
If the term “TRUE” is used all the reaction of the provided library will be added into the core
mechanism, whether it is needed or not
If the term ‘FALSE’ is used, kinetics based on rate calculation will be added.
If false only the sufficient species based on rate based calculation will be added.
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RMG has its own reaction library database.
Based on what kinetics or path is required, library can be chosen from the database.
SYNTAX:

Seed Mechanism:
If any library is used as seed mechanism every species and reactions of that mechanism will be
added into the core of the generating mechanism directly.
A seed mechanism should be used only if the given kinetics and species are sure to be part of the
mechanism.
A good seed mechanism which is close to desire mechanism helps to reduced run time.
If needed this section can be placed empty.
For specific cases if kinetics is known own seed mechanism can be generated.
SYNTAX

Kinetic depositories:
RMG mostly uses training set to calculate the depositories. It considered training by default. The
general syntax is as follows:

Kinetic families:
If specific families under which reaction will be generated are known for the mechanism, it can be
specified here.
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If the option is kept default, RMG will follow the kinetic family from its database and take the
desired family in generating the kinetics.
The link of the database available in RMG is here.
SYNTAX

Kinetic estimator:
Currently only option available is rate rules.
It helps to specify how the rate calculation works in RMG.
SYNTAX

List of Species:
To make sure that all desired species are included at the core of the mechanism, species list can be
generated. To assign a species following parameters should be included.
Label: The name of the species or the chemical name of the species should be written here.
Reactive: If the species are reactive the option will be ‘True’. For the case of inert gas generally
its become ‘False’.
Structure: The chemical structure of the species which can be defines by SMILE or adjacency list.
It is essential to use correct chemical structure because this is how RMG will find the exact species.
To use the exact species name which is compatible with RMG and to know the exact structure
(SMILE or adjacency list) RMG Molecular structure section from the following link can be used.
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SYNTAX

OR

Reactor System (simple reactor):
RMG can model under constant temperature and constant pressure reactor system.
Each reactor system needs to model separately.
The reactors are defined with separate initial temperature, pressure and species concentration.
Specify temperature:
A fixed temperature value is provided here.
Specify pressure:
A constant pressure value is used as input.
Species label:
Under the level option the mole fraction of each reactant in the reaction is specified. It is better
that the sum of all fraction will become one. In case there is few fractional differences with the
sum value RMG automatically normalized it.
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To define species concentration, the name of the species and its concentration is used. The
formatting is as shown below:

Every reaction system will consist of termination criteria.
The termination criteria are based on species conversion and termination time. If both of the criteria
are used, then the reaction will stop based on which criteria satisfied first. Only one criterion can
also be used. Each reactor will consist of species name and their molar fraction number. It is better
to make sure the sum of the molar fraction is one.
In case it has some difference from one, generally RMG normalized the number while calculating.
The same reactor system can be used for sensitivity analysis for species concentration.
To enable sensitivity analysis species whose concentration will be calculated and the threshold of
the species need to define. The species used for sensitivity has to be defined under list of species.

** If the target is to have a mechanism satisfying different operating conditions, several
reactors have to use to satisfy the range.
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For example: To satisfy wide equivalence ratio atleast three reactors at lean, rich and
stoichiometric condition need to generate.
Simulator Tolerance
Absolute and relative tolerance is specified for the ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver.
The approximate value for absolute and relative solver is generally ranges form (1e-15 to 1e-25)
and (1e-4 to 1e-8) respectively.
If sensitivity analysis is used under reactor condition the tolerance for sensitivity can also define
under this tolerance criterion.

SYNTAX

Tolerance Move to Core:
▪

It helps to determine the relative flux to put a species into a core.

▪

The smaller the value is, the larger and complex the model will be.

▪

Initially it is recommended to start with larger value.

▪

The basic theory behind this tolerance move to core is provided under theory
section.
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Tolerance Keep in Edge:
It defines how low the edge flux ratio for a species must be to keep on the edge. This should be set
to zero, which is its default.
The lower the value will, more species will remain and will utilize more memory.

Tolerance InterruptSimulation:
Indicates how high the edge flux ratio must get to interrupt the simulation. Its actually another way
of determining when to stop the ODE. Too low value will make the simulation run for longer time.
Maximum Edge Species:
This defines maximum number of species will accumulate before pruning occur.
The larger the species number more memory will be required while running.

Filter reaction:
This is a pre filter option in reaction system. It is sometimes helpful to make the model converge.
By default, the option is off. It needs to turn on by defining True to activate it.
SYNTAX
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SYNTAX

Generate Species constraint:
It allows exceptions into the restrictions.
An additional flag allowed can be set to allow species from either the input file, seed
mechanisms, or reaction libraries to bypass these constraints. Note that this should be done with
caution, since the constraints will still apply to subsequent products that from.

Output File:
➢ RMG generates different folders under output folder.
➢ A complete file generates one CHEMKIN folder and different folder for CANTERA.
➢ Under CHEMKIN folder there will be a species directory which contains the structure of
each species.
➢ The output mechanism file for each format can be directly used with CHEMKIN and
CANTERA tools. While running the species name has to be defined and match exactly
with the mechanism.
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➢ Some species in species list appear with term “S” and a number with it, for example
S(1234). These are mainly representing the individual species with large name. The exact
structure can be finding from the structure list of species dictionary.
➢ It also generates a species folder if the generateOutputHTML=True. The species folder will
be loaded with all the species structure in 2D form.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS OF LAMINAR BURNING SPEED, IGNITION DELAY
TIME AND SPECIES CONCENTRATION FOR ETHANOL MECHANISM
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B.1

Laminar Burning Speed

Figure B.1

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 of at temperature 358 K and
Pressure 1 atm

Figure B.2

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 453 K and Pressure 1
atm
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Figure B.3

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 600 K and Pressure 1
atm

Figure B.4

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 358 K and Pressure 2
atm
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Figure B.5

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 358 K and Pressure 5
atm

Figure B.6

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 358 K and Pressure 7
atm
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Figure B.7

Laminar burning speed of Ethanol with O2:N2=79:21 at temperature 358 K and Pressure 10
atm
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B.2

Ignition Delay Time

Figure B.8

Ignition delay time calculation at atm, Φ= 0.9971, C2H5OH: 2.5054, N2: 7.5379, Ar:
89.9567, P= 30 atm

Figure B.9

Ignition delay time calculation at Φ = 0.3, C2H5OH: 1, O2:10, N2: 8.16, Ar: 29.44. Pc=10
atm, 825-985 K
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Figure B.10 Ignition delay time calculation at Φ = 1, C2H5OH: 1, O2: 3 , N2: 11.285. P=19 atm

Figure B.11 Ignition delay time calculation at Φ = 0.3, C2H5OH: 1, O2: 3 , N2: 11.285. P= 80atm
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Figure B.12 Ignition delay time calculation Φ = 0.3, C2H5OH: 1, O2: 3 , N2: 11.285. P=40 atm,

Figure B.13 Ignition delay time calculation Φ = 0.5, C2H5OH: 1.25%, O2: 7.5%, N2: 91.25%. P=3.3 atm
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Figure B.14 Ignition delay time calculation at Φ = 0.5, C2H5OH: 1, O2:6, N2: 1.72, Ar: 20.84. Pc=10 atm,
825-985 K
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B.3

Flow Reactor

Figure B.15 Time evolution of stable species C2H5OH during Variable flow reactor oxidation
C2H5OH/O2/N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of
C2H5OH. Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for
Aramco mechanism.

Figure B.16 Time evolution of stable species CO during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.
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Figure B.17 Time evolution of stable species CO2 during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.

Figure B.18 Time evolution of stable species O2 during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/ N2
mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.
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Figure B.19 Time evolution of stable species H2O during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C 2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.

Figure B.20 Time evolution of stable species C2H4 during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C 2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.
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Figure B.21 Time evolution of stable species C2H6 during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of C 2H5OH.
Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for Aramco
mechanism.

Figure B.22 Time evolution of stable species CH3CHO during Variable flow reactor oxidation
C2H5OH/O2/ N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration
of C2H5OH. Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for
Aramco mechanism.
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Figure B.23 Time evolution of stable species CH4 during Variable flow reactor oxidation C2H5OH/O2/
N2 mixtures at pressure 3atm and temperature 950 K for 0.3% concentration of
C2H5OH.Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRL-Mech1 and dotted line for
Aramco mechanism.
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B.4

Jet Stirred Reactor

Figure B.24 Comparison of mole fraction of ethanol oxidation in jet stirred reactor as a function of
temperature at equivalence ratio 0.5. Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRLMech1 and dotted line for Aramco mechanism.
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Figure B.25 Comparison of mole fraction of ethanol oxidation in jet stirred reactor as a function of
temperature at equivalence ratio 1. Symbols for experiment, solid line represent PCRLMech1 and dotted line for Aramco, LLNL, Zyada, CRECK, Merino and Sandiego
mechanism
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